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VICE CHANCELLOR’S CORNER
Dear Sewanee Alumni and Friends,
This is my last Vice Chancellor’s Corner letter. On July 1, having turned in my office
keys the day before and hugged many of my longtime colleagues, I will join Trudy and
many other Sewanee community members as we joyously welcome John McCardell as the
University of the South’s 16th vice chancellor in a brief changing-of-the-guard service
in All Saints’ Chapel. John and Bonnie McCardell will give great leadership and service
here, as they have at Middlebury College throughout their 34 years there. John’s gifts as
a distinguished historian, a highly respected leader in American higher education, an
extraordinarily effective president of one of the country’s outstanding liberal arts colleges,
and a most gracious man will serve Sewanee remarkably well, and Bonnie’s energy, grace,
and devotion will also be deeply appreciated. It will be a special pleasure to watch the
University move ahead spectacularly well in the years of the McCardell administration.
As has so often been the case over the last 10 years, my main message in this last letter is one of warm thanks. Being Sewanee’s vice chancellor has been an honor and a
joy. Trudy and I are indebted to many, many people, including Chancellors Wimberly,
Parsley, and Alexander; former Vice Chancellors Ayres and Williamson; Regent Chairs
Beecken, Adams, Lines, Babson, Scott, Nielsen, and Humphreys; trustees; regents;
faculty; staff; administrative colleagues; students; parents; donors; alumni; community
citizens; and friends. Although I cannot possibly thank you all individually, I want to
take the privilege of thanking one person in particular. Rob Pearigen, C’76, has been
an exemplary servant leader since he returned to the Mountain as dean of men in 1987.
He led the College’s Student Life Division as dean of students until 2005 and has been
vice president for University Relations for the last five years. On July 1, he will become
the president of Millsaps College, a blessing for that institution but a loss for his alma
mater. Rob and Phoebe will be missed greatly here. They have inspired students and
colleagues deeply, given generously of themselves, worked harder than any of us could
have asked, and made a tremendous difference for good. Rob stepped in as University
Relations vice president at a critical time in The Sewanee Call Campaign, and its success
owes much to his devotion. His achievements for Sewanee, as dean, vice president, and
professor of political science, will continue to benefit the University for many generations to come and will be remembered with deep gratitude. All of us who love Sewanee
join in thanking the Pearigens and wishing them all the best as they begin their new
responsibilities, and we congratulate Millsaps College on its outstanding new president.
Of the several mementos that I will take
with me from the vice chancellor’s office,
none is dearer than the collection of drawings
that members of Ann Seiters’ third-grade
Sewanee Elementary School class gave me
after having come to watch the procession
into All Saints’ Chapel for the Opening Convocation for Easter Semester in 2001. Here
is one of those drawings that seems especially
appropriate as I make my exit with gratitude
to so many. Blessings to all of you who love
this Mountain.
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Leadership Transition Begins
with Installation of New Chancellor

Bishop of Atlanta
J. Neil Alexander Jr.,
(center) is the
University’s 23rd
chancellor.
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I

n a ritual nearly as old as the University
itself, the sounds of ancient Latin filled
the vaulted spaces of All Saints’ Chapel
during Opening Convocation in January
as Bishop of Tennessee John Bauerschmidt
presented the Rt. Rev. J. Neil Alexander,
bishop of Atlanta, for installation as the
23rd chancellor of the University of the
South. The installation is the first of two
ceremonies this year marking the changing of the guard in the University’s top two
leadership positions.
Less than three weeks earlier, the University’s Board of Trustees had announced
the election of John McCardell, former
president of Middlebury College in Ver-

mont, as Sewanee’s 16th vice chancellor.
McCardell’s election was the result of a
national search that began in February
2009.
Alexander was elected chancellor at the
October 2009 meeting of the University’s
Board of Trustees. The chancellor is
elected from the bishops of the University’s owning dioceses for a term of six
years and serves as chair, ex officio, of the
Board of Trustees and a member of the
Board of Regents.
Before his election, Alexander had
served on the University’s Board of Regents since 2005 and as a trustee since
2001. He was the Norma and Olan
Mills Professor of Divinity at the School
of Theology from 1997 to 2001, and
received an honorary doctor of divinity
degree from the University in 2002. He
earned a master of divinity degree from
Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary and a doctor of theology from the
General Theological Seminary. Alexander was ordained bishop of the Diocese
of Atlanta in 2001.
Alexander succeeds the Rt. Rev. Henry
N. Parsley Jr., bishop of Alabama, who
had held the position since May 2003.
During Chancellor Parsley’s tenure,
Sewanee enjoyed record applications
to the College, growth in the influence
and reach of the School of Theology,
and increasing recognition as a leading
national liberal arts university. Parsley
is an alumnus of Sewanee’s class of 1970

Vice Chancellor-elect
John McCardell

on t he moun t ain

Students Helping Students in Grundy County
and received an honorary degree from the
University in 1998.
John McCardell’s appointment is
effective July 1, when he succeeds Joel
Cunningham, who will retire after 10 years
as vice chancellor. When he was elected,
John McCardell was a professor of history
at Middlebury College who had served as
Middlebury’s president from 1992 until he
stepped down in 2004. A Maryland native
and 1971 graduate of Washington and Lee
University, he pursued graduate study at
the Johns Hopkins University and then at
Harvard University, where he received his
Ph.D. in history in 1976.
As Middlebury’s president, McCardell
directed a comprehensive strategic planning effort and led a successful capital
campaign, which exceeded its $200
million goal by almost $12 million. He
presided over growth in both enrollment
and faculty at the college, identified areas of excellence, and developed a plan
for committing new resources to those
strengths.
A prolific writer specializing in 19thcentury U.S. history, McCardell is the
author of The Idea of a Southern Nation, developed from his Ph.D. dissertation, as
well as many essays, chapters, articles,
and book reviews. Three years ago, McCardell founded Choose Responsibility,
a nonprofit organization whose mission
is to engage the public in informed and
dispassionate debate about the effects of
legislation mandating a legal drinking
age of 21. In 2008 he co-sponsored the
Amethyst Initiative, a statement signed by
135 college and university presidents that
challenges the effectiveness of current
drinking-age laws.
McCardell will be formally installed as
vice chancellor during the Founders’ Day
Convocation in October. n
Editor’s note: Feature coverage of Vice Chancellor-elect
McCardell and his family will be appear in the next issue
of Sewanee magazine.

Sewanee volunteers are changing
study habits and students’ lives in
an area high school.

Free snacks are always a plus,
but on Monday and Wednesday
afternoons at Grundy County
High School, it’s the opportunity
for individualized homework
help and good conversation that
keep students in the classroom
after the last bell rings. The
Grundy County High School
Study Skills Program, founded Canale Intern Carrie Ryan, C’12
and run by Sewanee students, is now in its second year.
Chris Vaughan, C’09, laid the foundation for the program during her
senior year while serving as a Canale Intern through the All Saints’ Chapel
Outreach Office. Canale Internships, which have been awarded since fall
2005, seek to give socially active and aware students the opportunity to hold
service-oriented leadership roles that enhance the Sewanee community and
the surrounding region. This year, sophomore Carrie Ryan is leading the
Study Skills program for her Canale Internship.
The Study Skills Program helps students identify their strengths and reach
academic goals by understanding how they best study and work. Students are
given a learning style questionnaire to tailor the instruction and guidance
provided by Sewanee student volunteers. During the two-hour sessions twice
a week, Sewanee student volunteers help students study for tests and quizzes,
organize their notebooks, take notes from readings, and develop different
study methods for different subjects.
Ryan notes that her experiences this year have been challenging as she is
constantly faced with the realities of pain, poverty, and neglect in the lives of
the students with whom she works. “Study Skills provides a safe, nurturing
place that these students depend on,” says Ryan.
In the fall, there were three regular attendees during the sessions held twice
a week. That number grew to 12 regulars, while volunteer numbers from the
University grew from seven to 21. This semester, Ryan has seen an even larger
interest among Sewanee students who are interested in tutoring and working with
the students, and the program is gaining traction among students and teachers
in Grundy County High School. Giving extra credit to students who attend
the Study Skills sessions has become a schoolwide initiative at the high school.
This semester, 11 Canale Interns are working with community members
on a variety of issues that range from developing local organic garden spaces
to working with the Department of Children’s Services. Mae Wallace, chair of
the University’s education department, praises the valuable hands-on experience in local schools the Canale Internship provides students as a valuable
supplement to what they learn in the classroom about education.
— Sarah Cardwell, C’09
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The Haskell Approach
Tennessee Professor of the Year uses dead birds,
bikes, quiet reflection, and whatever else it takes
to teach effectively.

T

wice a year, Sewanee’s local music students — from
six-year-olds to teenagers — are
expected to exhibit their musical chops at recitals before their proud, if occasionally
anxious, parents.
For the past two recitals, the 25 or so young performers, pianists, flutists, guitarists, and even a clarinet player
have been joined in this ritual of performance anxiety by
piano student and Professor of Biology David Haskell.
The first time he sat down to play, he saw at least three
of his departmental colleagues in the audience at St. Luke’s
Chapel, there to watch their offspring perform, only to
be faced with the department chairman.
“I was out there with all the little eight-year-olds, who
completely whipped me,” says Haskell, grinning.
“He’s a brave man,” says Sewanee Instructor of Music Katie Lehman, and his willingness to participate in
the recitals has been “a tremendous inspiration” to his
younger fellow students.
For Haskell, the willingness to chance his dignity goes to
the heart of his role as an educator. In fact, in an unusual
teacher-student role reversal, Haskell’s piano instructor
is Sewanee student Nathan Bowman, C’12. “There’s a
risk in being a teacher; you are the one who knows the
answer, and being in the learner’s seat is a very good thing
for a teacher.”
That outlook is part of the reason that Haskell was
named the 2009 Tennessee Professor of the Year by the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
and the Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE), the fourth Sewanee professor to earn
the award in the eight years since the program began.
For Haskell, a large part of teaching is “learning by doing,” he says. “New truths emerge when you engage with
your body and your mind in a new discipline.”
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Students and community members have noted his
dedication to learning as a participatory activity both inside
and outside the classroom.
Haskell and his wife, Sarah Vance, have found room on
their small plot of land on the Domain for a small herd of
goats, a flock of ducks, rabbit hutches, and an intensively
cultivated garden. The house is heated with scrap wood
from a Sequatchie Valley ax handle factory, and the cabinetry is built from salvaged wood. Students are invited
regularly to this personal sustainability demonstration site.
Active participation is one of the three central elements
of his teaching approach, as he explained in an essay on
the subject:
“First, I invite students to learn through action,” he
wrote, everything from original science research to work in
a local food bank to learning about hunger in the local community. “It is hard to maintain a cool, cynical detachment
when one is holding a salamander in one’s hand or packing
groceries for a mentally disabled neighbor,” he observed.
A second central element is attention to epistemological and methodological issues in science. In his classes,
students may use a textbook, but they also rely on primary
research sources. “My students examine scientific papers
both to learn current thinking about the discipline and
to probe the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the theories and methods
used in the papers.”
And, finally, there’s romance. “I try to infect students with an unabashed love of the subject,” he wrote;
if students fall in love with science, the result can be
“great scholars, engaged citizens, and lives that are a
little more whole.”
Sometimes participation can take unexpected forms.

Conservation of some of Sewanee’s most significant historic treasures was
recently completed, restoring them to near original condition. Two grants
funded the work on three watercolors, painted by Bishop John Henry
Hopkins of Vermont soon after the UniverConservation Completed sity’s founding, which constitute the earliest
recorded topographical views of the Domain
on Earliest Depictions
of the University. Conservation was carried out
of the Domain
by Christine Young of Nashville.
Hopkins traveled to Sewanee in 1859 when he was invited to lay out the
Domain. He created a series of 28 watercolors depicting various views of
the campus he planned to outline. According to historical tradition, the watercolors,
along with Hopkins’ maps of the Domain,
the University’s land deeds, and the University charter were removed for safekeeping
during the Civil War. Shortly after the war,
five of the watercolors were returned to the
University along with Hopkins’ maps, the
land deeds, and the charter by one of the
founding trustees, C.T. Pollard of Montgomery, Ala. The whereabouts of the other
23 Hopkins watercolors from the Sewanee
series remain a mystery.
The Institute of Museum and Library
Services, in partnership with Bank of America, awarded the University an American
Heritage Preservation Grant to conserve two
of the watercolors. In response to the grant, the Sewanee Trust for Historic
Preservation provided funds to conserve a third watercolor from the series
in memory of Dr. Vivien Thweatt, daughter of the Rt. Rev. Richard Bland
Mitchell, 13th chancellor of the University. Thweatt was a founding member
of the Sewanee Trust for Historic Preservation. DuPont Library is working
to conserve the two additional watercolors.
John Daniel Tilford

Hopkins’ view of Natural Bridge,
after conservation.

University Archives and Special Collections

Students enrolled in Haskell’s ornithology class are confronted at their first class session with a dead bird. By
the end of the class, they will have flensed the bird and
reconstructed the skeleton so that it is ready for display.
Conversely, in a class on food and hunger issues,
Haskell introduces students to contemplative practices,
ranging from centering prayer to just “sitting quietly,”
because, he says, “if you’re studying hunger, you need to
find a quiet place to receive the bad news. … Studying
hunger is difficult.”
On occasion, involvement can be as simple as riding
a bike: When Haskell observed the dissonance between

studying about global warming and taking students out
on the Domain for field studies in gas-guzzling vans, he
teamed with Woody Deutsch, C’72, owner of Woody’s Bicycles in Sewanee, to buy 22 mountain bikes that students
now ride to the field. “You see things and you smell things
when you’re actually out in the world,” Haskell observes.
Besides, he says, “Students like it.”
Creating that deep enjoyment of learning is at the heart
of Haskell’s approach. “There’s nothing wrong with having
fun in class,” he says. “The goal is to addict the students
to the fun of academic study.”
— Henry Hamman
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English Department’s Robert Benson Retires
After 30 Years in Sewanee

“A place
like
Sewanee
really was
what I
imagined
when I
started
thinking
about
teaching.”

W

hen Robert Benson arrived in Sewanee to join the
faculty of the English Department in 1979, he says
that he thought he had died and gone to heaven. Of course
it’s likely that Benson, who has spent the last 30 years
teaching Dante’s Divine Comedy to legions of students, knows
better than the rest of us what heaven might look like.
The retiring professor made his last classroom trek
from Inferno to Paradiso during the Advent semester of
2009, but he still has a pretty celestial view of the life he
feels privileged to have led on the Mountain: “My notion
of what it was like to be a college professor was to be in
a fairly small classroom and to teach students who I had
some connection with outside the classroom, to live in an
academic community where students and faculty all took
the life of the mind seriously and appreciated intellectual
pursuit and collegiality. … A place like Sewanee really was
what I imagined when I started thinking about teaching.”
With a Louisiana upbringing and bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in English from Vanderbilt University,
where he studied with Fugitive poet and agrarian Donald
Davidson, Benson had the pedigree of a Southern literature scholar early in his academic career. But in graduate
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school, he found himself reading the work of C.S. Lewis
and J.R.R. Tolkien and Dorothy Sayers’ translation of
Dante. “I realized that all these people whose work I was
drawn to were medievalists of one sort or another,” he
says. He earned his Ph.D. from the University of North
Carolina in medieval literature.
Throughout his Sewanee career, Benson’s trademark
dry wit and impish grin were fixtures in freshman English
classes, Representative Masterpieces courses on Dante and
Homer, and Chaucer and non-Chaucerian medieval literature. He says he never tired of teaching the same works
and the same great poets, year after year, and found that
repeated readings were rewarded with new insights time
and time again. A devout Catholic, Benson singles out
Dante and Chaucer as personal favorites and believes his
faith brought an extra dimension to his teaching of their
work. “They’re pre-Reformation Christians whose views
I find congenial in almost every way,” he says. “So I sort
of feel like I had the inside track.”
Benson has spent much of his out-of-the-classroom
time either outdoors, hunting and fishing, or at his writing desk. His personal essays, many of which have been
published in The Sewanee Review, recount stories of a vivid
boyhood and an active life in the outdoors. A collection
of his essays, Blood and Memory, was published in 2006 and
features the powerful influence of his father, a New Orleans lawyer, as its unifying theme.
Benson plans to continue writing now that he’s left the
classroom behind, and he and his wife, Ruth, who retired
from teaching Latin at St. Andrew’s-Sewanee School six
years ago, will split time between Sewanee and a second
home in Gulf Shores, Ala. He looks forward to traveling,
spending time with his children and grandchildren (“the
only thing in life that isn’t overrated”), and spring turkey
hunting. And even though he won’t be teaching them anymore, it’s likely he’ll continue reading his favorite poets.
“I thought at a certain point in my life ‘Here you are
stuck reading Chaucer and Dante and Shakespeare for
the rest of your life,’” Benson says. “And then I thought:
‘Chaucer, Dante, and Shakespeare — that’s about as good
as it gets.’” n

New Courses of Study Cut Across Academic Disciplines
Minor in Shakespeare and track in Africana and African American Studies now
available to students.

A

minor in Shakespeare Studies and a
new Africana and African American
Studies track for American Studies majors:
These two new academic initiatives have
more in common than might
appear.
That’s the view of John Gatta,
dean of the college. “We’re using traditional strengths of the
college in new ways.” The Shakespeare Studies minor — which
combines study of Shakespeare
texts and theatrical performance
— draws on the continuing importance of the Bard in the
Sewanee curriculum, he says,
while the new Africana and
African American Studies track
brings together faculty from the
departments of history, political
science, religion, English, music, anthropology, art history,
and Spanish to illuminate an
important element of the development of American society.
“The Shakespeare Studies
minor responded to student interests,”
says Pamela Macfie, chair of the English
department and herself a Shakespeare
scholar. Theatre majors sought out upperlevel Shakespeare courses in the English
department to aid their understanding of
the plays they were performing, while English students were increasingly trying out,
and winning significant parts in University
Shakespeare productions.
Shakespeare was moving “off the page
and onto the stage, and back again,” says
Macfie. Macfie tells the story of how her
students petitioned her to make performance a part of their coursework, recalling
performances by students that were “as
moving as any I have had in the theatre.”
The new minor is directed by Professor
of Theatre Arts David Landon. Landon has
served as a text consultant for New York’s

Judith Shakespeare Company, a highly regarded troupe known for non-traditional
and gender-reverse casting.
While the Shakespeare Studies minor
grew from student demand,
the new Africana and African
American Studies track in the
multidisciplinary American
Studies Program is a faculty
initiative, according to Professor of History Woody Register,
C’80, who directs the American
Studies Program.
“The genesis of the track is
that a number of us who have
interest in this area of study have
been talking over the years about
giving our students the opportunity to do more concentrated
study,” he says. The lack of an
African American Studies option was “a visible gap in our
curriculum here.” The new track
is, he adds, “part of a larger endeavor by the administration and
faculty to diversify and enrich the
curriculum.”
The new track has as its focus the African Diaspora, and students also take
elective courses that illuminate the importance of race and the experiences of
people of African descent in such diverse
areas as music, political thought, ethics,
and culture.
“This is not about cultural politics,” says
Register. “This is one of the most exciting
and growing fields of study. This endeavor
is meant to give our faculty the chance to
grow and build something meaningful to
them and their students.”
The new track is led by Professor of History Houston Roberson, whose research
interests are religion, race, and culture in
the 20th century South and the American
Civil Rights Movement.
— Henry HammaN

Pearigen Named President
of Millsaps College
Rob Pearigen, C’76, vice president for
University Relations and professor of
political science, is leaving the Mountain
for Mississippi. In February, the Board of
Trustees of Millsaps College in Jackson,
Miss., unanimously elected Pearigen to
be the college’s 11th
president. He takes
office in July.
“While Phoebe and
I are looking forward
to this exciting new
chapter in our family’s
life, we will always have
a special place in our
hearts for Sewanee,”
Pearigen says. “It has
been a privilege to serve the University and
the Sewanee community, and we look forward to returning to the Mountain to visit
the many friends, colleagues, and alumni
who have supported us through the years.”
Pearigen returned to Sewanee in 1987
to become dean of men and later served as
dean of students. Throughout his service
as an administrator, Pearigen has been
a teaching member of the political science department. In 2005, Pearigen was
named vice president for university relations, where he played a major role in the
completion of The Sewanee Call capital
campaign, which raised $205 million and
brought an additional 3,000 acres in Lost
Cove to the University’s landholdings.
An instructor in the theatre arts department, Pearigen’s wife, Phoebe, has taught
dance to college students and to hundreds of
local children as founder and director of the
Sewanee Dance Conservatory since 1987.
In recognition of Pearigen’s commitment to the academic and social well-being
of students and the meaningful relationships he has helped foster in the Sewanee
community, the University created the
Pearigen Award for Commitment to Community in 2006. During the academic
year, the award is given to one deserving
student per month.
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A Decade
of Service
Joel and Trudy
Cunningham
leave a legacy
of thoughtful
growth, judicious
stewardship,
and selfless
advocacy
on behalf of
Sewanee.
By Buck Butler

T

rudy Cunningham has a little
black book, an artifact from her
husband’s days as a junior high school
student in Oak Ridge, Tenn. In it, she
says, the boy who would become the
15th vice chancellor of the University
of the South compiled a handwritten
record of every penny he earned and
every penny he spent. The book is an
early manifestation of a mathematical
precision and disciplined fiscal approach
that would later serve to secure and
advance Sewanee through a decade of
Joel Cunningham’s leadership.

Opposite: Joel and Trudy Cunningham, pictured in Spencer Hall, the new science
building that was one of the largest projects constructed during Cunningham’s service
as vice chancellor.

“My favorite entry in the book shows that he goes on a
date but doesn’t have enough money to pay for it,” Trudy
Cunningham says. “He has to borrow 35 cents from the
girl he was with. And then days later, there’s another entry
where you can see that he repays her.”
The 10 years of Joel Cunningham’s service have seen
Sewanee’s campus transformed by major new facilities
and renovations to existing buildings. Parking lots and
streets have been removed and reconfigured, and green
spaces have been added to make the campus more inviting and pedestrian-friendly. The University undertook
and completed the most successful capital campaign in its
history and hosted a yearlong celebration of the 150th anniversary of its founding. New academic and co-curricular
programs were founded that will serve Sewanee students
for years to come. And after all that progress, when a global
economic crisis threatened the well being of colleges and
universities around the world in 2008, Sewanee found
itself in sound financial health, in large part thanks to the
man who learned to count his pennies, repay his debts,
and keep a keen eye on the bottom line at a very young age.
The Value of Listening
Cunningham became Sewanee’s 15th vice chancellor in
2000, after serving as president of Susquehanna University in Selinsgrove, Pa., for 16 years. He credits longtime
Sewanee Math Professor and Dean of the College Stephen Puckette, in a roundabout way, for bringing him
to Sewanee. Soon after Cunningham earned his Ph.D.
in mathematics, Puckette recruited him to teach at the
University of Kentucky, where Puckette was a member
of the math faculty. By the time Cunningham arrived in

Joel and Trudy Cunningham celebrated the sesquicentennial anniversary of the University’s
founding at the gala Bishops’ Ball in October 2007.

On Criticism
From a chapter “When a member of the search committee that is at work to
Joel Cunningham find Sewanee’s next vice chancellor asked me what single bit of
contributed to a advice I might offer my successor, the answer that tumbled out
forthcoming book, was: ‘There will be times when your best efforts will be criticized
Leadership in Christian severely by individuals or a group that will seem to you to be
Higher Education harsh, unreasonable, and unfair. Love them anyway.’”
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What others are saying

Lexington, though, Puckette had left to return to Sewanee.
Years later, when Cunningham was contacted by the vice
chancellor search committee from Sewanee, he called
Puckette for guidance. “I called Steve and said the search
committee had expressed an interest in me and I’d be
interested in any counsel,” Cunningham says. “Steve, who
was sick and whose voice was already somewhat affected by
illness, said ‘Take the job, Joel.’”
Cunningham was well-acquainted with Sewanee, having first passed through the University’s gates in 1952,
when he was eight years old. He and his family had come
from Oak Ridge to drop his brother off for his freshman
year at Sewanee. At the time, no one could have predicted
that little brother, Joel, would pass through the gates some
48 years later to be its vice chancellor and president.
At Susquehanna,
Cunningham earned a
What others are saying
reputation as a thoughtful leader and careful
The Math/Computer
listener who considered
Science picnic invitation
all sides of an issue before
said “With beautiful fall
coming to a decision.
weather, we should be
Those who have worked
outside!” But when the day
came, rain was threatening.
closely with Vice ChancelIt was late when I called
lor Cunningham during
Trudy: “Could you manage
his tenure at Sewanee
to host about 30 people
speak admiringly of his
at Chen Hall for dinner —
distinctive leadership style
tonight?” “Of course!” she
and his ability to commusaid. And it occurred to me
that I never should have
nicate clearly.
worried.
“One thing that Joel
brings to the table is a
Joel and Trudy have also
sense of calm, steady
hosted departmental movie
composure and thoughtnights, where peeking
through the window one
ful analysis and decision
would have seen the VC
making through a wide
with a big bowl of popcorn
range of issues,” says Vice
surrounded by slouching
President of University
students on couches, chairs
Relations Rob Pearigen,
and the floor, all dimly lit
C’76. “In everything
by The Day the Earth Stood
Still in black and white on
from dealing with crisis
the big screen.
management to thinking
about the best strategies
Emily Puckette
and approaches with maChair, Mathematics and
jor donors, he just has a
Computer Science
very deliberate, contem-

I was privileged to serve
with Joel Cunningham on
the Board of Regents for
six years ending in 2009.
It would be impossible
to fully articulate his
many contributions
to the institution. Joel
has been thoroughly
conscientious for all things
that benefit Sewanee.
He is an expert in every
aspect of academics and
combines that knowledge
with unconditional integrity,
passionate determination
and committed
leadership. On a personal
note, I consider myself
fortunate to count him
among my friends and wish
both Joel and Trudy the
happiness and good fortune
they so richly deserve in the
years ahead.

plative approach, and that’s been very
helpful to Sewanee.”
Dean of Students Eric Hartman
points to Cunningham’s background
in mathematics to explain his keen
analysis of issues and competing arguments, but he says there’s another side
to Cunningham’s incisiveness. “Yes,
he’s a mathematician, but he also gets
the human condition, in my experience, much better than most people.
In supervising staff, he’s able to give me
good insight into people in my division
one or two layers beneath me, which
is pretty remarkable because he has
limited access to them. It’s not just the
fiscal details, it’s the human details, and
that’s always been impressive to me.”
Cunningham’s grasp of the human
details served Sewanee well during The
Claude Nielsen, C’73
Sewanee Call, the capital campaign
Former chair
Board of Regents
that raised the resources necessary
for campus improvement projects as
well as endowment and scholarships.
Throughout the campaign, Cunningham was a tireless fundraiser, traveling widely and
making the case for investments in Sewanee’s future. “Joel
is outstanding when it comes to conversations with individuals about the difference they can make for Sewanee,”
says Pearigen. “I always found his approach with alumni
and friends of the University incredibly informative and
warm and compelling. He understands that it’s far more
important to listen than to talk.”
Cunningham’s ability and willingness to listen to every
argument on every side of an issue before making a decision is one of the hallmarks of his leadership style. “He
wants to hear more than all sides — he wants to hear every
angle, every perspective,” says Pearigen. “He’s a person
who really wants and needs to be convinced of whether
to change a direction or undertake a major initiative.”
For his part, Cunningham says grappling with opposing
ideas is an integral part not just of effective leadership,
but of academic life. “Universities are at their best when
people are intensely pursuing insights and in many cases
are contending with one another about how to proceed or
how to understand,” he says. “This can sometimes seem to
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What others are saying
Vice Chancellor
Cunningham’s service to
the University was defined
by his gracious engagement
of Sewanee’s multiple
constituencies and the
humility demonstrated
by his servant-leader
management style. I
admire his ability to
listen, to engage in wide
conversation, and to always
put the University’s interests
first above all others. In
particular, Joel’s deep and
abiding love for Sewanee
defined him. His humble
approach to leadership
is remarkable. We should
all be very grateful for his
service to Sewanee.
David Humphreys, C’79
Former member
Board of Regents

Sewanee students who need help with math seek out Trudy Cunningham, who is known for dedicating countless hours to tutoring.

be difficult or stressful, but supporting
it, enabling it, encouraging it, and embracing it is important. Universities at
their best are places where people care
deeply about issues and don’t see things
all from the same angle. The debates,
the explorations, are often ones that
can be viewed as being contentious,
but, in fact, that’s what we’re really good
at and that’s what we need to do.”

The Blueprint
Given his reputation for thoughtful analysis and deliberate leadership, it’s no surprise that Joel Cunningham’s
time in office started with a carefully considered plan for
Sewanee’s future.
In 2000 and 2001, a broad-based campus steering
committee worked with Pittsburgh-based planning and
architectural firm MacLachlan, Cornelius & Filoni to assess the University’s long-range needs and to chart a course
for the development of the campus. The comprehensive
master plan that came out of that work was adopted by
the University’s Board of Trustees in May 2001. Looking
back at the plan 10 years later, it’s easy to see the plan as a
blueprint for the Cunningham administration.
The master plan outlined an ambitious set of goals for
building new academic and residential facilities, upgrading existing facilities, and creating a more pedestrian
campus. Not every item in the plan has been checked off,
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but the list of those that have been started or completed is
a testament not only to the value and vision of the plan,
but to Cunningham’s ability to muster the resources and
the will to make much of the vision a reality 10 years later.
Among the projects outlined in the plan were:
Construct a new residence hall for the college. The lodge-style
Humphreys Hall, which opened in 2003, was the first
new residence hall to be built on campus since 1968.
It houses 118 men and women.
Convert Gailor Hall to a new academic building to be the home
for the languages and English departments, the Writers’ Conference, and The Sewanee Review. The renovated dining
hall opened its doors in 2005 with an impressive
three-story central atrium, smartboard-equipped
classrooms, an auditorium, and offices for 40 faculty
and staff.
Construct a new art facility to house painting, drawing, and
sculpture studios. The Nabit Arts Building, completed
in 2005, features large, airy studios with abundant
natural light and the Carlos Gallery, an exhibition
space to showcase the work of students, faculty, and
visiting artists.
Renovate St. Luke’s Hall for residential use. One of the oldest
buildings on campus underwent extensive renovation
and re-opened as a contemporary 103-bed residence
hall in 2006.
Construct an addition to Woods Laboratories, creating wet labs for

What others are saying

biology and chemistry. The 47,000-square-foot Spencer
Hall addition to Woods, which opened for students
in 2008, ushered in a new era for the sciences at
Sewanee with nearly twice the space of the addition
envisioned in the master plan.
Close Alabama Avenue in front of duPont Library, creating a
pedestrian core to the campus. Alabama Avenue was closed
in 2008 when a green space was established next to
the new Spencer Hall. Students can now walk from
the library to Gailor Hall, McClurg Dining Hall or
All Saints’ Chapel without crossing a street.
Renovate Snowden Hall for forestry and geology. An addition
to Snowden, which is scheduled to open in fall 2010,
will more than double the building’s size to 24,000
square feet, and will feature new labs, classrooms,
resource rooms, research space, and faculty offices.
Beyond Bricks and Mortar
In addition to projects outlined in the master plan, the
University has been able to
take advantage of unique opWhat others are saying
portunities to expand athletic
facilities and to add 3,000
As chair of the Honor
acres to its land holdings with
Council, I often interacted
the purchase of Lost Cove
with Dr. Cunningham to
in 2008. There have also
discuss the specifics
been advances in University
of cases that had been
appealed to the vice
programs that have opened
chancellor. I always felt
new academic opportunities
that Dr. Cunningham was
to students, added a master’s
completely candid with me
degree program, and helped
and had the best interests
increase diversity in the stuof the student at heart. He
forced me to think critically
dent body. Among the new
about each council decision,
programs are:
and ultimately helped me
become a better leader
for the council. It was our
collective goal that the honor
system at Sewanee not be
seen as punitive, but as a
means of instilling character
and strong values — the
essence of the Sewanee
experience.
Chase Spurlock, C’09
Former Honor Council chair

Posse Scholars. Since 2007,
the Posse Scholars program has brought 10 students per year to Sewanee
from Washington, D.C.
The highly competitive
program identifies students from large metropolitan areas with the
academic and leadership
potential to attend the

nation’s best colleges but not the financial resources. The program trains the
students in groups to help them make
the transition to college.
Wm. Polk Carey Pre-Business Program. A
new academic minor in pre-business
is complemented by the co-curricular
programs of Sewanee’s Babson Center
for Global Commerce.
The Sewanee Environmental Institute. The
SEI promotes field teaching and
interdisciplinary student-faculty
research, and hosts a range of programs to take advantage one of Sewanee’s greatest assets: the University’s
13,000-acre Domain.
Sewanee School of Letters. This graduate
program, which held its first classes in
2006, builds on Sewanee’s tradition
of literary excellence to offer master’s
degrees in English and creative writing
to students who study in Sewanee for
four or five summers.

Joel Cunningham and I
first met in the summer of
1981 at Harvard where we
were both attending the
Institute for Educational
Management. Over the
last decade it has been
my privilege to collaborate
with him on a number of
initiatives important to
both Sewanee and Rhodes.
Our athletic conference
meetings often concluded
with a memorable
Joel Cunningham
moment. Always judicious
in the timing and framing
of his comments, Joel
was our “E.F. Hutton”
voice. When Joel spoke,
usually near the end of a
long and sometimes less
than productive session
with other conference
school presidents, everyone
listened. He always
championed the centrality
of academics and student
welfare.
William Troutt
President, Rhodes College

Lilly Summer Discernment Institute. Established in 2002,
the Lilly Summer Discernment Institute helps students explore vocations in ordained ministry and
other calls to service during summer internships
book-ended by two weeks of orientation, group activities, and reflection at Sewanee.
Dean of Truth and Trouble
Joel Cunningham may have learned much about the value
of contradictory approaches through his 44-year-long
marriage to his wife, Trudy. Where Joel is cautious and
calculated, Trudy is intuitive and outspoken, and their
complementary personalities have made for a strong
partnership in life, in Chen Hall, and in the classroom.
Like her husband, Trudy is a mathematician, and
each fall the couple team-teach two sections of calculus,
where they enjoy working together and getting to know
a cross-section of mostly freshman students. “It’s my
role to confuse them,” Joel says. “And it’s Trudy’s role to
straighten them out.”
Trudy’s greatest impact on the University has perhaps
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come not in the classroom, but through her position as
a senior consultant working in the Dean of the College’s
Office. In that role, Trudy has worked directly with students in a variety of ways. She has been the convener for
the Society of Sewanee Scholars, where she has worked with
many of Sewanee’s highest-achieving students. She took
an avid personal interest in the Posse Scholars program
and became the mentor to the first Posse group to come
to Sewanee. And she has worked with students who are
having trouble in the classroom, students who are coping with difficult circumstances on campus or at home,
and students who have made bad choices from which they
need to recover.
“Trudy has had a tremendous impact on Sewanee’s
ability to retain students,” says Eric Hartman. “She is so
assertive in helping students and she’s able to do a lot of
very individualistic coaching and tutoring. It’s really her
strength: Getting students out of whatever funk they’re in
and into her office and helping them with some strategies.”
Before coming to Sewanee, Trudy was associate dean

of engineering at Bucknell University, but the Bucknell
students’ nickname for her — the Dean of Truth and
Trouble — suggests that she played similar roles at Bucknell
and Sewanee. Though she is retiring fully this summer, it’s
possible that Sewanee students haven’t seen the last of her.
“I’ll miss the kids, because I won’t have as much contact
with them,” she says. “But Dean Hartman has made me
promise when we’re back in Sewanee that my living room
will be available for basket cases.”
What’s Next
Joel and Trudy Cunningham have already moved out of
Chen Hall to allow for repairs and redecoration before
16th Vice Chancellor John McCardell and his wife, Bonnie, arrive in Sewanee in July. The Cunninghams have
bought a house on Oklahoma Avenue in Sewanee to which
they will return after a yearlong sabbatical.
The Cunninghams will spend the 2010-11 academic
year in New York City, where Joel will work with graduate
students in mathematics as a visitor at New York Uni-
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As chancellor, I was privileged to work closely with Joel and
to share many unforgettable experiences with Trudy and
him from Clement Chen Hall to Hong Kong. Joel’s deep
devotion to Sewanee’s mission, his wise judgment in fiscal
affairs and strategic planning, and his unfailing labors to
advance the University in excellence and strength will leave
an enduring legacy on the Mountain. The campus has
never looked more beautiful, and its buildings, both newly
built and recently renovated under his leadership, have
never been more commodious for learning and Sewanee
life. Trudy and Joel’s generous hospitality and goodwill
have touched the lives of faculty, students, and alumni on
the Mountain and around the world. We love to say “Yea,
Sewanee’s Right.” Because of Joel’s dedicated leadership
and the generous contribution that he and Trudy have
made to the University, I believe that Sewanee is more right
than ever.

Joel and Trudy Cunningham with Bishop of Alabama Henry Parsley and his wife, Becky.
Vice Chancellor Cunningham and Chancellor Parsley served together for six years.
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The Rt. Rev. Henry Nutt Parsley Jr.
Bishop of Alabama
22nd Chancellor of the University of the South

What others are saying
I count it a pleasure to
have known and worked
with Joel Cunningham. He
is one of the really good
guys to have served in the
college presidency. From
my first meeting, I counted
him as a friend and trusted
colleague. Always the
gentleman, it was clear that
he intended to advance
the cause of his University
and do what he believed
was right for Sewanee,
for the academy, for his
nation. Joel Cunningham
has left his mark for good
on all those ideas, those
opportunities, those
challenges that crossed his
path. Godspeed, Joel!
John A. Roush
President
Centre College

Vice Chancellor Cunningham played cello in the community orchestra for a 2006 performance of The Mikado.

versity. They own a small apartment in Manhattan in the
same building where one of their two daughters lives with
her husband and two children, and the Cunninghams are
looking forward to some quality grandparenting time.
Trudy is an avid photographer and plans to spend the
year exploring the streets of Manhattan with camera in
hand. “I grew up outside of New York and I’m addicted
to the city,” Trudy says. “My plan is to feed Joel breakfast,
take my camera and walk the streets. About 2 or 3:00, I’ll
call Joel and say ‘I’ve found this really cool restaurant. I’ll
order lunch; bring your credit card.’”
When the Cunninghams come back to Sewanee for
the 2011-12 academic year, Joel will be teaching in the
math department and says he is looking forward to seeing
Sewanee move forward vigorously under Vice Chancellor
McCardell’s leadership.

When asked about the progress that Sewanee made
under his own vice chancellorship, Cunningham is
reluctant to claim credit for it. His primary concern
is expressing gratitude. “The main message that I have
would be a message of thanks,” he says. “Thank you to
the students, parents, faculty, staff, donors, friends, and
alumni whose investment of time, energy, money, and
dedication are the essence of Sewanee’s achievements.
I’m deeply grateful for the opportunity to have been part
of it and deeply grateful to the whole array of people who
love and serve Sewanee. My message would be not at all a
claim of having contributed all that much to those results
but an expression of warm thanks to so many people in
so many ways for making possible the achievements of the
University in those years.” n
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New
Uses
For
Old
Ideas
Adventures
in the
Liberal
Arts

•

by Thomas Lakeman, C’86

A theatre major and onetime
performer for Cirque Du Soleil,
Jon Morris, C’99, now owns a design
studio whose work covers a wide
spectrum from clothing to public
art installations.
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I

t all started out as a quest for
something to eat.
“One Saturday in April 2008,
I impulsively bought an entire flat
of strawberries at the Santa Monica
Farmers’ Market,” says Kevin West,
C’95, “and realized there was no way
to eat them all before they went bad.
Then I remembered the strawberry freezer jam my Gran
used to put up on her farm in Blount County, Tennessee.
Since then, I’ve become obsessed with making preserves
taste the way I think they should.”
Nowadays, Kevin (who serves as West Coast editor of
W magazine when he’s not canning fruit) cooks up recipes that Gran West probably never dreamed of — such as
quinces in honey, first described by Pliny in his Naturalis
Historia circa 79 A.D. It’s not just fruit that gets preserved,
West says, but the culture that produced it.
“Preserves are simply sugar and fruit,” he observes.
“A good cook can coax amazing flavors out of the right
ingredients. Still, it’s our own deep associations — like
my memories of my grandmother’s farm — that add layers
of complexity to food. Cooking is narrative. Recipes are
vehicles for stories.”
Recipes are vehicles for stories. An appropriate sentiment for
someone educated in the liberal arts.
William Alexander Percy once vividly portrayed
Sewanee as “a place to be hopelessly sentimental about and
to unfit one for everything except the good life.” Seventy
years down the road, Percy’s encomium continues to inform every conversation we have about the liberal arts at
the University of the South. And yet what precisely do these
words mean — and how closely should we embrace them?
The “place to be hopelessly sentimental about” is easy
enough to describe: a ramble of deep forests and sandstone buildings wreathed in sheltering clouds, a pocket
kingdom of wakeful nostalgia and perpetual twilight,
where study and conversation alike pass in an animated
haze; where the water is excellent but by no means the most
popular drink; where you know the names of everyone
you meet, dogs included; where there is solitude without
loneliness and a thousand ways to volunteer; where the
student union is a “common,” the campus a “domain,”

•

and the vice chancellor is also the mayor; where comping
seniors and white-tailed deer run free; and where the sure
knowledge that Yea, Sewanee’s Right is manifest even in the
altar window of All Saints’ Chapel that illuminates Jesus
Christ crowned in majesty over … well, All Saints’ Chapel.
Its gates enclose time, not space. It casts spells unknown in
Prospero’s book. It is the Mountain, the Domain. Home.
Still it is only a place, and it can’t follow you into the
world outside. Rather, it is the liberal arts curriculum
itself that becomes the Sewanee graduate’s traveling partner. The list of academic disciplines has changed since
Martianus Capella codified the trivium and quadrivium in
the fifth century A.D., but its purpose remains the same.
Christopher McDonough, associate professor of classical
languages, summarizes this as “new uses for old ideas.” If
there is controversy in that definition — and it wouldn’t
be much good if there weren’t — it centers on the second
word. Do we “use” our education in the practical sense,
or does it exist to prepare us “not for labor but for life”?
In the swim-or-die of our daily affairs, is it advisable to be
unfit for everything except the good life? Is it even possible? Mary chose the good portion by studying at Jesus’s
feet, but sooner or later we all have to join Martha in the
kitchen. And, as Kevin West discovered, the quest to fill
our bellies can lead to wonderful adventures.
What you are reading now is the result of a decidedly
unscientific experiment to better understand what part a

Kevin West, C’95,
edits a fashion
magazine (W)
and a blog about
preserving food
(savingtheseason.
com).
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liberal arts education ought to play in our lives, testing the
received wisdom that a general education can give us an
advantage in any profession — no matter how esoteric — by
teaching us to think more clearly, speak more confidently,
and adapt more quickly than those who specialize.
I began my investigation with a come-all-ye (on
Facebook and Sewanee-centric web groups) for college
alumni to participate in an informal survey, a list greatly
augmented by suggestions from the alumni office and
faculty. Thus I soon became acquainted with a noted
painter and raconteur, a talent agent in the music industry,
several corporate philanthropists, a one-time female boxing contender, a former acrobat with Cirque du Soleil,

Do we “use” our education in the
practical sense, or does it exist to
prepare us “not for labor but for life”?
In the swim-or-die of our daily affairs,
is it advisable to be unfit for everything
except the good life? Is it even possible?
a designer of custom-made skirts, and an assistant stage
director for the New York Metropolitan Opera. Also met
on the journey were homeschoolers, military officers, a
submarine pilot who once traveled under the North Pole,
a past employee of a certain unnamed clandestine intelligence service, a software designer who teaches computers
to think, a manager of new food items for a national
restaurant chain, a retired FBI agent who was personally
sworn in by J. Edgar Hoover, and the owner of a sockeye
salmon fishery. All of them earned their undergraduate
degrees at the University of the South. There is not space
enough here to contain them all. What follows are just a
few of their travelers’ tales.
Life as a Conglomerate
“Don’t memorize flash cards,” a classmate told forestry
major Martha Stevenson, C’00. “Memorize forests.” The
advice opened her eyes. From then on she began to study
not just isolated facts, but the natural system as a whole.
“Sewanee is uniquely equipped with a 13,000-acre textbook,” Stevenson says, a sentiment that echoes Emerson’s
injunction to “study nature” as a path to self-trust. In fact,
many alumni report that confident self-expression is the
most important skill they learned at Sewanee. During
her tenure as a student trustee, Stevenson presented the
Board of Regents with her student group’s findings that
a properly managed recycling program could be a money
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saver for the University — an argument that the regents
found most persuasive.
“This experience of translating benefit to financial
benefit was an eye-opener for me,” says Stevenson, who
now serves as a private consultant to non-profit and
government agencies working on sustainability and the
public interest. It was on one such venture at Wal-Mart’s
Bentonville, Ark., headquarters that she found many of
her views shared by a representative of the Environmental
Defense Fund. That kindred spirit turned out to be a fellow Sewanee alumna — Michelle Mauthe Harvey, C’76.
“Environmental groups used to take the attitude
that the only way to make Big Business clean up its act
was to take it to court,” says Harvey. “We’ve made much
greater progress by speaking to corporations in their
own self-interest. A colleague once told me that people
love partnerships the same way they love Christmas trees:
They’ll gather round to admire it, but they won’t stay unless
they see a present with their name on it.”
Harvey is fond of quoting ecologist Aldo Leopold:
“The last word in ignorance is the man who says of an
animal or plant, ‘What good is it?’… If the biota, in the
course of aeons, has built something we like but do not
understand, then who but a fool would discard seemingly
useless parts?” One might easily speak of education in the
same terms. If knowledge seems useless, perhaps that is
only because its usefulness has not yet been found. Who
but a fool would choose to be rid of any part of it?
Martha Stevenson chooses to embrace it all. “I often
think of myself as a conglomerate,” she says, “a collection
of little pebbles, some larger than others, all representing people I’ve known and experiences I’ve had. What is
really me — Martha —is the matrix holding it all together.
Sewanee is a very large pebble in the rock and I don’t know
a way to separate my Sewanee education from my development into the woman I am today.”
Diving Deep
A mineral analogy might not come as quickly to nongeologists, but the sentiment is held by many. Knowledge
is discrete; it’s the imagination that synthesizes. “The benefit of studying so many different disciplines is that you’re
forced to dive deep,” says Peter Dillon, C’96. “When you
take history, you learn to think like an historian. When you
take philosophy, you learn to think like a philosopher. The
‘eureka moment’ happens when you begin to find ways of
connecting those deep seams of knowledge on your own.”
As head of sponsorship and events for UBS in the
Americas, Dillon believes that his experience “diving
deep” has helped him navigate the subtle pathways of
corporate funding. “Underwriting art and music is

naturally good for a company’s image,” he says. “More
fundamentally, though, it’s about stewardship. It represents the corporation’s awareness of its obligations to the
community.”
Like Stevenson and West, Dillon credits Sewanee’s
emphasis on rhetoric. “You can’t hide in class at the
University of the South,” he says. “You can’t fake it. You
have to articulate exactly what you mean and stand by it,
and that gives you a special kind of confidence.”
Any number of avenues seem open to those who can
write well. Carlotta Cooper, C’84, writes professionally
about animals, and once put her Sewanee education
to work in an article concerning the attitudes of Greek
philosophers toward birds and beasts. Caroline Morton
Huffman, C’86, found an unexpected use for her English
degree at the pharmaceutical company Novartis, where
she monitors experimental drug studies. “A lot of what
I do is simple communication,” she says. “I found to my
great surprise that I was fascinated by medicine and that
I enjoyed the investigative aspects of my job.”
Huffman is one of a growing number of professionals who work at home, allowing them to devote more
time to the education of their own children. For some,
homeschooling is a fulltime occupation. “The ‘eureka
moments’ come when your children begin to set their own
goals and drive towards them,” says Bess Moffat, C’85,
who remembers the day that one of her four children
began to troubleshoot his own spelling errors. “You begin
to learn to pace the lessons according to the questions
they’re asking.”
“When my daughter reached the third grade, she decided she wanted to take Latin,” says Kelley Mather, C’87.
“I thought, ‘Why not?’” Her fine arts major came in handy
while tutoring a Japanese student through Moby-Dick. When
language barriers finally proved insurmountable, she
relates, “I resorted to drawing pictures to explain things.
I am probably the only English teacher to draw my way
through Melville!”
The great white whale also shows up in the published
writings of Laura Saunders, C’76, who combines critical scholarship with her career as a tax journalist for The
Wall Street Journal. “Looking at Moby-Dick alongside readings
in economy theory,” she says, “I found the connections
fascinating. Melville wrote the great American business
novel because whaling was our first oil business. The
industry’s direct descendants include General Motors,
Berkshire Hathaway, Standard Oil, and R.H. Macy. The
foundations of these firms are, in a way, right there in
Melville’s mighty work.”
Here again we encounter the intersection of art and
commerce, nature and narrative: whether the subject is

whales and Wall Street, Pliny’s quinces or Peter Quince,
Sewanee graduates seem drawn to what Saunders refers
to as “alternate interpretation” — an unlikely connection
that illuminates disparate elements in a new way. Call it
connecting the dots or the matrix that binds the pebbles
together. Call it imagination. If education is meant to
foster anything, surely it is this.

A Telling Advantage
Not everyone out there is a fan of the liberal arts. Penelope
Trunk, a blogger and founder of the aptly named social
network Brazen Careerist, goes so far as to proclaim the
idea of paying for a liberal arts education “over.” Since life
provides experience and the Internet provides facts and
opportunities for discussion, she argues, it’s not necessary to attend some elitist private college to learn critical
thinking. One could, of course, use the same logic to
suggest that since the Internet provides facts about human anatomy and the streets are filled with the sick and
wounded, it’s not necessary to attend medical school. Still,
there is sufficient truth in the charge to provoke a wistful
pang of ubi sunt?, as if modernity had power to scatter all
of William Alexander Percy’s dreamy scholars into the
mist like so many ghosts at cockcrow. Whither the good
life in the age of Wikipedia? Whither Dubose and Lytle
and Abbott Martin?
There are, however, flawed assumptions in Trunk’s
argument. One is that knowledge is solely about getting
answers, when it’s also about knowing how to frame questions — a skill that’s difficult to master without a trusted

At Sewanee,
forestry major
Martha Stevenson,
C’00, learned
to look beyond
isolated facts
to study natural
systems as a
whole.
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guide. Sewanee professors are mentoring tomorrow’s
physicians and scientists in the disciplines of research and
publication. One cannot imagine achieving this without
good teachers, not to mention a first-class laboratory.
Further, Trunk seems to imply that since liberal arts
colleges are devoted to tradition, they must also be in
retreat from progress. Of course, the idea of progress is
itself a tradition, and a very old one at that. Innovation and
scientific objectivity are as much a part of the liberal arts as
Shakespeare’s plays or the commentaries of Julius Caesar.
It would be difficult to imagine a field of study more
on the front lines of modern technology than artificial
intelligence. This is precisely what Rayid Ghani, C’99, is

If human beings can teach computers
the cognitive skills that took us millions
of years to achieve, then does it suggest
that we are making ourselves obsolete
— or does it perhaps demonstrate
our continuing success in finding
new uses for old ideas?
doing with his double major in mathematics and computer
science. “My job is less about computers than it is about
coming up with new ideas and solving problems,” he says.
“Yes, I couldn’t have done what I’m doing now without
specialization and grad school, but I couldn’t have done
it without a liberal arts education either.”
In his native Pakistan, the last two years of Ghani’s high
school education had been devoted to just three subjects —
math, physics, and chemistry. At first, the courses he had
to take in English, history, and religion seemed useless by
comparison. “I’d decided to get through the first year and
then transfer to an engineering school,” he says. “Then I
realized that I had not only come to like the place and the
people, but also the liberal arts philosophy. I decided to
stay at Sewanee and I‘m glad I made that decision.”
Ghani’s AI research with Accenture is principally in
the arena of data mining, developing algorithms whose
applications are practically limitless — everything from
predicting the likelihood of heart attacks to preventing the
next terrorist attack. “The common thread in my work is
making computers smarter so they can use all this widely
scattered data to solve a variety of problems.”
Making connections. Seeking patterns. If human beings can teach computers the cognitive skills that took
us millions of years to achieve, then does it suggest that
we are making ourselves obsolete — or does it perhaps
demonstrate our continuing success in finding new uses
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for old ideas? Problem solving is not a uniquely human
trait (the bird feeder hasn’t been made yet that a squirrel
couldn’t outwit), but we seem to be better at it than many
animals, even our closest evolutionary cousins. As recently
as 24,000 years ago, early humans were still competing
with Neanderthals for food. Where are the Neanderthals
today? Did we out-hunt them or flat-out murder them?
Did we just have better fight songs?
Or was it perhaps our ability to connect the dots that
gave us a telling advantage?
I once heard a paleoanthropologist observe that Neanderthals do not appear to have mastered the techniques
of preserving food for later use — no Gran Wests in the
whole bunch. This could suggest that Neanderthals weren’t
dumb, they just lacked a capacity for seeing ahead. After
all, Neanderthals buried their dead, just as early Homo
Sapiens did. Our ancestors made tools, and so did the
Neanderthals. Yet one thing the Neanderthals didn’t do
— and Cro-Magnons did do — was to bury their ancestors
with tools in the grave. Which leads to a tantalizing hypothesis: Is it just possible that, whatever their capabilities, the
Neanderthals never made the small but astounding leap to
conceiving of another realm beyond the physical, where
the dead might still need their tools? That they never
quite developed a gift for metaphor, conceiving of life
and death as a pilgrimage, as Chaucer did? And that our
ancestors’ talent for metaphor and narrative — evidenced
not just in fossilized traces of dried fish, but also in the
highly detailed cave paintings of Lascaux — might have
given early humans an edge?
If so, then perhaps self-expression and good narrative
skills are not simply luxuries, not if they mean the difference between eating and extinction. And perhaps they
really do point us toward something higher and deeper
than mere survival.
Outside the Bubble
The term “liberal arts,” once narrowly referred to the
education proper to a free man — Latin liberus — as opposed to the vocational education reserved for slaves (the
stereotype that the liberal arts are elitist must be very old
indeed). More broadly, it refers to the education necessary for a citizen to shoulder the burdens of liberty. High
among these is an idea as old as St. Luke: that from those
to whom much is given, much is expected.
Jon Morris, C’99, is just one of many who has sought
to obey this injunction. A theatre major and onetime performer for Cirque Du Soleil, he now owns The Windmill
Factory, a design studio whose work covers a wide spectrum
from clothing to public art installations. His latest project,
Clothing the Line (www.thewindmillfactory.com) will be

an interactive performance installation designed to raise
awareness, generate dialogue, and spark policy change
to end homelessness by telling the stories of New York’s
35,500 homeless. “I named my company The Windmill
Factory because it’s always in motion,” Morris says, “but
mainly as a nod to Don Quixote, who never stopped
chasing a dream.”
The stereotype of the small private college as academic
country club starts to wear thin once you meet the Rev.
Becca Stevens, C’85, author of numerous inspirational
books and co-founder of Nashville’s Magdalene House, a
residential community for women with a criminal history
of prostitution and drug abuse. Avery Tucker, C’95, a
double major in philosophy and fine arts, manages more
than $15 billion in nonprofit endowments as senior vice
president and philanthropic consultant for Wachovia.
Rondal Richardson, C’91, summarized the call to service
in this way: “What you learn at Sewanee is to give more,
do more, and lead more. The education you get here is
amazing — but it’s completely useless if you don’t take it
outside the bubble, out into the world.”
Fashioning the Self
I began my quest hoping to identify a unifying trait among
the Sewanee alumni I interviewed. I did find one, though
it wasn’t at all what I expected. I’d invited my correspondents to talk about their memories of the Mountain, to
describe the paths that brought them to their current
professions. They were happy to give these answers, but
they never seemed to be the focus of the conversation.
Instead, what these alumni seem to want to talk about
most is what they are doing now. Learning is not simply
the exercise of memory, nor is Sewanee merely a museum
of nostalgia. Education is, as the term implies, a leading
outward — a means of exploration, of staying highly focused in the here and now.
Frenchie Bunch, C’99, designs custom-made skirts
— everything from cocktail to run-to-the-grocery
attire. I asked her to define beauty, and this was her answer: “Whoever it is that’s walking into my shop today.”
Sometimes, she says, beauty is the 90-year-old woman
who wants sequins and sparkle and shine. Sometimes
it’s the awkward teenager who’s designed her own prom
dress, and winds up looking more beautiful than she ever
thought possible. “Sometimes it’s just seeing my studio
on an average weekday,” she adds, “with people working
and shopping and fitting and being fitted. Then I have to
take a step back and appreciate how very real this dream
has become.”
“Man is fashioned, not born,” wrote Erasmus, noting
that education permits us not only to fashion but con-

tinually refashion ourselves. Or, as Professor of English
Pamela Macfie suggested, “The crowning gift of a liberal
arts education is the capacity to re-invent yourself.” To
fashion and reinvent: a practice that is as fitting to a maker
of skirts as it is to a maker of jams who is also a fashion
journalist, or to a tax journalist who also studies Melville,
or to a teacher of Melville who homeschools her child, or
to a homeschool teacher who married a forestry major,
or even to another forestry major who is now an agent to

country-western and folk musicians.
“You have to trust the messenger.” This is how Jay Williams, C’94, describes the kind of client he seeks out as
an agent for William Morris Endeavor Entertainment. “If
you don’t believe what they’re singing, you won’t want to
hear it.” Williams believes that all relationships — whether
between a musician and her fans, or between a talent
agent and his clients — depend on trust and integrity,
and something more. Something that may well be the
single most important lesson that any human being can
learn: empathy.
“In a negotiation, your capacity for seeing both sides
of an issue is everything,” Williams concludes. “One of
the greatest things I left the Mountain with was the ability to appreciate differences in people and experience. I
credit that ability with almost any success I’ve enjoyed in
my career.” n

Frenchie Bunch,
C’99, makes
custom-designed
skirts in
Columbia, S.C.

Thomas Lakeman, C’86, has used his liberal arts degree to write novels,
build web sites, and answer fan mail to Chucky the Killer Doll. He is the
first Sewanee alumnus to serve as the Tennessee Williams playwright-inresidence. He says it is left for others to decide whether he ought to be the last.
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Economic Want and Intellectual Wealth: Sewanee in the ’70s
Tom Dupree Jr., C’78,
reminisces about a
decade of contrasts
on the Mountain.

Stephen Puckette
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he 1970s were a fascinating and difficult time for our nation. In
the fall of 1974, the stock market was making new lows every week.
Consumer prices were increasing at a double-digit annual percentage
rate, and the price of oil was increasing threefold.
It was in that climate that I first arrived on the Mountain, when
Sewanee was suffering, along with most colleges and universities, from the
consequences of the nation’s economic woes. The University’s endowment
was tiny and its programs seemed to live hand-to-mouth through some
very lean years. The full year’s tuition was around $3,300, about the cost
of summer camp today, and by my senior year it would approach $5,000.
In the midst of this relative economic want, however, the intellectual,
cultural, and spiritual life of Sewanee was flourishing. There have been
few times in Sewanee’s history when more of its most revered faculty
members were teaching.
When I arrived in Sewanee, the University’s architecture was immediately familiar to me. The sandstone ecclesiastical style buildings resembled
the little church of my baptism in Harlan, Ky., on the headwaters of the
Cumberland River. The presence of sandstone as a
building material meant coal was nearby, and I almost
expected to see a drift mouth with coal miners coming
and going from their shifts somewhere on campus.
My dormitory, Cannon Hall, would never do as a
living facility for today’s students. It wasn’t a decent
place then, either. You had to be patient to live in
Cannon. If you flushed the toilet when somebody
was in the shower, you might end up in a fight with
that person because they would get boiled. The doors
to the rooms had wooden panels that could be easily
popped out with a swift blow near where the nails held
them and the carpeting in common areas was worn and dirty. But there
was a warm camaraderie among those of us who lived there. Cannon
Hall provided some of the finest human fellowship I have ever known.
Other parts of campus were in need of repair. The main buildings
were connected by paths covered with pea gravel. They were fine until they
became mud holes in the frequently wet Sewanee weather. Gailor Hall
was run down, the gym was in need of repair, and maintenance had been
deferred on many other campus facilities. There simply wasn’t enough
money to maintain the place in style.
During my first week on campus, the freshman class assembled in
All Saints’ Chapel for an orientation address from Stephen Puckette,
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Puckette had previously taught
at the University of Kentucky, and the Puckettes had been members at

Andrew Lytle

Christ Church in Lexington. His presence
comforted me, because I had been the bat
boy for the Christ Church men’s softball
team, and Dr. Puckette one of its stars.
He was in amazing physical shape for his
age. He remembered me as the bat boy,
and because he and my father had gone to
Yale together.
My English professors were Dale Richardson, Tam Carlson, Ted Stirling, Doug
Paschall, and Hank Arnold. Each one of
these teachers taught me something of
great value, and under them, I learned how
to write. They also taught me a good deal
about heroism and heroic acts, and since
that time, my heroes have been Homer,
Dante, Shakespeare, and Dr. Johnson.
My funniest teacher wasn’t an English teacher; it was Professor of Biology
Harry Yeatman. Dr. Yeatman’s stories were
hilarious, bawdy, and unrepeatable. Professor of Philosophy Hugh Caldwell had a
nervous dog named Dummy that traveled
Woods Lab at will. One day Dummy shot
into Dr. Yeatman’s classroom, got under
a young lady’s chair, and coiled up like a
snake, trembling. The young lady under
whose chair Dummy lay was perplexed.
Dr. Yeatman laughed and said in his raw
Carolina drawl, “That’s Dr. Caldwell’s dog,
don’t pay him no mind.” He emphasized
the second syllable of Dr. Caldwell’s name.
His smiling, slightly mischievous expression remains in my mind today.

One day during the summer after my
freshman year, Jeff Parr, C’76, and I
drove out in the country. We drove from
Lexington into Northern Scott County,
Ky., where the blue grass gives way to
outcropped soil and cedar trees. In a
little hollow was a small white farm house
where Andrew Lytle was living. Lytle was
in Kentucky for a brief time teaching a
class at the University of Kentucky and
“farming.” He’d heard Kentucky was the
Great Meadow, but he was farming the
part that was more rock than meadow. He
set us to work cleaning his Augean stables.
By 4 p.m., busting hardened manure gave
way to cocktails. As we sat on the front
porch and sipped bourbon on ice in the
subsiding heat, Mr. Lytle and I became
friends. Within a year he moved back to
his log house in Monteagle. We would have
many fine evenings there sipping Weller
bourbon in front of his big fireplace. I
met Edmund Fuller, the esteemed columnist for the Wall Street Journal, and Lytle’s
publisher, David McDowell of McDowell,
Obolensky around that fireplace.
There was a small, student-run Christian fellowship group at Sewanee during
the ’70s. We invited an alumnus from
San Antonio to speak to us. He owned
an investment firm, helped earthquake
victims in Honduras, and loved Sewanee
passionately. He was Bob Ayres. My career
in the securities business is the result of

Ayres’ help. As its vice chancellor and chief
rainmaker, he is the reason that Sewanee
survived the 1970s. When nobody else was
willing, Robert Moss Ayres Jr. built Sewanee’s endowment by asking for help, one
donor at a time. The phrase “never-ending
succession of benefactors”always reminds
me of Mr. Ayres. Sometimes they don’t
become benefactors unless asked, and he
was willing to do the asking.
My close friend, the historian Kent
Masterson Brown, has shared with me
some entries from the journal of Charles
Todd Quintard, one of the early sustainers
of the University of the South. Quintard
is a fascinating figure, and as a Huguenot
with Connecticut ancestors like him, I am
attracted to his story. After the Civil War,
Quintard undertook a crucial fundraising
trip to England, where he was able to secure
donations that would keep the University
afloat during some very lean times.
By examining what Charles Quintard did
following the Civil War and what Bob Ayres
did a hundred years later, it is plain to me
that Sewanee will always have people sent
by God to ensure its mission. I witnessed a
vital time in the history of the University of
the South and knew some of the people who
made a difference in the life of Sewanee,
and for that I am very thankful. n
Tom Dupree Jr. lives in Lexington, Ky., and can be
heard Saturday mornings at www.wlap.com
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Laying Earthquake-Prepared Foundations

I

When change is the
rule, how do you form
priests for the church
of tomorrow?
By The Very Rev. Dr. William S. Stafford

am often asked about
the effect of the current
struggles in the Episcopal
Church on our students,
and how well equipped
they are to deal with the
issues presently embroiling us. At the School of
Theology, we engage all the
matters of current controversy — inclusivity and its
limits (if any), sexuality,
interpretation of scripture,
political implications of the Gospel, racism, hierarchy — in the curriculum and
in our common life, both in planned
and unplanned ways. But we have made a
conscious decision to focus on educating
and forming good priests and learned lay
leaders for whatever church God takes into
the future rather than to focus students’
attention on the obsessions of today.
I am convinced that constant distraction by each morning’s blogs reacting to
the previous night’s events cultivates an
atmosphere of anxiety that is not helpful
in educating and forming priests. They
need to have the resources to encounter
the challenges that will arise tomorrow
as well as those of the present moment.
Rather, what we are trying to do is to lay
foundations that will support the ministry
of priests and lay leaders: deep, flexible,
earthquake-prepared foundations, able to
support the many different buildings that
will be built on them.
These are not easy days for theological education in the Episcopal Church.
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Financial crises have forced some sister
seminaries to restructure their missions
radically, and similar pressures threaten
several others. A significant number of
dioceses (not Sewanee’s owning dioceses)
will not send future priests to any seminary
at all, preferring local, non-residential
training because they think it cheaper and
more egalitarian. In the current ideological splits in the church, challenge follows
challenge, voice counters voice, and the
cacophony can make it hard to recognize
the voice of the Holy Spirit. For seminarians, this may raise deep questions: Do I
belong here? Will there be any recognizable church for me to serve? For those of
us who are giving our lives to prepare them
for the priesthood or for lay leadership,
these are not small questions.
Nor are they new ones. The fact is that
I have never met a senior priest who told
me that the church that ordained him or
her was the one he or she was still serving.
By trade, I am a church historian. With
some confidence I can say that profound
change is the rule and not the exception.
Indeed there are things that do not change,
above all God’s reconciling love in Jesus
Christ. The church does not stop reading the scriptures to hear God’s word,
or confessing the faith crystallized in the
creeds, or raising up leaders who will help
us continue to be one, holy, and apostolic.
Yet even those things themselves originally
grew and developed in ways that represented profound changes in the early church’s
life. Both then and ever since, they have
been lived out in ways that changed and

changed again. So one of the basic questions facing the church and its seminaries
is how to prepare priests and lay leaders
who can help God’s people be authentic in
the midst of transient circumstances, leaders whose “deep roots are not harmed by
the frost” even in times of climate change.
Before the catastrophes in Haiti and
Chile, some might have found the phrase
“flexible foundations” somewhat odd.
Surely foundations have to be solid and
unmoving! But the phrase is not odd to
me, born in San Francisco. When the
earth shakes, foundations have to hold the
superstructure securely, and yet have some
give. Buildings without foundations at all —
houses built on sand — will collapse; so will
those that are too rigid. We need foundations grounded in the rock that is Christ,
and resilient when shaking comes. Only
so can they bear the weight they must, for
whatever church God builds. Such foundations need to be laid in the intellect, by
rigorous study of the Christian tradition.
Thus seminarians need to learn what the
tradition is, in its consistency and multi-

plicity, itself a challenge in a post-Christian
era. They need to learn to draw living water
from the tradition’s well faithfully, creatively,
prayerfully, critically, intelligently alert to
the world around them. Such foundations
also need to be laid in the spirit, in a deepening practice of prayer both communal
and private, embodied prayer, prayer that
perseveres, prayer that opens community
and self to the divine fire. Such foundations need to be laid in mission, by learning
how to spread the Holy Spirit’s fire in many
different contexts, how to carry Good News
across cultures, how to rethink techniques
and strategies in light of what God appears
to be doing, and (perhaps above all) learning to discern in community what God is
actually doing amid the welter of movements
and claims.
Seminaries may take many shapes: freestanding schools offering a wide menu of
courses to commuters or distance learners,
radical schools of prophets promoting a
particular movement in the church, or,
like the School of Theology, residential
communities where whole lives, including

minds and hearts, are formed in service
of the whole church. We have a core curriculum, not a menu. We seek to serve the
wide center of the church, not one party
or movement. We teach that the church
is a shared life of learning, prayer, and
mission. That is best done by living and
learning together, face-to-face.
For us to carry this out — to offer
transforming theological education and
formation to the church’s future leaders
through the arduous process of residential
education and formation — requires sacrifice: sacrifice on the part of the students
who enter, sacrifice by those who give their
lives to that mission, sacrifice from the
church that supports it. It is worth it. The
Anglican way of being Christian is distinctive and profound. It is not well served
by casual and fragmentary preparation.
Sewanee students have the opportunity to
become faithful, resilient, creative leaders
on that way, in service of the One who is
the Way. By grace, we are going to keep
that way open. n
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Conchie’s Winners
She is the winningest coach in
Sewanee’s history, but current
and former players say Conchie
Shackelford’s greatest successes
might just happen off the court.
By Henry Hamman
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he coaching statistics are impressive: 23 straight winning seasons,
more than 400 matches won for a .730 winning percentage, 27
individual All-American athletes, nine seasons in the NCAA top 10
and the highest national finish of any Sewanee team ever in the NCAA
Division III (third, in 2007).
Conchie Shackelford, now in her 24th season as Sewanee’s women’s
tennis coach, is the winningest coach in Sewanee sports history. “Winning
400 matches is a truly remarkable accomplishment and places Conchie
in a very select group of head coaches,” says Athletic Director Mark Webb.
But it’s more than just the victories, Webb says. “What stands out for me
about Conchie is the impact she has on her players for the rest of their lives.”
Ask some of her former players, and Webb’s words sound understated.
“Conchie was and is much more to me than an exceptional tennis
coach,” says Mary Missbach Dressler, C’00, and one of those 27 AllAmericans. “She inspired me to achieve more than I had ever imagined
and helped me garner the courage to look inside to find the energy and
desire to exceed my expectations and break the boundaries that I set for
myself, on and off the court.”
“Throughout my four years at Sewanee,” says Lauren Willett, C’07, “I
knew I could depend on her for anything I needed, and that is truly special.”
“Conchie knows her players inside and out, and our team is much
more than a team: We are literally family,” says Laura Fanjoy, C’07, an
All-American and member of the 2007 team that finished third in the
nation. “Conchie’s four daughters are basically my four younger sisters.
I never expected going to Sewanee and leaving my family that I would
gain another one.”
To hear her players tell it, Shackelford and Sewanee women’s tennis
are a match made in heaven, but Shackelford’s introduction to Sewanee
was not particularly auspicious.
Shackelford and her husband, John, Sewanee’s men’s tennis coach
(and himself another of Sewanee’s over-achieving coaches), came to the
Mountain in 1986 when John was recruited from a coaching job at the
University of North Carolina, Asheville. Conchie and John had met when
they were both students at the University of North Carolina, Wilmington.
They were both serious college athletes.
After college they married, and she took a job as a legal secretary. She
says John came back from a campus visit and told her of Sewanee: “It’s a
small town, but you’ll really like it.”
“We got here in January, and you know what Sewanee is like in January,” she said with a rueful grin in a recent interview. But there was worse
to come. Conchie handled the family’s banking, and when she looked at
John’s first paycheck she asked a question: “Is this for the week?” She was
not pleased to learn that he was on a monthly pay schedule.
Fortunately for Sewanee tennis, the Shackelfords stuck around, and
in 1987, Conchie was offered the women’s coaching job. Partly through
economic necessity, the couple started a summer tennis camp. That ven-

ture has grown from a short camp with 17
attendees the first year to a six-week camp
with about 600 participants.
Now, she says, “I absolutely love this
place. I can’t imagine living anywhere
else.” She’s just as absolute about her love
of tennis.
She took up the game as a way to pass
long summer days in Jacksonville, N.C.,
when her father, a Marine, was stationed at
Camp LeJeune. When she was 13 years old,
she and her brother noticed a nearby tennis
court and found some racquets. “Every day,
that’s all we did — play tennis, play tennis.”
Despite the lack of formal training — no
private coaches or tennis camps — both she
and two of her brothers won college tennis
scholarships. “It’s a whole different world
than it was back then,” she added.
So, what’s the secret of her phenomenal
success as a coach? Shackelford says she
doesn’t have a secret formula: “I have never
tried to change anybody’s game. I try to
take what they can do, their strengths, and
make them stronger while lessening their
weaknesses.”
Her players say that Shackelford herself
becomes one of their strengths. Mary Katherine Stone, C’08, remembers Shackelford
chanting to her “Be the tiger, be the tiger!”
as she entered the third set of a difficult
match. “Looking back on it, I do not know if
I won or lost the match. I just remember the
passion with which Conchie coached me.”
“I will always remember her talk to us
before we beat Emory for the first time,”
says Molly Willett, C’07. “It was so simple;
she told us to play with heart and passion.
After this pre-game speech, that was what
our team did from that point forward and
it led us to finish No. 3 in the nation in
2007. She coached with heart and passion
and taught us to play that way.”
Katye Rhett, C’05, remembers her
conference game against archrival Rhodes
College when Sewanee had not defeated

Former players recently returned to Sewanee to celebrate Conchie Shackelford’s birthday. Front row, left to right: Katy Morrissey
Selover, C’90; Conchie Shackelford; Kelley Jones Black, C’91. Back row, left to right: Laura Middleton Adams, C’90; Cameron Tyer, C’93;
Bonnie Patrick Hannah, C’90; Anne Moore Smith, C’90.

Rhodes for four years. Shackelford stood
behind the baseline and coached Rhett
to victory. “Then we went together and
coached the next player.” As each match
finished, one more Tiger joined the baseline stand, and Sewanee snapped Rhodes’
string with a 5-4 victory. “It was probably
the best win ever.”
When we asked former players for their
thoughts about Coach Shackelford, the response was overwhelming, so much so that
there’s not enough room in these pages to
include all these women have to say about
a coach who changed their lives. To read
more from Shackelford’s former players,
visit www.sewanee.edu/magazine/conchie.
Here’s one last story, though, told by
Fairlie Herron, C’92.
“The greatest advice I ever got from
Conchie Shackelford was not advice at all.
Conchie always said to us ‘I love my life!‘

She would then proceed to list the wonderful things about her life with great, dreamy
delight and, dare I say, a smidgen of gloating: ‘I love my life. I love my husband, I
love my job, I love to play tennis (she always
said the word tennis with a bit of an accent
I still can’t place), and I love to run.’
“For four years I was a student at
Sewanee. More importantly, for four years
I was a student of Conchie Shackelford. Of
all the things I learned in school perhaps
the most important was to love my life. I
will, on occasion, tell my daughters ‘I love
my life!’ Sometimes I even list the things
I love about my life. ‘I love my husband,
I love my children, I love my job, I love
to play tennis, and I love to run.’ I pronounce the word ‘tennis’ with a bit of an
accent I still can’t place.”
“Conchie Shackelford is one of the
things I love about my life.” n
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alumni news
Dear Fellow Alumni,
I will finish my term as president of the Associated Alumni this
June. It’s been a year of change as we’ve expanded our board
from nine to 20 representatives and established a strong,
active committee structure. I thank all the board members
of the Associated Alumni for their commitment of time and
talent to our University.
Of course, it has been a year of change for the University as
well, as Vice Chancellor Joel Cunningham prepares to retire
and Vice Chancellor-elect John McCardell prepares to take office. I know that I
speak for our alumni board in saying that it has been a real pleasure and honor
to serve with Joel in his final year as vice chancellor. Joel has led Sewanee for a
decade and you can read about his impressive accomplishments on the pages of
this magazine — the many campus improvements and additions to the physical
plant, the introduction of several new academic programs, and the impressive
fundraising results. Most importantly, all of these successes have strengthened the
environment for learning on the Mountain. We owe a huge debt of gratitude to
Joel Cunningham for his graceful, strong leadership of Sewanee during a period
of significant upheaval in the world around us.
I want to encourage you to be a part of the festivities as we thank Joel and Trudy
Cunningham for their service and welcome John and Bonnie McCardell to the
Sewanee family. Please join us on the Mountain the first weekend in June for the
annual Alumni Summit and Annual Business Meeting of the Associated Alumni.
Your involvement in this weekend and in the life of the University is welcomed
and appreciated.

Calling All
Veterans
During Homecoming
and Reunion weekend, Nov. 11 to 14,
Sewanee’s first Veteran’s
Day celebration will take
place. Sewanee is proud
of our alumni who have
served our country in
active duty and in the
theater of operations
during war. The War
Memorial Chapel in All
Saints’ Chapel is dedicated to these alumni
and lists the names of
our veterans. To see a
list of alumni veterans
and for more information on the Veteran’s
Day celebration, visit
http://ur.sewanee.edu/
alumni/veteransday or
call the alumni office at
1.888.867.6884.

Charlie Brock, C’87
President, The Associated Alumni

Student Alumni Leadership Council

The Student Alumni Leadership Council (SALC) is a program for selected juniors and seniors to increase
awareness and the importance of alumni in the life of the University. The SALC members work with
University administrators to promote strong alumni relations following graduation. The members from
the Class of 2010 recently completed the yearlong program and are pictured here.
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Alumni Summit
June 4 and 5, 2010
The Associated Alumni will hold its annual business meeting the same time we gather to thank
our alumni volunteers. Anyone who has served
as a volunteer for Sewanee over the last year is
invited to attend the annual Alumni Summit
on Friday and Saturday, June 4 and 5. Those
attending the summit will learn more about the
work of the Associated Alumni, attend the annual business meeting, and hear from Sewanee
administrators about what’s new at Sewanee
today. All alumni are welcome and encouraged
to attend the business meeting on Saturday
morning.  For more information, go to http://
ur.sewanee.edu/alumni/alumnisummit

C lass N o t es

1949
Harry McPherson recently had his
memoir A Political Education named
to Time magazine’s Top 10 Political
Memoirs List. A Political Education
offers an insider’s view of Washington,
D.C., during the period Harry served
as counsel and special counsel to
President Lyndon B. Johnson, from
1965 to 1969.

1956
Joe Lee Griffin has published a book
entitled Learn to Swim Before You Get
In, which offers instruction for adult
nonswimmers to learn to become
relaxed swimmers.

1959
Anthony Cushing Gooch married
Florence Ann Davis on Aug. 22, 2009,
in Chatham, Mass.

1960 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Al Elmore is the author of Lincoln’s
Gettysburg Address: Echoes of the
Bible and Book of Common Prayer. Al
is a former prosecutor and public defender who has taught at HampdenSydney, Louisiana State University,
and the University of Alabama Law
School and is now professor of
English and law at Athens State
University in Alabama.

1962
Landis Turner has been elected
chairman and CEO of the South
Central Tennessee Railroad Authority,
which owns the short-line railroad
serving Lewis, Hickman, and Dickson
Counties in Tennessee. He was general counsel from 1976 to 2007.

1963
Michael M. Cass and Lynn Cass
retired in 2008, Mike from 39 years
of teaching English and Great Books
at Mercer University in Macon, Ga.,
and Lynn from being the director of
Macon Arts. In September 2009 they
moved to Saluda, N.C., where they
live within a few blocks of Lesesne
and Gene Dickson. They will try to

keep an eye on Gene, who was known
in his student days as “The Mystic.”

1964
Don Griffis, the managing partner of
the San Angelo, Texas, office of Jackson Walker L.L.P., is listed in The Best
Lawyers in America 2010. Richard E.
Israel was elected to a second fouryear term as alderman for Annapolis,
Md. Dwight Ogier, after 38 years as
an ordained Episcopal priest, has
responded to an invitation by the
Episcopal Bishop of the Virgin Islands
for an assignment as interim priestin-charge of St. Peter’s, Christiansted,
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, for one
to two years. Dwight says he hung a
Sewanee pennant at Duggan’s Reef
restaurant/beach bar.

November 11–14
1965 ReunionYear
The Rt. Rev. Wallis Ohl was unanimously elected the second provisional bishop of the Episcopal Diocese
of Fort Worth at the 27th Convention
at All Saints’ School in Fort Worth. He
succeeds the Rt. Rev. Edwin Gulick,
bishop of Kentucky and a Sewanee
trustee since 1994. Wallis received
an honorary degree in 1998. From
1997 to 2009, he was bishop of the
Episcopal Diocese of Northwest Texas.

1966
Ken Martin retired as senior vice
president of West Coast Program
Practices, after 35 years at the CBS
television network. Ken lives in Los
Angeles and is becoming involved in
local volunteer work.

1967
Paul Adair is now chairman of the
board at the Exchange National Bank
and Trust in Atchison, Kan. Edward
Bosworth is an associate professor of
computer science at Columbus State
University in Columbus, Ga., and has
recently written two textbooks on
computer science. Richard Dolbeer
retired in September 2008 from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Wildlife
Services Program. During his career,
he was involved in researching and
reducing wildlife hazards to aviation.
Sandy Estes has accepted a senior

staff position at the Sarasota County
Health Department. He currently
resides in Collier County, Fla., with
his wife, Tori. Bob Jones has recently
retired from teaching library science
at the University of North Florida
and has taken up volunteer projects
around his new home in Atlanta, Ga.
He was recently part of a project to
prepare free tax returns for lower and
middle income families under the IRS
Vita Program. Paul Kneedler is a risk
manager at Wasco Inc., an insurance
company in Nashville, Tenn. Paul is a
noted artisan and skilled craftsman
whose work is featured at the Artisan
Company in The Row at the Factory
in Franklin, Tenn., where he is known
for his authentic reproductions of
Native American bows and arrows.
Chuck Lokey and his wife, Madelyn,
are living in St. Francisville, La., where
Chuck works at Georgia-Pacific. Wallace “Skip” Neblett is the chairman
of the department of pediatric surgery
at the Monroe Carell Jr. Children’s
Hospital at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center and is celebrating the
center’s first operation to separate
conjoined twins. Skip was the lead
surgeon on this successful, rare, and
extremely long surgery. Doug Porch is
professor of national security affairs
at the Naval Postgraduate School
in Monterey, Calif. Bill Steele is the
president of the Kentucky Tie and
Lumber Company, which recently
celebrated its 51st year in business.
Bill lives in Columbia, Ky., with his
wife, Sharon, where he trains for and
runs in races. Bob Stevenson is a
retired management consultant and
is now a docent, guide, and restorer
for the Thomas Point Shoal Lighthouse in Chesapeake Bay. George
Vassallo has published his first novel,
Nelson’s Playback. He is a professional writer who has been published
in the Washington Times, USA Today,
Playboy, the Winston-Salem Journal,
the Orlando Sentinel, and the Tampa
Tribune. Tom Vollrath is a senior
research economist with the Global
Agricultural Markets Branch, Market
and Trade Economics Division at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. The
Rev. Tom Ward has been inducted
into the Sewanee Athletics Hall of
Fame and will be recognized in a permanent display in the Fowler Center.
Rod Welch and wife, Ann, are now

living in James Island, S.C., where he
works full-time with Hotel-Guides.us,
an internet hotel reservation service
he started in 2002.

November 11–14
1970 ReunionYear
Eric Newman runs the cigar factory in Tampa that his grandfather
started 114 years ago. Steve Sinclair
retired after four years of teaching
high school and 35 years in the car
business. He is volunteering for Big
Brothers Big Sisters and the Animal
Defense League in San Antonio,
Texas, in his spare time.

1971
Alexander “Sandy” Johnson and his
wife, Gloria, are serving as Anglican
missionaries with the South American
Missionary Society in Arequipa, Peru.
Both are leading Bible study groups
in Cristo Redentor Parish. Sandy
works as a math tutor at San Lucas
Anglican School and the Sagrada
Familia orphanage for teens. Having
just finished language school, Gloria
will now start teaching keyboard
lessons at Sagrada Familia and at
San Jose orphanage for younger
kids. She regularly plays keyboard on
the music team at Cristo Redentor.
Sandy retired in 2008 from being a
high school math teacher in Kalispell,
Mont., and Gloria had worked for
many years as a private piano
teacher as well as an accompanist
for high school choirs.

1973
Claude Nielsen has been named
chairman of the Coca-Cola Scholars
Foundation, one of the largest corporate-sponsored, achievement-based
scholarship programs of its kind. The
Rev. John A. Weatherly serves as
Joint Forces Command chaplain in
the Virginia Guard, where he oversees
the work of chaplains and assistants
in the Air and Army Guard. Recently, a
nominating committee of the Episcopal Church announced that he is one
of six candidates being considered to
become the sixth bishop suffragan for
Federal Ministries.
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1974

1981

Robert “Ty” Cook is currently senior
vice president with Morgan Stanley/
Smith Barney on Hilton Head Island,
S.C. Ty is about to celebrate 28 years
with Smith Barney.

The Rt. Rev. Shannon Johnston
became the 13th bishop of Virginia
on Oct. 1, 2009.

1977
Horton Frank is a litigation and intellectual property attorney in Nashville,
Tenn., and has joined the newly
named Luna Law Group.

1978
Sam Elliott’s third book, Isham G.
Harris of Tennessee: Confederate
Governor and United States
Senator, was published in January
2010 by LSU Press. Sam serves as
chairman of the Tennessee Historical
Commission.

1980 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Lee Guerry married Witney Schneidman on Nov. 15, 2008, at Christ
Church in Alexandria, Va. The reception was held at the Mayflower Hotel
in Washington, D.C. Many Sewanee
friends were there to celebrate.
Kathryn Cureton Larisey and Paul
Willard Burke were married on July
11, 2009 at All Saints’ Episcopal
Church in Atlanta, Ga.

1982
Tom Elston has been named
organist-choirmaster and director of
music for St. John’s Episcopal Church
in College Park, Ga. The Hon. William
Evans Lane was appointed to the
office of circuit judge for Kentucky’s
21st Judicial Circuit, Division 1.

1983
Ana Maria Soto has finished her
MBA at National-Louis University in
Chicago, Ill. She is married with a
12-year-old daughter and very busy
with work, civic, and church responsibilities. She also has a TV show
that helps people understand how to
access higher education.

1984
Carl Brutkiewicz and his wife, Barbara, announce the birth of Thomas
Clement Brutkiewicz on Jan. 30,
2010. The family resides in Mobile,
Ala. Virginia Lux is currently living
in Marshall, Va. To support her horse
habit she is working as an operations director for Welkin Associates,

Keep in Touch!

We know exciting things have happened since you left the Mountain. Let
us know about your new job, promotion, marriage or family addition. Send
news to:
classnotes@sewanee.edu or
Buck Butler, Office of Marketing & Communications
735 University Avenue, Sewanee, TN 37383-1000
Deadlines and policies Class notes deadlines fall about 10 weeks
before the magazine is published. Sewanee magazine’s policy is to publish
news after the fact. Please let us know about weddings, births, and degrees
received after they have happened.
Alumni photograph policies We accept photos of Sewanee groups at
weddings and other special events. With the photo, send the names and class
years of all alumni pictured; birth date, parents’ names, and class years with
photos of children; dates and locations of events pictured.
Digital and print photos must be clear and of good quality; color is
preferred. Prints should be on glossy paper with no surface texture. Prints
will be returned at your request; write your name and address on the back.
Digital photos must be jpegs of at least 250 pixels per inch and 4 x 6 in.
minimum dimension. Low-resolution photos converted to higher resolutions
are not acceptable.
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which provides systems engineering,
program management, acquisition,
and environmental consulting in
northern Virginia and D.C. Leigh
Williams Steere is part owner of
a new business venture, Managing
People Better. The company is an
online training tool, which analyzes
and summarizes the strengths and
limitations of a manager’s current approach and provides specific action
steps for becoming more effective.

1985 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Dana Perry has been elected
as a fellow by the Tennessee Bar
Foundation. Todd Votteler announces
the birth of his daughter, Caroline
Elizabeth Votteler, born July 17, 2008.
Richard Westling was been selected
by Nightingale’s Healthcare News as
one of 10 Outstanding Healthcare
Litigators for 2009. Richard has over
20 years of experience, both as a
government attorney and in private
practice.

1986
Sarah Engsberg won the Tevis Cup,
a 100-mile equestrian endurance
ride, held in Placer County, Calif., in
August 2009. It was her first Tevis
Cup ride and she edged out past
winners and more experienced riders.
Robbie Fisher was named the 2009
Volunteer Attorney of the Year by
the Mission First Legal Aid Office in
Jackson, Miss. He recently worked
as executive producer, editor, and
screenwriter on a documentary for
Mississippi Public Broadcasting. The
half-hour production titled, The Gulf
Islands: Mississippi’s Wilderness
Shore, tells the recent history of
the barrier islands off Mississippi’s
Gulf Coast. The film premiered on
Mississippi Public Broadcasting in
September 2009. Hollis Fitch was
awarded the San Antonio Business
Journal’s 2009 Going Green Entrepreneur Award. Joe Liles commutes
weekly to Florida where he works
in wealth management for Bank of
America/Merrill Lynch. Joe lives in
Charlotte, N.C., with his wife, Dawn,
and children. Joe and Dawn recently
spent their 20th wedding anniversary
in Paris and the Loire Valley. John J.

Lipsey has joined SNV Netherlands
Development Organization, a Dutch
development aid enterprise working
in 32 countries to eliminate poverty.
As senior partnerships manager
based in Washington, D.C., John is
the liaison with international financial
institutions and development banks
such as the World Bank and bilateral
aid agencies such as USAID and
EuropeAid. Catherine Richardson
recently published a book titled The
Starfleet Messages: A Galactic Guide
to Spiritual Expansion.

1987
The Rev. Dr. Nick Funk and his wife,
Laura, (both T’05) live in Las Cruces,
N.M., where Nick serves as the rector
of St. James’ Episcopal Church. Nick
received his doctor of ministry degree
from St. Petersburg Theological Seminary in May 2009. Edward Marshall
and Richard Parvey recently became
partners in Hyperion, a new company
to develop alternative energy projects
in the Southeast. Now underway,
their first project is the design
and construction of an alternative
fueling station on the campus of
Clemson University’s International
Center for Automotive Research in
Greenville, S.C. Chris Stone with
Neal-Prince Architects is providing
design services for the station set to
open in July 2010. The station will
dispense alternative fuels and will
also provide solar charging stations
for battery electric vehicles. Ed and
Richard are also working with several
major companies to develop biogas
(methane) projects for the production of hydrogen to generate clean
electricity with stationary fuel cells.
Ashley Jackson Spencer’s Casart
Coverings, which she started with her
mother and sisters as partners, was
selected as one of the top 200 momowned businesses in StartupNation’s
2009 Leading Moms in Business
Competition.

1988
Brian and Emily Ramsey Acker celebrated their 20th wedding anniversary in Jamaica. George Alexander
was promoted to associate creative
director at Bridge Worldwide, an in-

dustry-leading relationship marketing,
interactive, and digital agency. Vicky
Vieth Bratton started My Clean Plate
Club with her sister. My Clean Plate
Club offers colorful, fun, personalized
10-inch BPA-free melamine plates
for all occasions and was recently
featured in Kids Trends magazine.
Alice Cohen spent almost a week
at the Boundary Waters Wilderness
Canoe Area on the U.S.-Canada
border and followed that with a seakayaking trip in the Everglades. She
is also enjoying the challenges of her
new position at work, public affairs
specialist for the national forests in
North Carolina. Sarah Halbkat Eppes
and her husband, John, are thrilled
to announce the birth of their son,
Dixon Rhys Bradford Eppes, born May
24, 2009. Sarah says Rhys has been
lovingly welcomed by his four brothers and three sisters, who entertain
him endlessly. Steverson and Bess
Hogan Moffat were interviewed on
CNN for a story on their son Niles’s
Home School Saints football team, a
fledgling football program made up of
New Orleans home-school students.
Laura Neill is preparing to run her
first half-marathon, the Renaissance at Colony Park Half-Marathon,
Mississippi’s largest half-marathon.
Sam Persons Parkes is now a Th.D.
student in homiletics at Emmanuel
College at Victoria University of the
University of Toronto. Carrie Phelps
took two business trips in the fall
to Wolfsburg, Germany, the global
headquarters of Volkswagen, the
company for which she is currently
working. She took advantage of free
weekends to tour Berlin, Potsdam,
Dresden, and Wittenberg. Ted Raynor
has moved into private practice with
Burch, Porter & Johnson in Memphis
after working as in-house counsel at
Hilton Hotels Corporation for the last
12 years. He will be pursuing a legal
practice focused on the hospitality
industry, general litigation, and mediation. He also recently completed
his 40-hour mediator certification
training at Lipscomb University’s
Institute of Conflict Management in
Nashville. The Rev. Kyle Dice Seage
is priest-in-charge of All Saints’
Episcopal Church in Inverness, Miss.
She continues to live in Madison,
Miss. Annette Carpenter Wawerna is

the executive producer of the recently
premiered documentary From Acorn
to Oak, which chronicles the story
of Neighborhood Charter School, a
school in inner city Atlanta. Shot over
a three-year period, the documentary
shows the many challenges and
triumphs a determined community
faced in their effort to build a school
in their neighborhood that offered
a diverse student population, high
academic achievement, and encouraged extraordinary levels of family
and community involvement.

1989
Sims Boulware Bulluck is turning her
greeting card business into e-cards.
Carol Snead Crosslin recently completed her third half-marathon while
completing treatment for breast cancer. Carol reports that her team was
the highest fundraiser in the state
of Kentucky for St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital. She recently completed
chemotherapy and returned to work
as a veterinarian and celebrated
her 20th wedding anniversary with
husband, Kevin Crosslin. Sheri
Joseph is an associate professor of
creative writing and fiction at Georgia
State University in Atlanta and has
been awarded a $25,000 grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts
for her novel-in-progress, The Cloud
Forest, which will be her third book.
She will use the grant to take a
leave from teaching at Georgia State
University to complete the book. Eric
Love heads the theatre and speech
program at Tennessee Wesleyan
College in Athens, Tenn. Eric just
celebrated his 20th reunion and his
20th year cancer-free by performing
his one-man show The Rambling Nut,
at Sewanee Homecoming. Aimee
Akers Norman is the director of outreach and mission at Christ Church
in Charlotte, N.C. She traveled to San
Jose, Costa Rica, in February with a
group of 12 Christ Church parishioners. Christ Church helped build a
preschool in a poverty-stricken neighborhood and is laying the groundwork
for a second construction project to
begin this summer. In addition to
mission outreach, Aimee organizes
and spearheads programs on the
local level that connect parishioners

Kathryn Cureton Larisey, C’80, and Paul Willard Burke, C’80, were married
on July 11, 2009, at All Saints’ Episcopal Church in Atlanta, Ga. Pictured from
left to right are: Clayton Farnham, C’61, Christine Cureton Couch, C’84, Laurie Fowler, C’80, Paul Burke, Dean Taylor, C’78, Kathryn Larisey, Jane Taylor,
C’80, Julie Hall, C’79, John Michael Albert, C’80, Susan Wiles, C’79, and
Preston Wiles, C’78.

Sewanee alums reunite in Colorado with their daughters’ soccer team. Bottom
row (left to right): Julia Glover, Greg Glover, C’90, Alyssa Glover, Madison Saldanha, Eddy Saldanha; middle row: Kaitlyn Glover; top row: Lisa D’Ambrosia,
C’89, Jennifer Saldanha, C’92

Votteller (1985)
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with opportunities to serve at-risk
adults and children in the Charlotte
area. The Rev. John Varden and wife,
Nancy, announce the birth of Miriam
Elizabeth Varden on April 30, 2009.
John is a Methodist minister in Snow
Camp, N.C.

November 11–14
1990 ReunionYear

The Sewanee Sixteen
For 13 years, 16 alumni from the Class of 1990 have reunited over a long
weekend in January at various venues. These women from seven states,
who call themselves “The Sewanee Sixteen,” have met up in Alabama,
California, Florida, Georgia, Texas, and Tennessee. At least three women
have never missed a reunion, and there are at least 11 who almost
always attend. While most of the year passes without much communication other than e-mail among them, when they gather, group member
Josephine Lowery says, “It is as if we never left the Mountain, and much
fun, laughter, and stories are shared.”
The group has experienced challenges and tragedies over the years,
including career change, job loss, divorce, illness and death, but Lowery
says the women are quick to rally around one another. Two years ago, the
Sewanee Sixteen endured the loss of one of their own, Missy Turner. “She
was one of the most dynamic members of the group, with her infectious
laugh and readiness for fun,” Lowery says. “Her death has only strengthened our bond. Annually, there is a special toast to Missy, and though our
number is down to 15, we will always be ‘The Sewanee Sixteen.’”
Jennifer Etscorn, Christy Gilliam, Michelle Hallock, Tali Jackson, Mary Beth
Kinney, Josephine Lowery, Amanda Pierson, Kimberly Ramsey, Mary Byrd
Sims, Clair Talmadge, Kathy Touchstone, Missy Turner, Wendi Upchurch,
Laura Wissert, and Fran Wulbern

Elka Olsen Carroll and Jon Carroll, C’93, live in Dallas with their
two children. Elka is a freelance
advertising writer and mom, and Jon
is an attorney for the firm Baker and
McKenzie. Rex Elliott runs Nike’s
Footwear Product Creation division
in Busan, Korea, after stints in Ho
Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and Qingdao,
China. Greg Glover and wife, Lisa
D’Ambrosia, C’89, were reunited
with Jennifer Johanson Saldanha,
C’92, in Denver, Colo., where Greg
coaches an under-six girls soccer
team through the Colorado Storm
organization. Greg and Lisa’s daughter
and Jennifer’s daughter both play on
the team. Bonnie Hannah is chair of
the Reunion Committee for the 20th
class reunion for the class of 1990 at
Homecoming, Nov. 12 to 14, 2010.
Matthew Harrison and wife, Kathryn,
welcomed daughter, Martha Grace, on
Jan. 15, 2010. They live in Midlothian,
Va., where Matthew is a performance
analyst for Genworth Financial, and
Kathryn is a children’s librarian. Roland Knoll and his wife, Paige, live in
Asheville, N.C., with their two children.
Roland owns and runs three area
restaurants. Liz Edsall McLaurin and
husband, Richard, live in Nashville
with their two sons. Liz is a mom and
a non-profit consultant, and Richard
produced the latest Freedy Johnston
record, Rain on the City. Berry Shults
and her husband and children are in
southern Chile, living on an organic
farm and traveling.

1991
Chapman
(1998/2000)

MacDonald (1991)
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Green (1995)

Amanda Ellis MacDonald and her
husband, Dan, announce the birth
of their daughter, Blair Matheson
MacDonald, on Sept. 19, 2009, just
one week before their first wedding anniversary. The family lives in
Chicago, Ill., where Dan works in the
BlueCross BlueShield Association Office of Clinical Affairs and Amanda is

a teaching artist for the Joffrey Ballet.
Michael Odom is an eminent domain
and condemnation lawyer with Haskell
Slaughter Young & Rediker in Birmingham, Ala., and has been recognized in
the 2010 edition of The Best Lawyers
in America. Lynda Hodgson Redman
and her husband, Shaun Redman,
announce the birth of their son, Grant
Shaun Redman, on March 25, 2009.
Christopher “Kit” Walsh announces
the birth of Mallory Patricia Walsh on
Oct. 24, 2009.

1992
Seth Hinkley was diagnosed with a
rare form of cancer in February 2009.
He was treated at the University of
Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
with chemotherapy from May through
September, and was treated with
radiation in October. He has been
cancer-free since June, and got
cancer-free results on his latest follow
up CT scan. He and his wife, Sara, are
thankful for all of the love, prayers, and
support of the Sewanee family. He is
now back at work, practicing law as an
outside general counsel to clients.

1993
Pete Cook, and his wife, Amanda
Vance Cook, C’95, stay busy with
10-year-old, Grace, and 2-year-old,
Sam. Pete is the general manager for
a Macon, Ga., trucking company and
chairman of deacons at Wesleyan
Drive Baptist Church. Amanda is
director of the church’s Vacation Bible
School and an officer in the Sidney
Lanier Chapter #25, UDC. David Dault
received his Ph.D. in religion from
Vanderbilt University in May. He is
now visiting assistant professor in the
department of religion and philosophy
at Christian Brothers University in
Memphis, Tenn. His first book, The Accessorized Bible, is forthcoming from
Yale University Press. Greer Mallette
and his wife, Melodie, are living in
Birmingham, Ala., and are the proud
parents of daughter, Anna Reese, born
Nov. 12, 2009. Jennifer Mann married
James Dub Austin on Dec. 19, 2009
at St. Michael’s Episcopal Church in
Austin, Texas. Three of her bridesmaids
were Sewanee alumni: matrons of
honor Pamela Mann Evans, C’91, and
Melissa Mann, C’00, and bridesmaid

Nomzamo Matyumza, C’95. Heather
and Danny Wright are still living in
Asheville, N.C., where Danny is director of advancement at Christ School.
Heather is working from home
practicing law part-time with firms in
Nashville and Raleigh and spending
time with their children.

1994
Himalee Arunatilake is the acting deputy director of the Public
Communications Division of the Sri
Lankan Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Christie Kizer Burbank and her
husband, Brice Burbank, announce
the birth of their first child, Beatrix
Dudley Burbank, on June 29, 2009,
in Chattanooga, Tenn. Kimberly Baum
Cook announces the birth of Hailey
Claire Cook on Aug. 28, 2009. Pearson Talbert has been named chief
development officer at Aegis Health
Group in Nashville. As a member of
Aegis’s executive management team,
Pearson provides leadership and vision to the sales and marketing staff
as they focus on solutions to help
hospitals increase revenues through
employer partnerships and physician
relationships.

1995 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Monte Alves works on an eco-audit
program for high school students. He
helped develop the program in Seattle,
Wash., with his company foundation,
the ERM Foundation. Cathy Gross
Berkley married John Berkley on June
14, 2008 on Daufuskie Island, S.C.
Elizabeth Brown married Chris Krafchak on Dec. 29, 2009, in Birmingham, Ala. She is an agriculture development and foreign service officer with
the U.S. Agency for International Development based in Kabul, Afghanistan.
This summer she and Chris will begin
a one-year tour at the U.S. Embassy
in Baghdad. Amanda Vance Cook
and her husband, Pete Cook, C’93,
stay busy with 10-year-old, Grace, and
2-year-old, Sam. Amanda is director of
Wesleyan Drive Baptist Church’s Vacation Bible School. Pete is the general
manager for a Macon, Ga., trucking
company and chairman of deacons at
the church. Karen Jacks Green and
Eric Green are proud to announce the
birth of their second child, Matthew

Robert, on Sept. 1, 2009. Karen has
recently moved into a new office and
is practicing psychiatry. Margaret
Buchanan Hanson is enjoying Saudi
Arabia with her husband, Mark, and
their four children. Christiana Holyer
is the acting head of school at the
Queen Anne School in Upper Marlboro,
Md. She has worked at the school for
nine years. Brad Hunter and Sunny
Estes were married in Sept. 12, 2009
in Ovando, Mont. They now live in Portland, Ore. Sewanee friends from class
of 1995 Tyler Vaughey, Tuck Marshal,
Spence Searcy, Doug Combs, Rob
Howell, and Keith Johnston attended.
Catherine Traywick Hutchinson loves
working in a children’s emergency
room in Columbia, S.C., while her
husband Dave is working on his mechanical engineering degree. Tallman
Johnson and Gwen Johnson, C’98,
are living in Washington, D.C. Tallman
works for Rep. Spencer Bachus as a
senior staff member on the House Financial Services Committee. Carlotta
Jones was named Westwood Junior
High teacher of the year. Carlyle Knox
and his wife, Faison, live in Charlotte,
N.C. Carlyle is having a terrific time
working as a stay-at-home dad. Jason
Luna is an industrial and organizational psychologist and marketer for
Vikus Corporation in Chattanooga.
Nikki Etheridge Merritt and Will
Merritt are thrilled to be back in
Columbia, S.C., where Will is in private
OB/GYN practice and Nikki is working
at Heathwood Hall Episcopal School.
Amanda Vance Moran and husband,
Tom, live in New York City with their
children. Anson Mount recently moved
back to New York where he is adjunct
faculty in Columbia University’s MFA
acting program. He has continued
acting in film, theater, and television.
Randy Odle was recently appointed a
faculty fellow at the McCallie School
in Chattanooga. He is in his 15th year
of teaching history there. Chantelle
Roberson, an attorney at Miller & Martin in Chattanooga, has been chosen
as a German Marshall Fund fellow for
2010 to represent the United States in
fostering trans-Atlantic relations with
Europe. Mary Rossi continues to work
for Eppard Vision as program director
for Applied Preservation Technologies.
Under her direction, APT received a
grant from the Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe in support of the third annual

Jennifer Mann, C’93, married James Dub Austin on Dec. 19, 2009, at St.
Michael’s Episcopal Church in Austin, Texas.

Cathy Gross Berkley, C’95, married John Berkley on June 14, 2008, on
Daufuskie Island, S.C. Sewanee alumni in attendance included (from left
to right) Cameron Graham Vivanco, C’95, Trent Zivkovich, C’95, Margaret
Upchurch Zivkovich, C’95, Anna Zivkovich, Leslie Walker Bickford, C’95, Catherine Traywick Hutchinson, C’95, Melissa Riley, C’96, Elizabeth Sherwood,
C’95, and Kakie Mashburn, C’95.

Buy a “Sewanee Threads” poster
and support Housing Sewanee, Inc.
Housing Sewanee, Inc. was organized in
1993 to make home ownership a reality
for community members in need. The
organization is part of the Sewanee Service
Partnership Network at the University. All
profits from poster sales go directly into
this program’s efforts to eliminate poverty
in the Sewanee area. (Find out more about
Housing Sewanee, Inc. at www.sewanee.edu/outreach/
housingsewanee.)
TO BUY A SEWANEE THREADS POSTER GO TO

www.cafepress.com/housingsewanee

This poster showing
the wide variety of
“Sewanee threads”
is the third in the
Housing Sewanee
series.
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Brad Hunter, C’95, and Sunny Estes were married Sept. 12, 2009, in Ovando,
Mont. Class of 1995 Sewanee friends who attended included Tyler Vaughey,
Tuck Marshal, Spence Searcy, Doug Combs, Rob Howell, and Keith Johnston.

Cultural Resource Planning Summit.
Mark Smith is currently working in
Huntsville, Ala. Jack Striffling has
joined Fayette Surgical Associates
in Lexington, Ky.; his wife, Rhya, is
an attending physician in pediatrics
at the University of Kentucky. Tyler
Vaughey married Kate Milliken in
West Palm Beach, Fla., on Dec.
12, 2009. Class of 1995 Sewanee
friends Keith Johnston, Serena Vann
Henry, Doug Combs, Spence Searcy,
Brad Hunter, and Zoe Ryan helped
celebrate. The couple lives in New
York City. David Waddell has recently
made media appearances for CNBC.
He has also started a new institutional
asset management company called
IronHorse Capital Management with
Chad Cunningham, C’97. Jeannette
Warren-Anderson and her husband,
Matt, announce the birth of their
son, Jackson David Anderson. The
family resides in Springfield, Va. Trent
Zivkovich and Margaret Upchurch
Zivkovich welcomed second child
Charles Michael (Charlie) Zivkovich on
Feb. 24, 2010. Big sister Anna is very
proud!

1996

Kyle Sclafani, C’96, married Julie Garvey on March 28, 2009.

Anderson (1995)

Zivkovich (1995)

Schroeder (1996)
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Deleot (1996/97) Delaney (1996)

Cantey (1996)

Elizabeth Anderson married Scott
Worden on June 20, 2009, in Charlottesville, Va., at Ash Lawn-Highland,
the home of James Monroe, the
fifth president of the United States.
Elizabeth is an assistant professor of
international education at American
University in Washington, D.C. Willis
Cantey and his wife, Susanne, are
happy to announce the birth of their
daughter, Margaret “Waring” Cantey.
The family lives in Charleston, S.C.,
where Willis is the president of Cantey
Technology. Elizabeth Lay Delaney
and her husband, Tom, announce
the birth of their first child, Alexandra
Tutwiler Delaney, born on Dec. 15,
2009. Laura Crookston Deleot and
Land Deleot, C’97, announce the

Gillentine (1996) Buntin (1998)

birth of their son, Forrest “Thornton”
Deleot II, on April 9, 2009. Thornton
was named after his uncle Forrest
Deleot, C’00. Beth Galligan and her
border collie, Moss, participate in the
Reading Education Assistance Dog
program at the Manhattan Public Library in Manhattan, Kan., throughout
the fall and winter. Beth celebrated
her 10th anniversary as a registered
veterinary technician this spring.
Berkeley Gillentine announces the
birth of her daughter, Berkeley Haynsworth “Worth” Gillentine on July
10, 2009. Beth Harris and Scott
Burian were married June 6, 2009 at
her parents’ home, Geddes, in Amherst County, Va. Beth is now an endocrinologist with the department
of medicine at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Skye
Howell Henley and Jim Henley have
relocated their family back to Seattle.
Rhett Heyward IV married Julia Ann
Eckhardt on Feb. 6, 2010. Sarah
Mussleman Hinds and Jamie Hinds,
C’97, announce the birth of Sarah
Margaret “Maggy” Hinds on Dec. 31,
2009. Sara Elizabeth Smith Jackson
and Robert Andrew Jackson, C’97,
announce the birth of Kathryn Rose
Jackson on May 17, 2009. Melissa
Riley’s dog, Maggie, a three-year-old
Belgian Malinois, passed her FEMA
Type I Disaster K9 Certification in
New Jersey on Dec. 6, 2009. Maggie is now one of 249 FEMA dogs
nationwide that are deployable for
federal or international disasters to
search for live victims. Melissa and
Maggie are part of Tennessee Task
Force 2 in Nashville, Tenn. Brooke
Vaughan Schroeder along with
her husband, Dave, and daughter,
Madelyn, welcomed their newest addition, Ainsley Vaughan Schroeder on
Sept. 4, 2009. Kyle Sclafani married
Julie Garvey on March 28, 2009. Kyle
opened his own law office this year
in New Orleans. He also plays in a
musical group with Pablo Gonzalez,

Jackson (1996/97)

C’00, and the group recently took
a trip to perform in New York City at
The Bitter End. The group, which goes
by the name of lead vocalist Mia
Borders, are recording their third CD,
“Magnolia Blue,” to be released this
spring, and will be playing the second
weekend of the New Orleans Jazz Festival in May. Kathryn Ingram Thompson started her own independent
research firm known as Thompson
Research Group, based in Nashville.
Mary Maurice Sumerel Young and
David Young welcomed Mary Frances
Young on May 18, 2009. They live
in Columbus, Ga., now where David
is an investment analyst at AFLAC
and Mary Maurice is an attorney for
Synovus Financial.

1997
Brendon Bailey and Jane Anne
Blakney-Bailey announce the birth of
William “Liam” Shannon Brendon on
Feb. 3, 2009. After receiving her Ph.D.
in anthropology from the University of
Florida, Jane Anne is now employed
by the Arkansas Archeological Survey
and works as the station archeologist
at Toltec Mounds Archeological State
Park in Scott, Ark. Brendon manages
marketing and business development for CTEH, a toxicology and
environmental health firm in North
Little Rock, Ark. The Rev. Dr. Nicholas
Beasley, who received his master’s
in divinity degree from Yale Theological Seminary followed by a Ph.D. in
history from Vanderbilt University, currently serves as rector for the Church
of the Resurrection in Greenwood,
S.C. In his new book, Christian Ritual
and the Creation of British Slave Societies 1650-1780, Nicholas uses the
material culture of early churches in
the West Indies to examine the ways
colonists used church ritual to achieve
social impact and assert privilege
and power in a complex and racialized situation, bringing an important
new angle to studies of how English
Christianity was adopted and adapted
in early America. Lee Williams Bruner
and Nick Bruner, C’98, announce the
birth of their second child, Clara Sundvahl Bruner, on Aug. 7, 2009. Katie
Cavert has found her way to another
mountain for grad school. She is on
her way toward earning a master of
technology with a concentration in

Hinds (1996/97) Gillespie (1997)

renewable energy technologies at Appalachian State University in Boone,
N.C. She is excited to be part of the
emerging field of alternative energy
and wants to create positive change
in the world through education and
community outreach. Land Deleot
and Laura Crookston Deleot, C’96,
announce the birth of their son Forrest
“Thornton” Deleot II on April 9, 2009.
Thornton was named after his uncle
Forrest Deleot, C’00. Hollis Duncan
and his wife, Luisa Miguez, recently
moved to Spain. Hollis is studying
Spanish in the evenings in a carrel
at the library “just like Sewanee,” he
says. Luisa is a Spanish teacher at the
American School of Barcelona. Hollis
was recently featured in the “Why We
Travel” feature in the Sunday travel
section of the New York Times. Lucie
Ewing received her doctor of musical
arts degree in vocal performance from
Louisiana State University. Kate Littleton Gillespie and her husband, Hunt,
are proud parents of twin daughters,
Julie Ann and May Gillespie, born July
15, 2009. Jamie Hinds and Sarah
Mussleman Hinds, C’96, announce
the birth of Sarah Margaret “Maggy”
Hinds on Dec. 31, 2009. Robert
Andrew Jackson and Sara Elizabeth
Smith Jackson, C’96, announce the
birth of Kathryn Rose Jackson on May
17, 2009. Will Jennings was awarded
the Stephen’s Award for Outstanding
Faculty of the Year at Episcopal Collegiate School in Little Rock, Ark. He has
been named the school’s first dean
of students. Betsy Pollett Munoz and
her husband, Roberto, announce the
birth of their daughter, Hanna Lucia
Munoz, on July 3, 2009.

Munoz (1997)

Bailey (1997)

Elizabeth Anderson, C’96, married Scott Worden on June 20, 2009, in Charlottesville, Va. Sewanee attendees included (from left to right): Lillian Rice
Raben, C’96, Sissy Khulke Gardner, C’96, David Thompson, C’96, Kathryn Ingram Thompson, C’96, Lizzie Anderson Worden, C’96, Mary Maurice Sumerel
Young, C’96, Julie Lindyberg Anderson, C’96, Mary Adams Tartt, C’95, and
Christine Keating, C’96.

1998
Becca Taylor Anderson and her
husband, Chris, announce the birth
of their second son, Hayden Beck, on
Oct. 16, 2008. Elizabeth Arnett mar-

Beth Harris, C’96, and Scott Burian were married June 6, 2009 at her parents’
home, Geddes, in Amherst County, Va.
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Elizabeth Arnett, C’98, married John Marvin Murdaugh on March 29, 2008.
Sewanee alumni in attendance included: Back row (left to right): Keller Foster,
C’97, Burns Jones, C’95, Louisa Weathers Sabalis, C’98, Elizabeth Bibb
Jones, C’98, Mary Stewart Holmes Loring, C’98, Allison Batton Moreman,
C’98, Andrew Moreman, C’98, Alice Grey Odom Harrison, C’98. Middle row
(left to right): Price Cameron, C’03, Elizabeth Arnett Murdaugh, C’98, Rachael
Robinson, C’98, Presh Killebrew, C’98, Susan Carrison Issacs, C’98. Front row
(left to right): Missy Bennett Hughes, C’98, Katherine Aiken White, C’98.

Ansley Tullos Gilpin, C’98, and Wes Gilpin were married in Austin, Texas, on
April 24, 2009. Sewanee alumni in attendance included: Katherine Clemens
Ray, C’98, Billy Ray, C’98, Virginia Johnson Gleason, C’98, Leigh van Rij
Egaas, C’98, Catherine Evans, C’98, Tricia Marshburn Davis, C’98, Craig
Davis, C’97, Paige Eagan, C’99, Theresa Zucchero Scocca, C’99.
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ried John Marvin Murdaugh on March
29, 2008. The couple has made their
home in Okatie, S.C., just outside of
Beaufort. Sam Backfield and wife,
Katie, welcomed their first child,
Charles McNeill Backfield, on Dec.
29, 2009. Sam works as an attorney
in the enforcement office of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
in Washington, D.C. Edward Norman
Boehm Jr. and Lauren Millichap
Boehm, C’99, announce the birth of
Catherine “Manning” Boehm on Dec.
9, 2008. Patrick Broyles is practicing
law at the firm of Moore, Thompson,
Lee & Broyles in Baton Rouge, La.,
where he lives with his wife, Jamie,
and their two children. Nick Bruner
and Lee Williams Bruner, C’97,
announce the birth of their second
child, Clara Sundvahl Bruner, on Aug.
7, 2009. Wendy Watterson Buntin
and her husband, Wilson, are proud
to announce the birth of their son,
John Harmon “Jack” Buntin, on Jan.
6, 2010. Erwin Byrd married David
Sims, on Oct. 24, 2009, in Asheville,
N.C. Erwin is a staff attorney with
Advocates for Children’s Services
of Legal Aid of North Carolina, in
Durham, N.C., and Dave works at
IBM in the Research Triangle. Edward
“Teddy” Chapman and Priscilla
Navolio Chapman, C’00, welcomed
their third child, Ellen Gray Chapman,
on Jan. 15, 2009. Mallory Dimmitt
completed her master’s degree in
environmental economics and policy
from Duke University’s Nicholas
School of Environment. Ansley Tullos
Gilpin and Wes Gilpin were married
in Austin, Texas, on April 24, 2009.
They had many Sewanee friends
there to help celebrate. In May, Ansley
graduated from the University of Texas
with a Ph.D. in child developmental
psychology. Currently the couple
lives in Tuscaloosa, Ala., where Ansley
is a professor at the University of
Alabama and Wes is a software
developer. Thomas Goldsmith is
teaching Southern literature, women
writers, and creative writing at the
Altamont School in Birmingham,
Ala., where he is also the assistant
director of admissions. Clair Holt and
her husband, Lee, live and work in
Potsdam, Germany. Clair is a development consultant and writer. Thomas
Hutto began working for Vanderbilt’s
Office of General Counsel in February.

Robert Johnston continues to practice law in Bowling Green, Ky. Andrew
King and his wife, Eva, are happily
living in Charlottesville, Va. Both have
almost earned their private pilot’s licenses. A big goal for them is flying to
Sewanee. Andrew is still working on
his Ph.D. at the University of Virginia’s
Darden School of Business. Joseph
Riley Land has recently launched
a line of greeting cards, which can
be found in boutiques in Harlem
and online at www.kitchensofa.com.
Frank Pratt earned a license as a
clinical social worker in December,
and recently accepted a position at
Cartersville Medical Center in Georgia
as a case manager in the Emergency
Department. He and his wife, Olivia
Williford Pratt, C’01, are expecting their first child in June. Emily
Richardson-Dion and Keith Dion
announce the birth of Jacqueline
Haynes Dion on Feb. 20, 2009. David
Royal will graduate with a master’s
degree in healthcare leadership from
Dartmouth College this May, with
plans to start business school shortly
thereafter. Andy Schmidt is living and
working in San Diego, Calif., with his
wife, Alix Gmur Schmidt, and their
2-year-old, Cale Richard. Andy is a
senior editor at IDW Publishing and
owner of Comics Experience. Shannon Smith and Shepley Smith reside
in Nashville with their two children.
Shepley is the director of product
development at Capital Confirmation.
Eric and Carrie Miller Steinmehl
welcomed their second son, Lucas
Christopher, on Oct. 5, 2008. John
Stroup and his wife, Sarah, celebrated daughter Madeleine Mae’s
first birthday on Nov. 21, 2009. They
are happily living in Vergennes, Vt.,
where John is an assistant professor
of education at Champlain College.
Kristen Morrissey Thiede is relocating with her son, JD, and husband,
Doug, to New York. Elizabeth Mayo
Vansant and husband, Donovan, welcomed their first son, William Locke,
on Nov. 8, 2009. They live in Atlanta,
where Elizabeth is a tax manager with
PricewaterhouseCoopers. Lauren
Wilkes is training for her seconddegree black belt in the ATA organization. She dabbles in web design and
other creative and technical projects
for local businesses. Cynthia Norman
Williams and her husband, Kevin,

announce the birth of their daughter,
Bramley Ann, on Feb. 10, 2009, in
Birmingham, Ala.

1999
Lauren Millichap Boehm and
Edward Norman Boehm Jr., C’98,
announce the birth of Catherine
“Manning” Boehm on Dec. 9, 2008.
Alison McCauley Clyde married
Jeffrey Ronald Sural on June 20,
2009, in Asheville, N.C. Annelies
Echols and George Detor announce
the birth of their son, Barron William
Detor, on Dec. 28, 2009. Brooks Orrick Eleck and Don Eleck announce
the arrival of James Douglas Eleck
on June 5, 2009. Forrest Jessee
graduated from Columbia University
in May with a master’s of architecture
degree. He was awarded the school’s
commencement prize for character,
promise of professional accomplishment, and service to the school. He
is teaching as an associate professor
at Columbia and is working in a small
design office in New York City. Dalton
and Sally Lyon announce the birth
of their baby girl, Lucy Rose, on Oct.
21, 2008. Joe Mobley and Janie
Mebane Mobley announce the birth
of their daughter, Harriet Wingfield, on
Feb. 4, 2010. Jon Morris’s art factory,
The Windmill Factory, was recently
approved by the Hudson River Trust
to do an interactive light installation
on the Hudson River in New York City.
Dorothy Jane Becker Pearson and
Benjamin Neal Pearson, C’00, had
a baby girl on July 22, 2009. Brian
and Maggie Plaster announce the
birth of their daughter, Gabriella
Grace, on March 31, 2009. Robert
Sealand is a resident in internal
medicine at Virginia Commonwealth
University Hospital in Richmond, Va.
Inela Selimovic teaches Spanish and
Latin American literature at St. Mary’s
College, Notre Dame, Ind.

2000 November 11–14
ReunionYear

Cliff Athey and his wife, Heather,
announce the birth of their first child,
Lillian “Lily” Patricia Athey, on March
15, 2009. Jennifer Bulkeley married Paul Staats in November 2009
at a small ceremony in Jamaica.
Jennifer is now working in legislative
affairs in the Office of the Secretary

of Defense where she handles the
Asian and Pacific affairs portfolio.
Priscilla Navolio Chapman and
Edward “Teddy” Chapman, C’98,
welcomed their third child, Ellen
Gray Chapman, on Jan. 15, 2009.
Olivia Choplin has moved to North
Carolina for a tenure-track job as an
assistant professor of French at Elon
University. PJ Deschenes recently left
GE Energy Financial Services to join
Greentech Capital Advisors, the largest investment bank focused entirely
on clean tech and renewable energy.
His work focuses on project finance
and capital formation for energy and
clean tech projects. Hillary Hargrove
has been teaching environmental
science at her alma mater Riverdale
High School in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
for the last six years. She is on the
boards for the Stones River Watershed Association and the Tennessee
Environmental Education Association.
She was given the 2009 Tennessee Outstanding Educator Award at
the national Project Learning Tree
Conference of the Tennessee Forestry
Association. The Rev. Canon Ken
Leonczyk Jr. and Ashley Ridgway

Dion (1998)

Vansant (1998)

Alison McCauley Clyde, C’99, married Jeffrey Ronald Sural on June 20, 2009,
in Asheville, N.C. Sewanee alumni in attendence included: Top row (left to
right): Luke Barnett, C’99, Jennie Thornton McDonald, C’99, Elaine Bradbury
Passman, C’99, Corey Passman, C’98, Caroline Cheeves, C’99, Catherine
Woody, C’02. Bottom (left to right): Anna Gray Barnett, C’99, Alison Clyde
Sural, C’99, Amy Clyde, C’92, Elizabeth Pate Foley, C’01, Shannon Weiler
Ware, C’99, Ann S. Pate, C’99.

Williams (1998)

Boehm (1998)

Steinmehl (1998)

Burbank (1998)

Plaster (1999)

Echols (1999)

Eleck (1999)

Lyon (1999)

Anderson (1996)

Backfield (1998)

Athey (2000)

Mobley (1999)
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Kathryn Clark McKenna, C’00, married Michael Scott Branch on May 24,
2009, in Rome, Italy.

The Rev. Canon Ken Leonczyk Jr., C’00, and Ashley Ridgway Lynn were married
at St. Paul’s Anglican Church in Paget, Bermuda, on May 30, 2009.

Lynn were married at Ashley’s family
church, St. Paul’s Anglican Church in
Paget, Bermuda, on May 30, 2009.
Their wedding came just five days
after Ken’s graduation from Yale
Law School. They live in Greenwich,
Conn. Ken is working for the law firm
Covington & Burling in New York and
he continues to preach, teach, and
serve as canon theologian to the
Diocese of Kadugli Nuba Mountains
in Sudan. Kathryn Clark McKenna
married Michael Scott Branch on
May 24, 2009, in Rome, Italy. Kate
and Mike are currently living in Sofia,
Bulgaria, and working at the American
College of Sofia where Kate serves as
the director of counseling and Mike
teaches English literature. Raegan
Payne was recently named Change
Starts at Home’s featured Change
Maker. She was recently interviewed
by the Dallas Advocate about her web
site, which documents her work with
different charities. Benjamin Neal
Pearson and Dorothy Jane Becker
Pearson had a baby girl on July 22,
2009. Sarah Grams Sealand was
commissioned as an elder in the
Virginia Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church in June
2009. She serves as senior pastor
at Christ United Methodist Church in
Richmond, Va. Kristin Queen Shaffer
and her husband, Matt, welcomed
their daughter, Jillian Marlene Shaffer, on April 9, 2009. Becca Waller
Gjertson and Scott Michael Gjertson
welcome the addition of daughter Lee
Ella Gjertson, born on Jan. 8, 2009.
Since the winter of 2004, Becca and
Scott have been running an outdoor
and environmental education program at YMCA Camp Seymour in Gig
Harbor, Wash.

2001
Leigh Cutler Tucker, C’01, married Tyler Tucker on Sept. 26, 2009, at Rice
University in Houston, Texas. Sewanee alumni attendees included Elizabeth
Preston, C’01, Ventana Harding, C’01, Cary McStay, C’00, Victoria Cogan
Boivin, C’01, Leigh Anna Bartholow Sotdorus, C’00, Casey George Jackson,
C’00, Leigh Cutler Tucker, C’01, Tyler Tucker, Thomas Hearon, C’03, Sarah
Tuton Cutler, C’96, Christian Cutler, C’97, Evelyn Greiner, C’01, Amanda
Rieger, C’03, Sidney Short, C’01, Lindsay Fields Eun, C’01, and Ruth Ann
Smith Streiff, C’01.
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Nicole Cottrell married Robert
Coomber on June 20, 2009, in Andes, N.Y. The couple currently resides
in Washington, D.C., where Nicole
works at the University of Maryland
and is finishing her Ph.D. in education
policy studies. Laura Cook Eichenberger and Troy Eichenberger, C’02,
announce the birth of their second
son, Aaron James Eichenberger, on
July 13, 2009. Elizabeth Pate Foley
and her husband, Paul, have moved
back to Elizabeth’s hometown of

Winston-Salem, N.C. After several
years of working in Washington, D.C.,
Elizabeth is now practicing at the law
firm Blanco Tackaberry & Matamoros,
and Paul is practicing at the firm
of Wall Esleeck Babcock. Whitney
Keras Hart married Christopher
Brian Schickling on Nov. 15, 2008,
at St. George’s Episcopal Church in
Nashville, Tenn. The couple resides
in Nashville, where Whitney works
for Marsh USA. Clarissa Hobson
and her husband, Mike, have been
living in Colorado Springs, Colo., for
almost four years. Mike is the assistant general manager and director
of public relations for the Colorado
Springs Sky Sox baseball team, and
Clarissa is the national trainer for
retirement and financial planning
employees at the Principal Financial
Group. George Carter Paine III married Kristin Michele Gelder on April
18, 2009, at St. Andrew’s Episcopal
Church in Boca Grande, Fla. George is
a senior associate at Health Evolution
Partners in San Francisco, Calif. John
Schmick married Kate Miller Earnest
on Aug. 1, 2009. The wedding was
held at Christ Church in Georgetown,
D.C. The couple resides in Richmond,
Va., and John continues to teach at
St. Christopher’s School. Tom Sherrard married Elizabeth McNeill on
Oct. 4, 2008, in Memphis, Tenn. The
couple currently resides in Louisville,
Ky. Leigh Cutler Tucker married
Tyler Tucker on Sept. 26, 2009, at
Rice University in Houston, Texas.
Kay Tasian Wood and Grant Wood
announce the birth of their daughter,
Anne Marie Pender Wood, on April
10, 2009. The family lives in Dallas,
where Grant is an energy attorney
and vice president for land and legal
at Shelby Operating Company, and
Kay is a realtor with Briggs-Freeman
Real Estate.

2002
Margaret Anne Boone married
Gabriel Orion Dryden on Oct. 3,
2009. Troy Eichenberger and Laura
Cook Eichenberger, C’01, announce
the birth of their second son, Aaron
James Eichenberger, on July 13,
2009. Day Gates is in his third
year of a three-year prosthodontics
residency at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. Katie Jones is

Clarissa Hobson, C’01, and her husband, Mike, recently took a trip to Kauai,
Hawaii, and were able to catch up with the Nelson family. Pictured in the photo
are: Linda Latchford Nelson, C’96, Michael Hobson, Cooper Nelson, Ben
Nelson, T’02, and Clarissa Hobson.

Mary Knox Merrill, C’02, married Matthew Joseph Miller on Oct. 24, 2009 in
Sewanee’s St. Augustine’s Chapel. Pictured, bottom row: Josie Harrison, C’02,
Elizabeth Fishburne Morgan, C’02, Becca Campbell, C’02, Mary Knox Merrill,
Matthew Miller, Hilson Merrill, C’06. Top row: Betsy Caldwell, C’02, Morgan
Merrill, C’73, Polk Van Zandt, C’74, Kate O’Mara Chandler, C’02, Walter
Merrill, C’70.

Gjertson (2000)

Elaina Ori, C’02, married Micah Honeycutt on July 25th, 2009, in Greeneville,
Tenn. Pictured from left to right: Nick Wallingford, C’01, holding new baby,
Lincoln Wallingford, Kathryn Wilkinson Wallingford, C’02, Matt Files, C’02,
Beth Jacob-Files, C’02, May Bartlett Leinhart, C’03, James Leinhart, Smith
McAulay, C’02, Mason Herring, C’02, Cheryl Burns, C’02, Elizabeth Jones
Roosevelt, C’02, Penelope Powell, C’02, Julie Jenkins, C’03, Ben Roosevelt,
C’98, Angela Watkins Martins, C’02, Jordan Martins, C’02, and William
Martin, C’02.

Shaffer (2000)

Wood (2001)

Eichenberger (2001/02)
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Daniel Stewart, C’03, and Eileen Merkle were married at St. Joseph Catholic
Church in San Antonio, Texas, on May 24, 2008. Sewanee alums in attendance
were: (left to right) Andy Sutton, C’03, Nelson Rockwood, C’03, Clay Gilkerson, C’03, Will Scheel, C’01, Courtni Wisenbaker Scheel, C’06, Elizabeth
Howard Jones, C’03, and Tom Jones, C’03.

living and working in Annapolis, Md.
She is busy representing the public
interests of automobile dealers in
Maryland, planning the 2010 International Auto Show in Baltimore, and
planning events for the Junior League
of Annapolis. Mary Knox Merrill
married Matthew Joseph Miller on
Oct. 24, 2009, in St. Augustine’s
Chapel in Sewanee. Elaina Ori
married Micah Honeycutt on July 25,
2009, in Greeneville, Tenn. The couple
currently resides in Des Moines,
Iowa. Elaina is in medical school and
Micah works for the Iowa Democratic
Party. Lila McAlpin Retnasaba and
her husband, Gajan, announce the
birth of their daughter, Radha Rose
Retnasaba, born Nov. 12, 2009. Chet
Skinner and his wife, Sarah Skinner,
welcomed Marshall Chester Skinner and Landon Arthur Skinner on
March 30, 2009. The family is living
in Jacksonville, Fla., and the couple
celebrated their fifth anniversary this
summer. Jennifer Thorne Sonfield
married John Porter Wolf in June
2009 in Bluffton, S.C. Jennifer is the
manager of retail development for
the women’s collection and Black
Label brand at Ralph Lauren in New
York. Morgan Vickery and Tappan
Vickery, C’03, announce the birth of
their son, Raymond Arthur Vickery, on
Jan. 30, 2010. The Vickerys relocated
to Raleigh, N.C., in October 2009
for Morgan to take a new position
as East Coast regional trainer with
SunPower Corp. Stephanie Bahn
Weiler is working for Peoples National
Bank in Clayton, Mo., as a business
development officer.

2003
Michal Resha, C’03, married Mike Henth on April 18, 2009, in Nashville, Tenn.
Sewanee alums present included: Top (left to right): Ryan Pickett, C’05, Brent
Childers, C’03, Dave Witt, C’03, John Ross Havard, C’04, Justin Chappell,
C’02, Fred McLaughlin, C’80, Edward Roberts, C’04, Mike Blanchard, C’75.
Bottom (left to right): Sara Atchison Bany, C’03, Tara Tomlin Moore, C’03,
Lauren Gilbert Havard, C’04, Kristin Semke Husainy, C’03, Laura Kaneshiro,
C’03, Sarah Vandergriff, C’03, Rachel Russell, C’03, and Gina Novak Roberts, C’03.

Sara Atchison Bany and her husband, Anthony Rex Bany, announce
the birth of their son, David Anthony
Bany, on June 18, 2009. He is the

Vickery (2002/03)
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grandson of J. Stephen Atchison,
C’79. Sally Marks Bowman is a
civil litigation attorney with the firm
of Dean & Gibson in Charlotte, N.C.
Kasey Montgomery Bryan is skiing
away her days outside Burlington, Vt.,
while her husband, Locke, completes
his medical residency. When she’s not
on the slopes, Kasey is putting her
JD to use drafting state legislation on
fish/wildlife and agriculture issues or
putting her sweet tooth to use giving
tours of the original Ben & Jerry’s
factory. Dana Woods Carotenuto and
Nick Carotenuto announce the birth
of Marie Olivia “Moey” Carotenuto on
July 13, 2009. Anna Caruso Hayden
and Josh Hayden welcomed their
baby boy, Collier Hayden, on Nov. 20,
2009. Elizabeth Rittenhouse Heilig
and Charles Ellis Jenkins, C’04,
were married on Sept. 26, 2009,
at Old Saint Andrew’s Episcopal
Parish in Charleston, S.C. Elizabeth
recently graduated from law school
at Louisiana State University, was
admitted to the South Carolina Bar
Association, and plans to practice law
in the Charleston area. The couple
now resides on Johns Island, S.C. Loir
Beth Johnson married James Stephen Wiseman on Sept. 12, 2009.
Both are teachers and now reside
in Decatur, Ga. Rita Manry Porter
married Justin Thomas Martin on
June 13, 2009. Michal Resha married Mike Henth on April 18, 2009 in
Nashville, Tenn. Daniel Stewart and
Eileen Merkle were married at St.
Joseph Catholic Church in downtown
San Antonio, Texas, on May 24,
2008. Daniel and Eileen now reside
in Albuquerque, N.M., where he is a
third-year orthopedic surgery resident
and she is a second-year pediatric
resident at the University of New
Mexico. Sara Smith married John
Claghorn IV in October 2009. Tappan
Vickery and Morgan Vickery, C’02,

Retnasaba
(2002)

Bany (2003)

Nick Williams, C’04, married Sally Jackson, C’06, on Oct. 18, 2008, at All
Saints Episcopal Church in Thomasville, Ga. Sewanee alumni in attendance
included (starting bottom left): Miles McGrane, C’04, Kevin Herrell, C’06,
Judson Williford, C’04, Collin Husbands, C’98, Catharine Jackson Husbands,
C’01, Laura Johnston, C’06, Jeremy Cothern, C’05, McCauley Williams, C’04,
Matt Austin, C’05, Kate Maloomian, C’06, Rhett Smith, C’06, Catherine
Alley, C’06, Sarah Thomas, C’06, Kyle Johnston, C’04, Peter Strickland, C’06,
Chris Eddy, C’07, Nick Williams, C’04, Sally Jackson Williams, C’06, Peanut
Smith, C’06, Janie Coleman, C’06, Rhett Holland, C’04, Rusty Fordham,
C’02, Jack Lefler, C’74, Kristy Zimmerman, C’06, Wallace Marsh, C’01,
Charles Kempe, C’06, Charlotte Baptiste, C’06, Susannah Smith, C’06, Hall
Carter, C’06, Lane Jennings Jarrett, C’03, Caleb Goodwin, Laura Jo McCane,
C’06, Catherine Avery, C’06, Alex Hancock, C’06, Katherine Burke, C’06,
Willy Flor, C’06, Virginia Adair, C’06, Taylor Mathis, C’07, John Alley, C’76,
Adair Hendrickson, C’06, William Hooker, C’04, Patrick Warfield, C’06, Jonathan Jarrett, C’03, Edwin White, C’70, Tweetie White, C’73, Nick Challan,
C’06, Osborne Crosby, C’06, Robert Jackson, C’95, Julia Norwood Jackson,
C’97, Thomas Stimpson, C’04, Thomas Jackson, C’06, Catherine Bass,
C’06, Michael Brown, C’04, Will Smith, C’06, Ginger Logan, C’04, Marjorie
Palmer, C’06, Sally Lewis, C’06.

Elizabeth Rittenhouse Heilig, C’03, and Charles Ellis Jenkins, C’04, were
married on Sept. 26, 2009, at Old Saint Andrew’s Episcopal Parish in Charleston, S.C., by The Right Rev. Mark J. Lawrence, H’08, bishop of South Carolina.
Many Sewanee alumni helped celebrate. Among them were Scott Knittle,
C’04, Troyce McDaniel, C’03, Kate Graves, C’03, Nawal Batteh, C’03, Susie
Clark, C’08, Susan Gordy Street, C’03, Brett Bares, C’03, Sarah Ellery, C’03,
AJ Zucchero, C’04, Jimmy Salter, C’04, Sandy Wood, C’03, Sallie Bennett
Robinson, C’04, Day Gates, C’02, Erle Newton, C’05, Mona Scruggs, C’04,
Carlton Carroll, C’05, Liz Miller, C’04 and Rachael Riley, C’04.

Tricia Crider, C’03, and Jarrett Martin, C’01, graduated
from the Darden Graduate School of Business at the
University of Virginia on May 19, 2009, each receiving
an MBA.

Ginger Logan Smith, C’04, and Will Smith, C’06, were married in New Orleans
on May 16, 2009.

Carotenuto
(2003)

Skinner (2002)
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Will Parsons, C’05, married Sara Jessee, C’07, in Richmond, Va. on June 20,
2009. Sewanee alumni in attendance included: Top (left to right): Merrill
Stewart, C’07, Leslie Frey, C’07, David Kutcher, C’05, Skipper McInerney,
C’07, Jane Moss, C’07, Andrew Crone, C’07, Lauren Palmore, C’07, Kelley Lathan, C’07, Taylor Steedman, C’07, Joe Carvalho, C’06, Lindsay Jessee, C’02,
Charlie Wilkinson, C’05, Rodes Fisher, C’06, Liz Barnett, C’02, Sangeeta
Patel Hardy, C’02, Patrick Lynch, C’05, Katie Branch, C’07, Carrie Cutchins
Boyd, C’02, Cary Lewis, C’07, Blake Jessee, C’10, Kevin Herrell, C’06, Lauren
Turner, C’07, George Bitter, C’04, Hugh Antrim, C’06. Middle (left to right):
Liz McDonald, C’11, Peter Neville, C’06, Breck Booker, C’06, Alex Neville,
C’07, Claire Hennessey, C’07, Catherine Bell, C’07, Martha Hinchey, C’07,
Hall Carter, C’06, Laura Fanjoy, C’07, Forrest Jessee, C’99, Lea Peck, C’07,
Logan Gewin, C’06, Grey Gibson, C’05, Catesby Lewis, C’04, Charles Kramer,
C’09. Bottom (left to right): Zach Phillips, C’04, Colin Walsh, C’08, Hatcher
Overton, C’05, Fort Bridgforth, C’06, Clare Parkinson Wilkinson, C’04, Frannie Parkinson, C’11.

Claire Nicoll, C’05, married Edwin
Lescop on June 27, 2009 in Larchmont, N.Y.

Vishal Nehru, C’06, married Supriya
Oberoi on Dec. 12, 2009.

are pleased to announce the birth of
their son, Raymond Arthur Vickery, on
Jan. 30, 2010. The Vickerys relocated
to Raleigh, N.C., in October 2009
for Morgan to take a new position
as East Coast regional trainer with
SunPower Corp. Tappan graduated
from Golden Gate University’s Ageno
School of Business in May 2009 with
an MBA in marketing. Tappan continues to work with HeadCount, Inc.
as the national volunteer coordinator
and has recently started Sustainable Foundations, a management
and sustainability-consulting firm in
Raleigh. Kathryn Williams’ second
young adult novel with DisneyHyperion was published in July 2009.
It’s called The Lost Summer and is for
readers 14 and up.

Cancer Society. Ginger Logan Smith
and Will Smith, C’06, were married
in New Orleans on May 16, 2009.
Anna Elizabeth Willett and Patrick
Dillon Clifford were married June 20,
2009, at Pawleys Island, S.C. Anna is
a French teacher with the CharlotteMecklenburg School System in
Charlotte, N.C. The couple will reside
in Winston-Salem, N.C. Nick Williams
married Sally Jackson, C’06, on Oct.
18, 2008, at All Saints Episcopal
Church in Thomasville, Ga. The couple
currently resides in Atlanta, Ga.

2004

Laura Virginia Turner, C’05, married David Joseph Tolin on June 6, 2009.
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Molly Dyson married Brian Allison on June 20, 2009, at All
Saints Episcopal Church in Mobile,
Ala. Brandon and Mary McBride
Hackett announce the birth of
Emma Kathryn Hackett, born June
22, 2009. Charles Ellis Jenkins and
Elizabeth Rittenhouse Heilig, C’03,
were married on Sept. 26, 2009, at
Old Saint Andrew’s Episcopal Parish
in Charleston, S.C. Charles recently
graduated from seminary at Trinity
School for Ministry and is preparing for ordination in the Episcopal
Church within the Diocese of South
Carolina. The couple now resides on
Johns Island, S.C. Amy Martin Lozier
finished the ING New York City Marathon with her husband, Matt Lozier,
C’01, and son, Oliver, cheering her
on. As a charity runner, she helped
raise over $2,500 for the American

2005 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Ashley “Mattie” Azurmendi announces the birth of Brady Jerry,
born on April 28, 2009. Polly Bibb
launched Couture magazine, an
online women’s fashion magazine in
May 2009. Rebecca Bigsby married
Jonathan Remington Loose, C’06.
Jeremy Matthew Cothern married
Laura Wilson Johnston, C’06, on
June 20, 2009. Emily Rose de Juan
married Matthew Wayne Shearon
in Nashville, Tenn., on Aug. 8, 2009.
Jason Jones and Ellen Murphy
Jones were married on Aug. 1, 2009,
in Cleveland, Ohio. Claire Nicoll
married Edwin Lescop on June 27,
2009 in Larchmont, N.Y. After the
wedding, the couple moved to Chapel
Hill, N.C. Claire is now teaching fifth
grade English at Durham Academy
while her husband is working toward
his MBA from the University of North
Carolina. Will Parsons married Sara
Jessee, C’07, in Richmond, Va., on
June 20, 2009. Will Pollard has
been promoted to the rank of first
lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps
and earned his Naval Aviator Wings in

Amy Martin Lozier, C’04, finished the
ING New York City Marathon with her
husband, Matt Lozier, C’01, and son,
Oliver, cheering her on.
March 2009. Raivn Swaim welcomed
son, Sir Devlin Khan Raijin Xenophon,
on April 9, 2009. Michelle Tonelli
graduated from New York Law School
in May 2009 and took the New York
bar exam in July. She recently moved
to the Washington, D.C., area to
begin working for the Department of
Homeland Security Honors Program
as an attorney. Laura Virginia Turner
married David Joseph Tolin of Casper,
Wyo., on June 6, 2009. Laura has
been living and writing in Austin,
Texas, and is now pursuing a career in
education. Thomas Carter Upchurch
married Elizabeth Janette Roads on
Sept. 19, 2009.

2006
Catherine Alley is currently in
physician’s assistant school at the
University of Alabama-Birmingham.
Clay Bridges graduated from the
University of Illinois Law School in
May 2009. He has been accepted
into the Naval JAG Corp and began
training in August. Fort Bridgforth
is spending a year in Amsterdam
growing DHR International’s corporate
footprint in Europe. Pierce Buster
continues to work full-time while in
his second semester of the Citadel’s
MBA program in Charleston, S.C.
Elliott Dement, who works for E-Trade
Financial in Atlanta, Ga., is currently
studying for his Series 24 license,
and will enter a certified financial
planner program next year. Caroline
East received the master of divinity
degree from Princeton Theological
Seminary in May 2009. Caroline
is planning to serve in a clinical
pastoral education residency program
at Palmetto Health Care in Colum-

bia, S.C. Joel Michael Ellis married
Katherine Lind Volz, C’08, on June
27, 2009. Alex Hancock is living in
Chicago and taking comedy sketch
writing and improv classes at Second
City. Sallie Hart is now in Knoxville,
Tenn., working with Knoxville Habitat
for Humanity. Cassandra Hopper
has her hands full with her new baby
boy, Arlo Sebastian Hopper, who was
born on Jan. 12, 2010. Sally Jackson
married Nick Williams, C’04, on Oct.
18, 2008, at All Saints Episcopal
Church in Thomasville, Ga. The couple
currently resides in Atlanta, Ga. Laura
Johnston married Jeremy Cothern,
C’05, in Sewanee’s All Saints’ Chapel
in June 2009. Jonathan Remington
Loose married Rebecca Bigsby. Lieutenant Junior-Grade Jeff Milward
recently completed a seven-month
deployment to southern Afghanistan
as a naval officer attached to the
25th Naval Construction Regiment.
Vishal Nehru married Supriya Oberoi
on Dec. 12, 2009. They live in New
York City. He joined hedge fund
Aladdin Capital Management as an
associate in May 2009. Vishal is
involved in financing movie slates for
Hollywood studios and entertainment
companies. Jonathan David Newman
married Mary Kathryn Sessions on
July 25, 2009, in Decatur, Ga. The
couple met at the Webb School in
Bell Buckle, Tenn., where Mary is
the assistant director of admissions
and Jonathan teaches 11th grade
American literature. Marjorie Palmer
graduated from the University of
Georgia School of Law on May 16,
2009, was admitted to the South
Carolina Bar on Nov. 16, 2009, and
now practices law in Columbia, S.C.
She was recently elected to a twoyear term on the Sierra Club’s South
Carolina Chapter Executive Committee and is a volunteer researcher for
the Nature Conservancy. McCoy Penninger, Campbell Wright, and Gerrit
Lansing, C’07, moved in together
this past August in Washington, D.C.
McCoy started working toward his
MBA at George Washington University,
Campbell is working with the Royal
Bank of Canada in the Wealth Management Division, and Gerrit recently
became deputy press secretary for
Peter Roscam, representative from
Illinois. Eva Rocke is in her first
year working as the sustainability

Jonathan Newman, C’06, married Mary Kathryn Sessions on July 25, 2009.
Sewanee alumni in the wedding party included Benjamin Blackburn, C’06,
Brendan Hayes, C’06, and Alexander Setchim, C’08. Other alumni in attendance included: Christopher Chenery, C’08, Clark Gilbert, C’08, Jeremy
Cothern, C’05, Laura Johnston Cothern, C’06, Matt Rutherford, C’08, Arch
Durham, C’05, Matt Farr, C’05, Edmund Lord, C’06, Eric Pedersen, C’06,
Michelle Terrebonne, C’06, Pierce Buster, C’06, Kristy Zimmerman, C’06,
James Setchim, C’05, and Lauren Womack, C’08.

Alex Press Stillwell, C’06, married Bobby Stillwell on Oct. 24, 2009.

Azurmendi
(2005)

Hackett (2004)
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2008

Jeremy Cothern, C’05, married Laura Johnston Cothern, C’06, in Sewanee’s
All Saints’ Chapel last June. Photo taken at their reception at the Sewanee Inn
with many Sewanee alumni in attendance.

Five Sewanee alumni from the Class
of 2007 met in Qingdao, China,
where Marcus Murphy is an English
teacher at night and an adventure
tour guide. Here the group is seen
atop Lao Shan outside of the city,
overlooking the central business
district. From left to right: Rives
Sutherland, Marcus Murphy, Bo
McGuffey, Stuart Bonner, and John
Whaling.
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coordinator at Feather River College
in Quincy, Calif. She is also the local
farmers’ market manager and has
been enjoying the skiing afforded
by the beautiful Sierra Nevada. Will
Smith and Ginger Logan Smith,
C’04, were married in New Orleans
on May 16, 2009. Alex Press
Stillwell married fellow Houstonian,
Bobby Stillwell, on Oct. 24, 2009. The
couple now resides in Houston.

2007
Lauren Bridges completed her first
year of graduate school at Illinois
State University. She is working on
her master of historical archaeology
degree and wants to continue to
pursue higher degrees. Faith Broussard received a master’s of education
in school counseling from Peabody
College at Vanderbilt University in May
2009 and is now a school counselor
at Gower Elementary in Nashville,
Tenn. Sara Jessee married Will
Parsons, C’05, in Richmond, Va., on
June 20, 2009. Gray Murray finished
his master’s program in management
at the Babcock School of Management at Wake Forest University. After
an internship with Tristone Bank in
Winston-Salem, he enrolled in the
master’s program in accounting at
Appalachian State University and
lives in Blowing Rock, N.C. Anna
Ransler is the program coordinator
for the Nashville program of Tennessee Wildlife Federation’s Great
Outdoors University.

Mallory Ervin was crowned Miss
Kentucky in July 2009 and fourth
runner-up in the 2010 Miss America
Pageant. During her year of service as
the spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture, she is
traveling to promote healthy lifestyles
at schools and events. Margaret
McCall was recently honored with the
Amazon.com Customer Obsession
Award for her work with CreateSpace,
an on-demand publishing company
owned by Amazon. By calling out
holes in the service and suggesting
improvements to internal operations,
she helped enhance the publishing
experience for CreateSpace’s authors,
musicians, and filmmakers. David
Sprehn has completed the first year
of his graduate program in mathematics at the University of Washington in
Seattle. Katherine Lind Volz married
Joel Michael Ellis, C’06, on June
27, 2009. Justin Woodard finished
the first year at Tulane Law School in
the top 10 percent of his class and
was selected to join the Tulane Law
Review, where he was elected as the
upcoming editor-in-chief.

2009
Timothy Ford Cobb’s first job after
graduation was doing summer stock
at the Arundel Barn Playhouse in
Maine. He was lighting designer and
master electrician for several plays
including “Godspell,” “Almost Maine,”
“Altar Boyz,” and “The Mikado.” In the
fall, Tim joined the 2009-2010 intern
class of Florida Rep in Ft. Myers, Fla.

Will Hatcher, Michaela Anastasio,
and Anne Marie Vaughn are working
in the WorldTeach program in China
this year along with Jonathan Hall,
C’05. Among them, they are teaching
at three different middle schools in

Hunan province. Madison Murray
has moved to Nashville, Tenn., after
accepting a job with N Focus magazine, where she covers the social
scene in the Music City.
IN MEMORIAM
Obituaries are published for
graduates of the College of Arts and
Sciences and select friends of the
University. Sewanee magazine’s policy
is to publish the names of surviving
relatives of the deceased who are
alumni of the college, and the names
of surviving spouses. Due to space
limitations, other survivors may not
be listed.
William M. Given Jr., C’39, of
Birmingham, Ala., died on Dec. 31,
2009. At Sewanee, he was a member
and president of Phi Delta Theta. He
went on to receive his M.B.A. from
Harvard University. He served in the
U.S. Navy from 1941 to 1945. After
World War II, he was president of
McVoy Hausman Co. He was also a
director of Circle S Industries and
chairman of the board of Devault
Ultra-Precision. He was mayor of
the city of Mountain Brook, Ala., for
several terms and also served as city
councilman. He is survived by his
wife, Helen, three children, including
Robert Given, C’72, and Col. William
Given III, C’67, seven grandchildren, including Sewanee alums,
Juliet Given Hemingway, C’95, and
Winston White, C’91, and five greatgrandchildren.
Robert D. Kuehnle, C’40, of Mobile,
Ala., died on June 26, 2009. At
Sewanee, he was an English major
and a member of Kappa Sigma. After
graduation, he joined the U.S. Army
Air Corps after the outbreak of World
War II. He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross before returning
to the United States to become a
flight instructor for the remainder of
the war. He married Helen Louise Jenkins, and went to New York to become
an editor and writer of pulp fiction.
He later became an attorney and
finished his working career in New
Orleans before retiring in 1995. He
is survived by his brother, Bruce M.
Kuehnle, C’42, his two sons, Robert

Joseph Kuehnle, C’68, Lawrence
Byrnes Kuehnle, C’71, and one
granddaughter.

by his wife, Betty Sue, his children
including, David Lockhart Jr., C’74,
and 10 grandchildren.

The Rev. Marshall J. Ellis, C’41, of
Clearwater, Fla., died on Aug. 26,
2009. At Sewanee, he was an English
major and a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. He graduated from the
University of the South’s School of
Theology in 1943. He was ordained
in 1944 and was a chaplain for the
U.S. Navy from 1944 to 1946. His
career also includes work in Griffin
and Atlanta, Ga., Tacoma, Wash.,
and Florida. Survivors include his
wife, Mary, his son, daughter, and
grandson.

Charles T. Patterson, C’43, of Benoit,
Miss., died on Dec. 27, 2009. He
left Sewanee to enlist as a pilot
cadet in the Army Air Corps at the
start of World War II. After the war, he
returned to family farming interests
in Benoit. He served as president of
the Benoit School Board, the Benoit
Gin Company, Benoit Outing Club,
and served on the board of directors
of the Bank of Benoit for 30 years.
He is survived by four children, eight
grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchildren.

Charles H. Freer, C’43, of Atlanta,
Ga., died on Dec. 23, 2009. Before
graduation, he was commissioned as
a naval aviator during World War II.
He was awarded nine Distinguished
Flying Crosses and 11 Air Medals.
He served as a naval officer for 22
years and retired at the rank of commander in 1964. His memoir, The
Promise Aloft, published in 2003,
details his military career. After his
military retirement, he was a tennis
coach. He is survived by his two sons,
five grandchildren, and one greatgrandchild.

Dr. Claude Wilkes Trapp Jr., C’43,
of Lexington, Ky., died on Dec. 13,
2009. After graduating from Sewanee
Phi Beta Kappa, where he was a
member of Sigma Chi and Naval
ROTC, he went to Cornell Medical College. He also served in the U.S. Navy
during World War II.

Dr. David Armistead Lockhart,
C’43, of Concord, N.C., died on
Oct. 26, 2009. After graduation
from Sewanee, he served with the
U.S. Navy in World War II and upon
discharge attended Duke University
School of Medicine. He was a pediatrician for 40 years. He helped establish the Children’s Advocacy Center at
NorthEast Medical Center, the Cabarrus Community Child Protection Team
and Child Facility Task Force, and the
Logan Community Resource Center.
He served as a volunteer pediatrician
at Stonewall Jackson Training School,
board member for the Cabarrus Partnership for Children, and was medical
director for the Cabarrus Health Alliance. He served as chairman of the
department of pediatrics and chief of
staff for Cabarrus Memorial Hospital,
member of the school board, board
of health, and board of education.
After his retirement, he founded the
Community Free Clinic. He served as
a trustee for Sewanee. He is survived

Bogardus Snowden Boyle Jr., C’47,
of Memphis, Tenn., died on June 30,
2009. He participated in the officers
training program at Sewanee in
1943 before going on active duty in
1946. He returned to Sewanee and
graduated. At Sewanee, he was also
a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
In the 1960s he founded Boyle
Development Company. He served as
president of both the Memphis and
the Tennessee Home Builders Associations and was the senior lifetime
director of the National Association
of Home Builders in Washington, D.C.
He was a founding member of the
Memphis chapter of Confrerie des
Chevaliers du Tastevin, a worldwide
French wine society. He is survived by
his wife, Daphne, two daughters, and
six grandchildren.
The Rev. Canon James “Knox”
Brumby, C’48, T’51, of Tallahassee,
Fla., died on Jan. 16, 2010. He
served in the Air Transport Command
of the Army Air Corps in North Africa
during World War II. He achieved the
rank of lieutenant colonel from the
Air Force Reserves. After the war,
he flew briefly for Eastern Airlines
before attending Sewanee. He went
on to receive his master of divinity

degree from Sewanee as well. He
was ordained into the Episcopal
priesthood and began his ministry
serving churches in the Diocese of
South Florida. He founded a retirement home in Daytona Beach, five
missions, and aided in the founding
of 16 other missions. He served as a
trustee to the University for two terms.
He is survived by his wife, Vesta, three
children, eight grandchildren, and 12
grandchildren.
Sanford K. Towart, C’48, of Milwaukee, Wis., died on July 4, 2009.
Before attending Sewanee, he served
in the military for several years in
different locations. He graduated as
an English major from Sewanee and
soon began his career in hotel administration. He retired as personnel
director for the Marcus Corporation.
George Dewey Arnold Jr., C’49, of
Washington, D.C., died on July 22,
2009.
Richard V. Hawkins, C’49, of
Glasgow, Ky., died on July 26, 2009.
He was a Sewanee native and
graduated from Sewanee Military
Academy in 1942. At Sewanee, he
was a history major and a member of
Phi Gamma Delta. He was a member
of the Trinity Episcopal Church in
Winchester and an Army Air Corps
veteran who served during World War
II. He taught history at Tullahoma
High School for 32 years. He is survived by three grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.
Dr. I. Armistead “Army” Nelson,
C’49, of Nashville, Tenn., died on Nov.
11, 2009. He attended Columbia
University’s College of Physicians
and Surgeons. He practiced general
surgery at hospitals in the Nashville
area until his retirement in 1987.
He served on the Board of Trustees
of Parkview Hospital, the Tennessee
Medical Association Political Action
Committee, and the local Cancer
Society, of which he was president
for one year. In retirement he served
as a consultant to Equitable Life
Insurance. He was an active member
of the Sewanee Club of Nashville. He
also served a number of terms on the
Monteagle Sunday School Assembly
board and was instrumental in found-

ing the cemetery there. He is survived
by his wife, Sara, his children,
including Becky Nelson, C’78, Gene
Nelson, C’82, and Sara Wingo, C’84,
and five grandchildren.
The Rev. James T. Alves, C’50, T’55,
of Guntersville, Ala., died on Jan. 23,
2010. He received his master of divinity degree from Sewanee in 1955.
He is survived by his wife, Louella,
and his children, The Rev. Robert
Alves, C’81, and Mary Beth Alves
Sella, C’84, and grandchild, Mary
Katherine Alves, C’13.
George B. Elliott, C’51, of Mountain
Brook, Ala., died on June 10, 2009.
At Sewanee he served as president
of Phi Delta Theta and then went on
to serve on the Board of Trustees
and as president of the Associated
Alumni. He served in the U.S. Army
during the Korean War. He was the
chairman emeritus of Strickland
Paper Company since 1956. He
was also a former chairman of the
Advisory Board for Hammermill Paper
Company. He is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth, a daughter, a son, George
B. Elliott Jr., C’81, seven grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.
Roy L. Smitherman, C’51, of Oak
Ridge, Tenn., died on May 30, 2009.
He served in the U.S. Army for two
years before attending Sewanee. He
was a political science major and
after graduation, he rejoined the Army
to serve in Texas during the time of
the Korean conflict. He moved to Oak
Ridge in 1951 and was employed at
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant
for 35 years, retiring in 1988. He
is survived by his wife, June, three
children, and six grandchildren.
Doyle W. Cotton Jr., C’54, of Tulsa,
Okla., died on Oct. 2, 2009. When he
left Sewanee, he served as an Army
medical technician. He was one of
the early pioneers in the creation
of oil and gas partnerships, which
enabled the expansion of investment
in the industry. In 1961, he founded
Cotton Petroleum Corporation. He is
survived by his daughters and two
grandchildren.
William B. Porter, C’54, of Stuart,
Fla., died on May 17, 2009. At
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William M. Spencer III, C’41, of Birmingham,
Ala., died on March 28, 2010. He was a Phi Beta
Kappa graduate who earned his bachelor’s degree
in chemistry and also served as editor of the Cap
& Gown and president of Phi Delta Theta while at
Sewanee. Upon graduation, he attended medical
school for a short while before enlisting with the
U.S. Marine Corps, serving heroically in the Pacific
Theater. He later earned his master of business
administration degree at Harvard University while
serving as president and chair of Motion Industries. He then embarked on
a distinguished entrepreneurial career in pharmaceutical research and development spanning nearly six decades; he was a co-founding director of
BioCryst Pharmaceuticals. Throughout his life, Spencer dedicated himself
to civic and professional service. He received the Distinguished Alumni
Award from Sewanee in 1984. The informal dining room of McClurg Hall
was named The Spencer Room in his honor. In October 2008, he and
his wife, Virginia, were on the Mountain to celebrate the dedication of
Spencer Hall, the 49,000-square-foot addition to the University’s science
facilities. He served as chairman of the board of trustees of the Birmingham Museum of Art, where he led an extensive renovation and expansion
of both the physical museum and its collection, transforming it into what
is now considered one of the finest regional art museums in the country.
He is survived by his wife, Virginia, four children, and seven grandchildren.

Sewanee, he was a philosophy major
and was a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, the Green Ribbon Society,
and was president of Los Peones.
He was also a varsity basketball,
track, and football athlete. After
graduation, he served in the U.S.
Army until 1956. He then started
his long and successful professional
career with the Linde Division of the
Union Carbide Corporation. He then
bought and became president of the
George W. Fowler Company. He was
a longtime supporter of Sewanee,
and he established the William Blane
Porter and Sandra Porter Scholars
Program, an endowed scholarship
fund for students with financial need.
He is survived by his wife, Sandra, six
children, and 11 grandchildren.
Robert F. Gillespie Jr., C’55, of
Orange, Va., died on April 22, 2009.
After graduating from Sewanee, he
received a master’s degree from the
University of Virginia and then began
his lifelong career teaching and
coaching. He spent the majority of his
career, 28 years, at Woodberry Forest
School until his retirement in 1991.
He received the George R. O’Connor
Award for teaching in 1987 and the
Distinguished Service Award in 1991.
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In 1999, he was inducted into the
U.S. Lacrosse Virginia Hall of Fame.
He is survived by his wife, Catherine,
a son, and seven grandchildren.
The Rev. Richard E. Hayes, C’56, of
Bridgewater, Va., died on June 12,
2009. After graduation, he earned
a master of divinity degree from the
Berkeley Divinity School at Yale University. He was a fellow of the College
of Preachers at the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C. He gave 15
years of service as a parish vacancy
consultant. He developed and taught
in the School for Total Ministry in the
Diocese of Easton, Md. He served as
a board member of the Corporation
for Relief of Widows and Children of
Episcopal Clergy in Baltimore for nine
years. He served as an authorized
national trainer in Christian Education
and Evangelism Ministries throughout the Episcopal Church. He was
appointed by the presiding bishop to
the first National Task Force on World
Hunger. He is survived by his wife,
Harriet, and three children.
Ralston “Rich” Taylor, C’58, of
Keokuk, Iowa, died on Sept. 3, 2009.
At Sewanee, he was an economics
major and was a member of Kappa

Sigma. After graduation, he was
drafted into the Army and served two
years overseas. He was the general
manager of Keokuk Junction Railway
from 1986 to 1996. He was also the
president of the Keokuk Union Depot
from 1993 to 1996. He was on the
Grand Theatre Board of Directors, Lee
County Historical Society, and the
George M. Verity Board. He is survived
by his wife, Anita.
The Rev. William Cleghorn Pitner
Jr., C’60, of St. Simon’s Island, Ga.,
died on Nov. 30, 2009. After graduation from Sewanee, he went on to
graduate from Virginia Theological
Seminary. He has served parishes
in Valdosta and Hinesville, Ga. He is
survived by his wife, Phyllis.
Robert C. Kneisly, C’61, of Pratts,
Miss., died on June 12, 2009. At
Sewanee, he was a political science
major, a member of Kappa Alpha
Order, and a member of the Sewanee
football team. He was a first lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps. He was
a co-owner of the Alf Company for 40
years where he served as president until his retirement in 2002.
Last year, he was inducted into the
Sewanee Athletics Hall of Fame. He
is survived by his wife, Jeanne, four
children, nine grandchildren, and one
great-grandchild.
John S. Rose, C’63, of Tullahoma,
Tenn., died on July 25, 2009. At
Sewanee, he was an English major
and member of Lambda Chi Alpha.
He served in the U.S. Air Force and
was honorably discharged in 1967
with the rank of captain. He retired
as an instructor for the Tennessee Department of Corrections. He
is survived by his wife, Carol, two
daughters, and four grandchildren.
Major Stephen R. Vaughan, C’63,
of Ottumwa, Iowa, died on Nov. 22,
2009. He graduated from the University of Mississippi Law School. He
was in the title business and served
as a civil affairs officer in the military.
Harry W. Brooks, C’64, of Myrtle
Beach, S.C., died on Nov. 3, 2009.
He was retired from the U.S. Air Force.
He is survived by his wife, Ulah, two
children, and five grandchildren.

Paul E. Spaduzzi, C’66, of Franklin,
N.C., died on Feb. 10, 2010. He is
survived by his wife, Suzanne, three
sons, and four grandchildren.
Larry J. Thompson, C’68, of Fort
Worth, Texas, died on Feb. 6, 2010.
He earned an MBA from Highlands
New Mexico University. He joined
VISTA Volunteers after college and
eventually entered into hospital
administration. He served for many
years as the CEO of Azle Harris
Methodist Northwest Hospital. After
35 years of hospital administration,
he became the director of Northwest
Chamber of Commerce, serving for
five years. He is survived by his wife,
Judi, and two children.
Chris S. Zanis, C’70, of Dekalb, Ill.,
died on June 21, 2009. He assisted
his father in the family business,
American Church Supply, while
studying business at Loyola University
and later Sewanee. He was an active
member of the business community
of Maple Park where he regularly
attended many meetings and helped
with rewriting many community laws.
He is survived by his wife, Barbara,
and two sons.
William S. Butler, C’71, of Louisville,
Ky., died on July 8, 2009. Bill majored
in French literature and graduated
cum laude from Sewanee, where he
was a member of Phi Delta Theta.
After graduating, he took a position in the publicity department at
Churchill Downs. In 1974, he became
an account manager for Dulaney
Advertising, then worked for five years
at Doe-Anderson advertising agency
as an industrial account manager. In
1980, he founded his own advertising
agency, Courier Marketing & Advertising. In 1983, he returned to book publishing, co-founding Harmony House
Publishers with Pulitzer-prize winning
photographer Bill Strode. In 1989,
Bill and his wife, Carol, created a new
book publishing company called Butler
Books, specializing in non-fiction local
and regional titles. Their company has
published hundreds of books and
received a number of awards, including the Louisville Historical League’s
2009 Founder’s Award for publishing
books that preserve Louisville history.
He helped establish Minerva Books,

a publishing partnership with the University of Louisville that is a division
of Butler Books. He has co-authored
numerous books. He is survived by his
wife, Carol, and two sons.

Heinz G. Molsen, C’92, of Dallas,
Texas, died on July 11, 2009.

Dr. Frank A. England III, C’73, of
Durham, N.C., died on Dec. 4, 2009.
At Sewanee, he was a member of
Phi Delta Theta. He graduated from
the University of Mississippi Medical
School and practiced cardiology. He
is survived by his wife, Rayner, and
daughter, Dexter England Meath,
C’99.

Joy A. Owens, C’07, of Little Rock,
Ark., died on Nov. 3, 2009. During her
time at Sewanee, she was a member
of Phi Sigma Theta, played softball,
was involved in gospel choir, was a
Bacchus driver, and worked with the
athletics department in sports medicine. After graduation, she worked for
state parks in Tennessee as an interpretive ranger. She then worked for
the North Little Rock School District
where she was an English teacher.

Alan Nichols, C’74, of Signal Mountain, Tenn., died on Aug. 26, 2009. At
Sewanee, he was a political science
major and went on to graduate from
the University of Tennessee Law
School. He was a partner at Miller
and Martin law firm in Chattanooga
for 32 years and was former president of the Tennessee River Gorge
Trust. He is survived by his wife, Betsy.
Burton Terrell McWhirter Jr., C’75,
of Nashville, Tenn., died on March
3, 2010. He is survived by his wife,
Frances, and four children, including Russell, C’06, Terrell, C’10, and
Kathryn Hays McWhirter, C’10.
Zachary Taylor Hutto II, C’76, of
Birmingham, Ala., died on April 3,
2009. He was a real estate broker for
30 years. He is survived by his wife,
Laurie, and three children.
David R. Glackin, C’77, of Tipton
Lane, Ind., died on Oct. 8, 2008. He
worked for Cummins Engine Company
as a design engineer for almost 20
years. He is survived by his wife,
Terese, and two children.
Raymond Edgar Browne, C’78, of
New York, N.Y., died on April 8, 2009.
He was a retired trader with A.G. Edwards and Sons Financial Company.
Dr. Louisa M. Walsh, C’82, of
Summerville, S.C., died on June 28,
2009. She earned her M.D. degree
from the Medical University of South
Carolina. She lived in Philadelphia,
Pa., for the last 15 years and worked
as a medical director of drug safety
for the AstraZeneca pharmaceutical
company.

Robert Franklin, C’05, of Cowan,
Tenn, died on Jan. 16, 2010.

Kathryn Christianson, C’12, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., died on Oct. 1,
2009. She was a 2008 graduate of
Notre Dame High School. She was
the coxswain of the crew team at the
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
and then for Sewanee. At the time of
her death, she was a sophomore at
Sewanee.
Kathleen Beach, C’13, of Clarksville,
Tenn., died on Oct. 1, 2009. She was
a member of the crew team. At the
time of her death, she was a freshman at Sewanee.
FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Clarence C. Day,
H’92, of Memphis,
Tenn., died on
Oct. 24, 2009. In
his early career,
he expanded his
family land holdings
in Mississippi into
a collection of companies that dealt
with timber, plywood, and oil and
gas explorations in the continental
United States and the Gulf of Mexico.
His enterprises also included a cattle
ranch in Missouri and residential and
commercial development projects, including college dormitories and hotels
and motels throughout the South. In
recent years, he focused his attention
and support on Youth Villages, a
Memphis-based organization that has
become a leading private provider for
children with serious emotional and
behavioral problems and their families.
He has also supported a number of

Professor Emeritus Arthur M. Schaefer, of Sewanee,
died on May 23, 2009. He enlisted in the U.S. Navy at
the age of 17 and served in the Pacific theater from
1943 to 1945. A native of Philadelphia, he earned his
undergraduate and graduate degrees in economics
from the University of Pennsylvania. He started his professional life in banking and later taught at Muhlenberg
College, Middlebury College, and Pomona College
before joining the Sewanee faculty in 1966. He held
the Ralph Owen Distinguished Chair of Economics from
1985 until his retirement in 2003. He served as president of the University’s
AAUP chapter and vice president for private institutions of the Tennessee
AAUP chapter. During his tenure as provost of the University from 1977 to
1988, he also chaired the economics department from 1982 to 1985. He was
instrumental in launching a series of annual Kennedy Economics Symposia
and Kennedy Visiting Professorships, which attracted internationally renowned
economists to Sewanee. He also helped establish the Georgescu-Roegen
Lectureship, the first of which was held in 1988 by Wassily Leontief, the 1973
Nobel laureate in economics. It was under Dr. Schaefer’s watch as provost that
Sewanee faculty and staff women were granted parity of salary, benefits, and
promotion with their male counterparts. One of his main concerns as a mentor
was that women students attain confidence in their potential for professional
achievement on equal footing with men. He is survived by his wife, Professor
Emeritus Jacqueline Thibault Schaefer, and one son.

other organizations, including the Mayo
Clinic Foundation, St Mary’s School,
the Memphis Symphony Orchestra,
and the Early Childhood Institute at
Mississippi State University. During the
1990s, the Day Foundation funded
an innovative program to encourage
middle-income students to attend
selective liberal arts colleges including
Sewanee. He became an honorary
Sewanee alumnus in 1963 and received an honorary doctor of civil law
degree from the University in 1992. He
was the principal donor for the original
Snowden forestry building in the
1960s. In 1989, the Day Foundation
donated Lake Day and the surrounding
450 acres, which was later dedicated
by Day to Bishop William Dimmick.
He made possible the Clarence Day
Community Service Award, given to a
graduating Sewanee student each year
at Commencement since 1991.
John Palmer, H’81, of Guilford,
Conn., died on May 7, 2009. He was
a retired editor of the Yale Review.
He was a professor at Sewanee and
editor of the Sewanee Review during
the 1950s.

He attended Wells Blue School and
Oxford University. He served in the
Royal Air Force from 1944 to1947.
He moved to the United States in
1953 to teach history at Sewanee.
He later taught at the University of
Virginia and Brown University. He was
George Burton Adams Professor of
History Emeritus at Yale University.
He was also an Honorary Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford. He was the
author of numerous articles and
books on the subject of England in
the 17th and 18th centuries. He is
survived by his wife, Susan, three
sons, and their families.
Derek Waller of Sewanee died on
Dec. 31, 2009. He was a retired political science professor at Vanderbilt
University who moved to Sewanee
with his wife, Gayle McKeen, a political science professor at Sewanee.
During his retirement, he was a
volunteer for the Sewanee Writers’
Conference, a tutor at Sewanee Elementary School, and secretary of the
Board of Friends of duPont Library.
He authored books on Chinese politics and the British secret exploration
of Tibet in the 19th century.

David E. Underdown, H’81, of Merced, Calif., died on Sept. 26, 2009.
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The Long Ramble Home
Eric Love, C’89, returns to Sewanee to
detail a difficult journey back to the
Mountain 20 years earlier.
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When Eric “Doc” Love, C’89, brought his one-man-show “The Rambling Nut” to Sewanee Homecoming and Reunion in October, he
performed it, for the first time, for the audience for which he says it
was written: Sewanee’s Class of 1989. It was the class’s 20th reunion,
and class members gathered at the Tennessee Williams Center to watch
Love command the stage for some 90 minutes wearing a hospital gown
and little else.
The autobiographical story Love recounts in “The Rambling Nut”
begins with a diagnosis of testicular cancer during Christmas break of
his senior year in college. Love had no health insurance, and his story
quickly becomes a harrowing odyssey through illness and substandard
health care, including an orchiectomy (the surgery he refers to in the
show as a “deballification”), an aggressive regimen of chemotherapy, a
nearly fatal infection, and more surgery. The promise that sustains Love
through months of suffering and a slow recovery is that of rejoining his
friends on the Mountain. “For me, getting well wasn’t about getting well,”
Love says. “It was about getting back to Sewanee.”
Now a theatre professor at Tennessee Wesleyan College in Athens,
Tenn., Love began developing the show when he was a graduate student
in theatre at the University of Missouri searching for a personal story to
tell as part of a class project. “I was going through my office,” he
says. “And I found this shoebox stuffed full of all the letters from
Sewanee people from when I was sick. It just took me back. I
hadn’t looked at them in years, and in and of themselves
they just told a story.”
After finding the letters, Love says he spent an
entire night in his basement, imagining himself at
a table in Shenanigan’s, telling his story to a group
of his closest Sewanee friends. When he got to
the end of the story, he started over again, and
again, and “The Rambling Nut,” which he
has performed for audiences around the
country, grew from there.
During the show, Love is alone on stage
with just two stools for props, spinning a
tale for an audience that plays stand-in
for his college buddies. It is by turns
gruesome and hilarious, poignant and
irreverent. Love was eager to bring “The
Rambling Nut” to the Mountain, and
his 20th class reunion provided a perfect
opportunity to do that.
“I know most of us who graduate from
Sewanee are as starry-eyed as any group of
alums you’re ever going to find,” Love says. “But
it’s a whole different level when you firmly believe in the
core of your being that you’d be dead without this community.
It was my way of saying thank you. But how do you say thank you
to people for keeping you alive?” n

How do you preserve
biodiversity on the
Cumberland Plateau?
Give to the
Sewanee Annual Fund
Carson Wright, c’11
Huntsville, Ala.

Carson Wright recently completed an
inventory of vernal pools on 3.5 million
acres of the South Cumberland Plateau,
including Sewanee’s Domain. Spotted
and marbled salamanders and other
amphibians on the plateau depend on
the seasonally formed ponds to breed
and lay their eggs in water that is free of
hungry fish.
Carson’s research, conducted in
Sewanee’s Landscape Analysis Lab
using satellite imagery and geographic
information systems, is one piece of an
enormous data puzzle that is being used
to create a comprehensive conservation
action plan for the area. Working in partnership with the Land Trust for Tennessee
and a wide array of governmental and
non-profit organizations, the Sewanee
Environmental Institute is taking a lead
role in producing the South Cumberland
Conservation Action Plan and is providing the vast majority of data that will
inform the plan.

The Sewanee Annual Fund supports the Sewanee Environmental Institute, the
Landscape Analysis Lab and the many other academic and co-curricular programs
of the University, so when you give, you support the work of Sewanee students like
Carson who are getting a rare opportunity to contribute research that will support
conservation efforts in Sewanee and beyond for years to come.
To make a gift, please choose one of these options:
Online

Go to www.GiveToSewanee.com to make a gift using
Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.

Check

Send a check, payable to the Sewanee Annual Fund to:
Sewanee Annual Fund, Thompson Union,
735 University Avenue, Sewanee TN 37383-1000.

Stock

To make a gift of stock please contact Cindy Burt,
cburt@sewanee.edu or 931.598.1641.

Phone

800.367.1179

735 University Avenue
Sewanee, TN 37383-1000
www.sewanee.edu

In February, Theatre
Sewanee presented
Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s
Dream in the
Tennessee Williams
Center, directed by
Theatre Professor David
Landon. Costumes by
Jeri Meador, C’11.
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VICE-CHANCELLOR’S CORNER

I

write this first letter from the perspective of three weeks in
office. Bonnie and I have been truly overwhelmed by the warmth
and graciousness of the welcome we have received. We look forward with joy and expectation and also with a growing sense that,
somehow, all this was meant to be.
I plan to devote this space in future issues to a consideration of the
issues Sewanee is facing and also, from time to time, to larger themes in
the world of higher education. But on this first foray, I want to be a little
less direct, a bit more abstract.
You may have read about, or seen on our website, the simple yet powerful ceremony conducted in All Saints’ Chapel on July 1. We marked an
important moment of transition on that occasion. We gave due thanks to
the Cunninghams for their selfless and devoted service to the University
over the past decade. Finally, we began to limn the vaguest outlines of
what I fully believe is the exciting future that awaits us.
That future poses two fundamental questions. The first “what does it
mean, in the 21st century, to be the University of the South?” The second,
not unrelated, “what South are we the university of?” I urged then, and
urge now, that each of us carefully think about these questions, and, as
we do so, not lose sight of our past while yet facing forward.
To prompt that thinking, I offer a few observations, posed as a series of
secondary questions. For example, are the concept of nationality and the
existence of geographical or manmade governance boundaries going to
become more or less problematic in the global society of the 21st century?
Is the technology that allows us to communicate ever more swiftly likely
to enhance or impede sound and deliberate decision-making? Will the
principle of diversity, to which we all heartily subscribe, embrace difference of opinion and broaden rather than restrict our ability to engage in
serious and informed discussion and debate? Will we be able, as a society,
to strike a reasonable balance between the competing impulses to preserve,
to sustain, and to grow? And can we, in the face of seemingly intractable
problems, resist the temptation either to retreat into an irrecoverable
past or to accelerate the coming of a future that some more than others
may claim more forcefully and confidently to glimpse?
No single individual, or institution, can claim with certainty to know
the answers to these questions, which nonetheless will affect what we do
and how we do it. I firmly believe, however, that the University of the
South possesses in abundance the will, the knowledge, the temperament,
and above all the faith, to help find those answers. In that faith, recognizing our own human imperfection, let us engage each other, and society
at large, and with a confidence born of humility aspire to be the great,
national, Episcopal university envisioned by our founders 150 years ago.
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Sewanee Activists at Forefront
of Uganda Campaign
Students walked, demonstrated, and fought for legislation to disband rebel group
and aid enslaved children.

A ceremonial bill signing at the forefront of a nationwide campaign to win

From left to right:
Rachel Gershenson,
Thao Bui, and Allison
Kendrick.

White House doesn’t normally draw too
much attention from most people, college
students included. But many Sewanee students were paying close attention on May
10, when President Obama signed a piece
of legislation known as the Lord’s Resistance Army Disarmament and Northern
Uganda Recovery Act.
The new law makes it U.S. policy to
work for the disbanding of the Lord’s
Resistance Army (LRA), a Ugandan rebel
group that has for two decades engaged
in an insurrection in Northern Uganda,
displacing millions of people and bringing
widespread death and destruction.
Sewanee students have been in the

Vice-Chancellor Installation
Highlights Founders’ Day
Planning is under way for the formal Installation of 16th ViceChancellor John McCardell during the Founders’ Day Convocation,
Tuesday, Oct. 12, in All Saints’ Chapel. With the theme “Cornerstone
for Tomorrow,” the celebration will
include a series of events bookending the Convocation, beginning with
a commemoration of the original
cornerstone at 10 a.m. on Sunday,
Oct. 10, 2010 — exactly 150 years after the first cornerstone was laid by
the University’s founders — followed by a liturgy in All Saints’ at 11 a.m.
Other events include a lecture by The Most Rev. Dr. John Sentamu,
Archbishop of York, who will receive an honorary degree at the Convocation, the dedication of the expanded and renovated Snowden Hall,
and special events for alumni, parents, friends and the University community. More information is forthcoming.
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the passage of the legislation and to raise
public awareness of the effect of the LRA
insurgency on the children of Northern
Uganda, the northern Democratic Republic of Congo and parts of Sudan.
Among the leaders of the Sewanee campaign is Allison Kendrick, C’10, who first
learned about the LRA in the same way as
many other student activists — by watching
a documentary called Invisible Children, a film
made by three California students that has
been circulating on college and high school
campuses across the country and internationally for several years. Kendrick saw the
film in January 2007, and soon thereafter
arranged a showing of the documentary at
Sewanee. She soon decided to take a year
off from school to work full time on the
Invisible Children campaign.
As Sewanee students took up the cause,
they started learning firsthand the arcane
arts of political activism: visiting the offices of members of Congress, phoning
staff aides, and dreaming up and executing
events to draw attention to their cause.
In 2009, four students walked from
Sewanee to Washington, D.C., to draw
attention to the legislation. One measure
of the success of the Sewanee students and
other activists in Tennessee is the fact that
both of the state’s senators and six representatives became co-sponsors of the LRA bill.
Besides lobbying, Sewanee students
also raised money to support a school in
Uganda. Over three years, they collected
more than $14,000, the most collected
by any U.S. college or university. Students
also travelled to participate in demonstra-

ON THE MOUNTAIN

tions calling for the arrest of LRA leader
Joseph Kony and other LRA leaders, who
are accused of mass abductions of children
for use as soldiers and sexual slaves, the ‘invisible children’ of the documentary’s title.
Early in 2010, the LRA bill was scheduled to come before the Senate, where it
was expected to pass by unanimous consent,
but Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn decided
to block a Senate vote on the legislation,
citing his concern that the legislation would
mandate new federal spending.
Student activists, among them Kendrick and two other Sewanee students, Thao
Bui, C’11, and Rachel Gershenson, C’13,
travelled to Oklahoma City to camp out
in front of Coburn’s office. After 12 days,
Coburn withdrew his objections. A month
later, the House of Representatives passed
the LRA bill unanimously.
Both Gershenson and Bui had to
make extraordinary arrangements in order to meet their class obligations while
participating in the demonstration: Bui
took an exam via an internet connection
at an Oklahoma City library, and Gershenson completed one of her exams on an
airplane. Kendrick said professors and
administrators were supportive: “I called
Dean [of Students Eric] Hartman and told
him I might miss a few days of class. He was
tremendously nice about it.”
— Henry Hamman

Sewanee students joined other activists in a protest at the
Oklahoma City office of Sen. Tom Coburn in March.

Cunninghams Honored with Faculty Support Endowment

An exchange of gifts to the
University highlighted a community celebration honoring Joel and
Trudy Cunningham after 10 years
of service. On a crisp spring day
beneath a tent in Manigault Park,
Chancellor Neil Alexander, bishop
of Atlanta, and David Humphreys,
C’79, chair of the Board of Regents, announced that gifts and
commitments totaling $1,012,446
had been raised to establish the
Joel and Trudy Cunningham
Faculty Support Endowment,
part of the Faculty Achievement
Fund established in The Sewanee
Call campaign to augment faculty
salaries. In turn, the Cunningham family presented the
University with a portrait of the retiring vice-chancellor,
painted by noted portrait and landscape artist Jeff Martin
of Pennsylvania. More than 300 members of the faculty,
staff, and community gathered to celebrate what Chancellor Alexander termed the “grace, humility, and selflessness” that the Cunninghams brought to their service. “We
are grateful for these and for the many quiet contributions
too numerous to recite here, and we thank you,” Bishop
Alexander said. n

Former ViceChancellor Joel
Cunningham
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Babson Center To Host First Entrepreneur in Residence
Sewanee graduate ship and leadership. A second residency series, funded

“We’re on
a sound
financial
footing.”
Nick Babson

Chris Hehmeyer, C’77,
will return to campus in
November as the first entrepreneur in residence
for the Babson Center
for Global Commerce.
The new residency is the
center’s latest initiative
to bring together business leaders and students
interested in business.
Hehmeyer is the chief
executive of HTG Capital Partners, a Chicago-based
proprietary trading company. During his three-day visit
to the campus, he will meet informally with students, visit
classes, and deliver a public lecture.
The launch of the David and Debra Humphreys
Residencies marks a significant milestone — all of the
center’s programs in support of business education at
Sewanee are now either endowed or funded in perpetuity. David Humphreys, C’79, is chair of the University’s
Board of Regents.
The Humphreys Residencies focus on entrepreneur-

A NEWLY DEDICATED PORTRAIT of Sewanee’s ninth

chancellor, Bishop Theodore DuBose Bratton, differs in
at least one significant way from the other portraits of
chancellors and vice-chancellors hanging in Convocation
Hall: It glows. Internationally known portrait artist Claude
Buckley, C’80, used a special glow-in-the-dark paint to
make the bishop stand out, even when the lights are out.
Bratton was the third bishop of the Diocese of Mississippi
and chancellor of the University from 1936 to 1938. The
portrait was presented to the University on behalf of the
Bratton and Gass families in May. Sewanee resident John
Bratton, C’51, executive director of the Associated Alumni
from 1970 to 1979, led the effort to have a portrait of
his grandfather given to the University.
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by Diane and Henry H. Graham Jr. is centered on career
planning. A third program, the Viewpoints Speaker series, brings senior leaders in business and economics to
Sewanee for major addresses. Two regularly scheduled
career days also bring business leaders to campus.
“We’re on a sound financial footing,” says center Director Nick Babson, C’68, a former chair of the Board of
Regents who launched the center in 2006 with a grant.
The center’s mission was to support the nascent prebusiness program and business minor.
One measure of the success of the center’s effort is
the growth in the number of students electing the business minor. The number of declared minors has almost
doubled since 2008, the first year the minor was offered.
With the center’s financial future largely secured,
Babson says this year’s major goal is developing a comprehensive strategy to ensure that prospective Sewanee
students and their parents are aware of what Sewanee has
to offer students interested in business.
The new academic year will also bring the search for
a new director for the center. Babson will be leaving the
post at the end of June 2011.
— Henry Hamman

Snowden Hall Goes Solar

This summer, four switches were flipped in the attic of the new natural
resources laboratory addition to Snowden Hall, sending 38 kilowatts of
green power into the grid. That power is being generated by a photovoltaic installation that covers the south-facing roof on the new building in a project led by two Texans, Andrew McCalla, C’94, and Gregg
Robertson, C’78.
McCalla, CEO of Meridian Solar in Austin, Texas, is the architect of
the plan, designing the system and sending his team to install it. “I’m
passionate about solar, and I’m passionate about Sewanee,” McCalla says.
“I’m not in a position to write a really large check to Sewanee, but I knew
I could make a gift of my time and my company’s resources.” McCalla and
Marvin Pate, Sewanee’s sustainability officer, believe that contribution is
worth from $40,000 to $50,000 in the marketplace.
Robertson, an oil and gas company executive, became a key part of the
photovoltaic project when he was approached about making an additional
contribution. He and his sister, Amy Ehrman, C’91, had already made a
leadership gift to the project, and Robertson was a friend of the forestry
and geology department, having arranged an internship partnership between Sewanee and the Diocese of West Texas. Students work at a camp on
Mustang Island and at a ranch owned by the diocese, combining service
to the diocese with opportunities to collaborate on original research.
“The solar project seemed a good follow-on gift to our original gift in
honor of our parents,” said Robertson. “It’s consistent with the mission
of the department and helps enhance the program.”
His gift, along with those of other donors, including every member of
the forestry and geology department, provided approximately 75 percent
of the cost of the solar installation. The University covered the rest with
institutional funds. — Tom Sanders

Kandinsky, Albers Works Purchased
To Honor Liz Rogers, C’09
Sewanee recently acquired two works of art in
memory of Elizabeth Claire Rogers, C’09. These
acquisitions were made possible through the generosity of the Liz Rogers Memorial Fund established
by countless friends and loved ones. At the time
of her death, Liz was a senior at the University,
preparing to graduate with a degree in art history.
“Liz was passionate about art history, and her
dedication and enthusiasm were conveyed through
her academic work and contributions in the
classroom,” says
Professor Mishoe
Brennecke, chair
of the Department of Art and
Art History. “It
is our belief that
the works of art
purchased in
her memory,
by providing an Kandinsky’s Composition No. 4
opportunity to
handle objects and examine them closely, will enrich
students’ appreciation of art for decades to come.”
The committee charged with selecting these
works of art to benefit the University’s teaching
collection were guided by Brennecke’s recollections
that Liz loved color and held a particular affection
for the work of the Russian-born French-Expressionist artist Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944).
The committee was pleased to acquire Der Blaue
Reiter Almanache (1914) which contains a remarkable
silkscreen print, known simply as Composition No. 4,
by Wassily Kandinksy.
The second work acquired by committee was
the first edition of Josef Albers’ seminal work, The
Interaction of Color (1963). This artist book contains
no less than 80 silkscreen prints by the master along
with his commentary on color theory, which is still
taught at Sewanee today. It is hoped that Liz would
have been pleased to know that her legacy here at
Sewanee has been realized in part through these
remarkable acquisitions.
— John Daniel Tilford
University Archives and Special Collections
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ON THE MOUNTAIN

Familiar Faces in New Places

Left to right, Susan
Askew, Jay Fisher,
Lee Ann Afton.

Vice-Chancellor John McCardell wasn’t the
only person on the Mountain to start a new job on July
1. Three people who are familiar to the University community and many alumni each took on new roles that day:
Jay Fisher, C’79, vice president for University Relations Fisher

joined the University in 2000 as executive director of
the Associated Alumni and for the past year has served
as acting dean of admission. As executive director of the
Associated Alumni, Fisher strengthened the Sewanee Club
system throughout the United States, led the reorganization of the Executive Board to better serve the alumni
and the University, and enhanced traditional events such
as Homecoming and the Alumni Summit, an annual
gathering of alumni volunteer leaders. Fisher earned his
Juris Doctor degree from the University of Georgia in
1983, and worked as an attorney in private practice, as a
marketing officer in the financial services industry, and
in advertising before coming to Sewanee. Jay is the son of
Jett Fisher, C’48. He and his wife, Laurie, have four sons,
including Jett III, C’11, and Elliott, C’13.
Lee Ann Afton, dean of Admission and Financial Aid Afton
is an admission professional with 30 years’ experience
as a college recruiter, high school college counselor, and
senior administrator. In coming back to Sewanee, she is
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returning to an institution she served from 1981 to 2001.
Afton had been associate vice president for enrollment
and dean of admission for Agnes Scott College in Atlanta,
Ga., since 2008. She began her career at Sewanee in 1981
as an admission assistant, and rose through the ranks
to become director of admission in 1999. From 2001
to 2004, she was director of college counseling for the
Porter-Gaud School in Charleston, S.C., before joining
Agnes Scott College as director of admission.
Susan Askew, C’86, executive director of the Associated
Alumni Askew, who had been acting executive director since

August 2009, has worked in the alumni office since 2003,
and prior to that was associate director of annual giving, a
position she held from 1999 to 2003. Askew majored in
economics while at Sewanee and was a standout athlete in
both varsity basketball and tennis, earning All-America
honors in the former and capturing the University’s first
“Female Athlete of the Year” Award in her senior year;
in 2005 she was inducted into Sewanee’s Athletics Hall
of Fame. n

Land Deed Will Add Critical Habitat to Domain

The gift by Sewanee residents Lynette
and Henry Ariail of a 20-acre tract of land
on the north rim of the University’s new
Lost Cove acquisition will someday give
direct access to the upper cove, making
the cove a stronger teaching resource, says
Biology Professor Jon Evans.
The upper cove, with its south-facing
limestone outcroppings, is “extremely rich
biologically,” Evans says.
The property will add about 3,000 feet
of critical bluff habitat to the Domain and
tie together two other University properties, adds Domain Manager Nate Wilson.
The best-known feature of the property
is Point Disappointment, a gargoyle-like
projection that offers a 270-degree view of
Lost Cove. Evans says the panoramic view
from the point will help students and prospective students visualize the importance
of Lost Cove as an academic resource.
The Ariails deeded the land to the University earlier this year. They retain a life
estate in the property, where they have lived
since 1975. The Ariails credit longtime
English Professor Tam Carlson, C’63, a
family friend, with suggesting the gift of
the property to the University. Carlson’s
familiarity with Point Disappointment
goes back to his days as an undergraduate.
“This was my private place to study when I
was a student,” he says.
The Ariails had considered deeding
the property to other conservation organizations, but wanted to make sure that
the property would not be subdivided or
resold. “What we really liked about the
University was that they were going to keep
it as it is,” says Lynette Ariail.
Included with the property is the family
home, an excellent example of mid-20th
century residential design, as well as an
equestrian barn.
For Henry Ariail, moving to the Mountain was the fulfillment of a boyhood
pledge. He first saw Sewanee when he
visited as a student from Castle Heights
Military Academy for a competition with
cadets at Sewanee Military Academy. He

was overwhelmed and recalls a vow he made
at the time: “This is the most beautiful
place I have ever seen, and I’m going to get
back here one way or the other.”
The decision to deed the property to
the University was not a difficult one, says
Henry Ariail. “We’re not Episcopalians,
we’re not alums, but we’ve lived here for
35 happy years,” he says.
— Henry Hamman

Above: Lynette
Ariail at Point
Disappointment,
overlooking Lost
Cove. Right: Henry
Ariail

Allie O’Connell Awarded Watson Fellowship
While many of her classmates are starting jobs or
preparing for graduate school, Allie O’Connell, C’10,
is traveling the world, following seasons of snowmelt
in mountainous regions from Chile and New Zealand to Italy and Norway. She is the 39th Sewanee
graduate to be awarded a prestigious yearlong
Watson Fellowship, which provides $25,000 for
a year of exploration. As she travels, O’Connell
is busy documenting the emerging worldwide
female presence in creek boating, a type of whitewater
kayaking that involves navigating technical headwater creeks.
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Natural

Vice-Chancellor John
McCardell brings to
Sewanee a proven set
of skills at a moment
of great opportunity.

H

e does a pretty good job of concealing it, but John
McCardell is clearly disappointed.

It’s early evening on a beautiful June day in Middlebury,

Vt., and cottonball clouds hang in the bright blue skies over
this picturesque Champlain Valley college town. Middlebury
College is hosting reunion weekend, and McCardell, who
was president of this well-regarded liberal arts school for 13
years, walks briskly past the outdoor tents set up to house the
cocktail parties and dinners for reuniting classes of alumni.
He’s looking for some answers: Why aren’t the tables set up?
Where are the chairs?

B y

B u c k

B u t l e r ,

C ’ 8 9
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you know, what would that
mean?”
Spend a few hours with
Middlebury alumni familiar with the McCardell
presidency and you begin
to understand why they
love him so much: It’s not
just that he can do little
wrong in their eyes, it’s that
they believe nothing bad
can happen as long as he’s
around.

M

Buck Butler

cCardell, 61, took office as the 16th vicechancellor of the University
of the South on July 1 and
with him came the kind
of expectations that can
be created only by nearly
unqualified success. His
presidency at Middlebury
(1991-2004) was, by all accounts, a transformative period for the college. During
his tenure, Middlebury carried out the most successful
capital campaign in its history, exceeding its $200 million goal by nearly $12 million. McCardell succeeded in
focusing resources and attention on the college’s unique
academic strengths. And Middlebury attained that most
elusive of higher-education goals: It became one of the
hottest schools in the country among high-school seniors
when it was able to increase enrollment at the same time
it increased admissions selectivity.
Now the questions are: Will he do the same for
Sewanee? And why, six years after leaving the presidency
at Middlebury, would he even try?

Bonnie and John
McCardell in the
back yard of the
Vermont home
they recently left to
move to Sewanee.

Nearly everyone who sees McCardell in the minutes
before the festivities begin — college employees and
food-service workers mostly — greets him warmly and
calls him by his first name. He asks about their families
and gets the scoop on tonight’s event: The threat of severe
thunderstorms has forced the gathering inside, into the
athletics fieldhouse nearby. Thus his disappointment: The
fieldhouse is spacious enough, but stuffy and a little dim.
It seems like a small thing, but McCardell knows how
good this event could be, how the night air, the mountain
breeze, and twinkling outdoor lights could combine to lift
alumni spirits by just a few degrees. And he knows how
important happy alumni are to the health of the college.
But tonight the show goes on in the fieldhouse — and the
rain never comes.
It’s been six years since McCardell stepped down from
the presidency here, and the question of whether to move
the party inside wasn’t his to decide, but it becomes clear
where he would have landed on this particular calculus of
risk vs. reward: Wind and rain be damned, it would have
happened under the tents.
“When he was president, John liked to do everything
outside,” says Elizabeth Robinson, a 1984 Middlebury
graduate who served as alumni director for the college
during the McCardell years. “We used to say ‘It never
rains on McCardell.’ And it never did! We were afraid
that someday it would rain on one of his events because,
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M

cCardell’s 34-year career at Middlebury began
in 1976 with a one-year contract to teach history.
Two more one-year contracts followed until a retirement
in the department led to an appointment to the faculty.
In 1985, he made his first foray into administration as a
liaison between the college’s faculty and its development
office during a capital campaign. He later became dean
of the faculty, and when the provost unexpectedly stepped
down in 1989, McCardell stepped in.
McCardell calls himself “the accidental provost who
became the accidental president” because he landed in
both positions after his predecessors’ sudden departures.
The president he replaced left abruptly one week after

the start of classes in the 1991-92 school year, following a
difficult 1990-91 for Middlebury that ended with a spate
of controversial staff layoffs. At the start of his presidency,
McCardell inherited a college that had been shaken both
by financial difficulties and the ill will generated by the
outgoing president’s approach to solving them.
McCardell spent his first two years righting the ship.
“Those first years were incredibly productive,” he says.
“But what they produced was equilibrium.” Then in
1994, he led a comprehensive strategic planning process
that would lay the groundwork for the successes of the
next 10 years.
If there was a turning point in Middlebury’s fortunes
under McCardell, it came in the spring of 1995, in what
he calls “a magical moment.” With an ambitious and farreaching plan in hand, the college’s strategic planning
committee sought input and approval from the Middlebury community. “We got the faculty to endorse the plan,
we got the campus newspaper to endorse the plan, we got
the staff council to endorse the plan,” McCardell says. “So
I was able to go to a board meeting in May of ’95 and say
‘Here’s where we’re going, folks, and everybody’s behind
it.’ And the board said ‘Amen.’”
The plan projected a 15 percent enrollment increase,
the addition of 30 new faculty members and a facilities plan for $200 million in new and renovated space.
McCardell articulated a case for “peaks of conspicuous
excellence” in language, literature, international studies, and environmental studies, and developed a plan
for committing new resources to these carefully chosen
strengths. He also initiated the creation of a residential
commons system.
Energized by the presentation, one board member
stood up at that meeting and announced that she was going
to make a $5 million gift to get the ball rolling, but only if
Middlebury could find two other donors willing to make
gifts of the same amount. Soon, two donors came forward
to match the gift, and the college’s record-breaking capital
campaign was launched with $15 million in the bank.
The next decade at Middlebury unfolded largely
according to plan with enrollment increases, new
faculty, constant construction, and a palpable air of
momentum. In 2000, Middlebury dedicated a massive
220,000-square-foot science center named Bicentennial
Hall in honor of the 200th anniversary of the college’s
founding.
Before he stepped down from the presidency in 2004,
McCardell had one last game-changing advancement to
announce: He had shepherded a gift of $50 million —
the largest single gift in the college’s history. The donor
(later revealed to be New Balance Athletic Shoe founder

McCardell Leads
National Conversation
on the Drinking Age
John McCardell never appeared on CBS’s “60 Minutes” or on
Comedy Central’s “The Colbert Report” as a college president,
but he has been featured on both as a former college president
with a provocative stance on a hot topic: the drinking age.
In 2004, shortly after he stepped down as Middlebury’s
president, McCardell was asked to write an op-ed column for
The New York Times on a higher-education topic of his choosing.
He decided to write about things that college presidents want
to say, but can’t. One paragraph of the 750-word column
(“What Your College President Didn’t Tell You”) addressed
the drinking age.
“I said that one of the things college presidents won’t tell
you, but many believe, is that the 21-year-old drinking age has
been a disaster,” McCardell says. “That got a lot of attention.”
Three years later, McCardell founded Choose Responsibility, a nonprofit organization whose mission is to engage the
public in informed and dispassionate debate about the effects
of legislation mandating a legal drinking age of 21. In 2008,
he co-sponsored the Amethyst Initiative, a statement signed
by 135 college and university presidents (including former
Vice-Chancellor Joel Cunningham) that challenges the effectiveness of current drinking-age laws.
McCardell and Choose Responsibility believe that the best
way to address the problems of binge drinking and alcohol
abuse by teenagers is to lower the drinking age to 18 and to
implement a program of education and licensing that would
encourage responsible behavior.
College campuses, where more than half the student
population is underage and alcohol use is widespread, are
living laboratories for studying the effects of alcohol policy.
“Some colleges, with the best of intentions, say all events will
be alcohol-free, but if students go to a party knowing that it will
be a dry party, they’re going to consume their alcohol before
they go,” McCardell says. “We can wish it were otherwise, but
that’s the way it is.”
McCardell relinquished his leadership role in Choose
Responsibility when he accepted the vice-chancellorship at
Sewanee but hopes to continue to write and speak on the
subject when asked. “I hope, and I really do believe this, that a
sitting president can speak with more authority to these issues
than a former president,” he says. n
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and Middlebury Class of 1966 alum Jim Davis) wished to
remain anonymous, but he had one request: that Bicentennial Hall be renamed.
The building is now known as John M. McCardell Jr.
Bicentennial Hall.

I

f the television is on at Chen Hall these days, it’s likely
to be tuned to a baseball game. John and Bonnie McCardell are big fans, and they have a cable TV package
that allows them to watch any major-league game played
anywhere, all season long.
Having grown up 40 miles west of Baltimore, McCardell is a lifelong Orioles fan and displays in his living
room a collection of glasses sporting logos of two of
the Orioles’ longtime sponsors, Gunther and National
Bohemian beers. For years, McCardell has played in a
rotisserie baseball league with a town-and-gown group
of Middlebury luminaries including the president of the
local bank, the president of the hospital, a couple of college
deans, and a sportswriter for the local newspaper. Though
the stakes are small, McCardell keeps up with his players
religiously and reads box scores, always on the lookout for
a savvy midseason trade.
A baseball analogy, then, might be a perfect way to
summarize McCardell’s unique talents as a college president. Hank Moody, a 1959 Middlebury graduate, worked
closely with McCardell to raise money during the college’s
capital campaign. Moody says McCardell was an effective
fundraiser precisely because he didn’t have much experience doing it. “He didn’t know any better,” Moody says.
“He didn’t know what we couldn’t do. It’s just like in that
baseball movie — he’s The Natural.”

J

ohn McCardell’s long journey to Sewanee began just
90 miles from the Mountain, 146 years ago when his
great-grandfather fought at the Battle of Franklin as a
member of Lt. Gen. John Bell Hood’s Army of Tennessee. The Confederacy suffered one of its most disastrous
defeats that day in November 1864, losing 1,750 men.
McCardell’s forebear survived the battle (“We still have
the bullet that was taken out of his leg,” he says), but the
Civil War and its aftermath in the South would leave an
indelible stamp on McCardell’s family. When she married,
McCardell’s grandmother moved from Jackson, Miss., to
Frederick, Md., where McCardell would later be born and
raised, but the war in the South lived on through stories
told and retold. One oft-repeated tale told of General
William Tecumseh Sherman’s refusal to post a guard at
a Jackson family’s home occupied by only women and
children, and of the destruction that ensued. “Bayonets
turning up piano keys — that’s the image I’ll never forget,”
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McCardell says. “Bayonets turning up piano keys.”
McCardell’s interest in the South and in Civil War
history led him to undergraduate study at Washington &
Lee University, where he majored in history and English,
and later to graduate study at Johns Hopkins and Harvard,
where he received his Ph.D. in history in 1976. McCardell’s Ph.D. dissertation won the Allan Nevins Prize from
the Society of American Historians, which recognizes the
year’s best doctoral dissertation on an American subject.
He developed the dissertation into The Idea of a Southern Nation, a book that is still recognized as one of the most cogent
accounts of the rise of Southern nationalism in the 19th
century. In the book, McCardell devotes an entire chapter
to the birth of one institution: the University of the South.
While McCardell’s election as Sewanee’s vice-chancellor was based on his accomplishments at Middlebury, his
vision for the University, his understanding of its history
and potential is rooted deeply in and informed by his
academic work. McCardell embraces what he sees as the
vision of Sewanee’s founders. “Go back and look at what
the founders thought they were doing. They believed they
were creating a national university that would be located
in the South and by virtue of that location it would create
and offer something distinctive, but would offer above all
else a first-rate academic education. Who can find fault
with that?” he says.

T

he University of the South was not the first institution to come calling on John McCardell. Presidential
search committees around the country have recognized his
achievements at Middlebury and wondered if he might
be able to do the same for their schools. But McCardell
declined those opportunities because, he says, he doesn’t
believe presidential skills are portable.
“I do believe that there’s such a thing as fit and that the
reason why such a remarkably high percentage of presidencies fail is that search committees and trustees probably
don’t concern themselves as much about that as they do
about the credentials of the person they’re bringing in,”
McCardell says. “Sewanee is one of that very small number
of places where I came to feel there was a fit.”
McCardell recognizes that the Sewanee he takes over
today is very different from the Middlebury of 1991, but
he carries with him the lessons he learned from the first
few years of his previous presidency when budgets were
tight and morale had been shaken by his predecessor’s
layoffs. “When everybody else is zigging, we’ll zag,” he
says. “That doesn’t mean when other people are cutting
budgets, you go out and spend recklessly. But it also
doesn’t mean that because we’ve had a couple of bad
quarters, an institution that’s lived to be 150 years old

Woodrow Blettel

A New Venture for Bonnie McCardell

Like her husband, Bonnie McCardell is
welcoming and warm, with a quick smile that
tends to put people at ease. According to those
who knew them at Middlebury, the two make a
formidable team. It’s a partnership that John
McCardell likens to a car: “She’s the engine,
and I’m the horn.”
Bonnie McCardell has worked as a newspaper reporter and in preschool and special education.
She holds a master’s degree in early childhood education
and has been both a childcare center director and an advocate for quality childcare in the state of Vermont. She
developed the Child Care Fund of Vermont, which leads
efforts to improve early care and education in the state,
and served as the first director of the statewide Building
Bright Futures Council, a public-private partnership that
seeks to improve the quality and accessibility of health
and education services for families with children under
the age of six.

necessarily needs to be governed by the business model.
I really feel strongly about that.”
McCardell won’t have to spend his first years at
Sewanee, as he did at Middlebury, setting things right. He
inherits from former Vice-Chancellor Joel Cunningham
a university that is not only financially sound but thriving. With that foundation in place, McCardell is ready
to push forward quickly. He hopes to revisit, revise, and
update Sewanee’s strategic plan in the coming academic
year to take advantage of what he sees as a moment of great
institutional opportunity.
“I think it’s ready to take off. One of the things that excites me about coming to Sewanee is that I’m sensing this
— that the whole University community is eager to take the
next step. The faculty, the staff, the parents, the alumni all
feel that we’re right at a take-off point. That’s wonderful.”
In All Saints’ Chapel on July 1, McCardell began his
vice-chancellorship with an address that made it clear
that he hopes to build on Sewanee’s rich history by look-

Before coming to Sewanee, the McCardells spent their
entire marriage and most of their adult lives in Middlebury, where they raised two sons, John and James. “You
know, most people move in their careers at various points
and we haven’t,” Bonnie says. “And that’s been wonderful
— Middlebury’s a great place. But coming to Sewanee is
an exciting chance. Our kids are grown, and it’s a gift to
have the opportunity at our ages to take on a new venture.”
With her extensive experience in community service,
Bonnie looks forward to exploring service opportunities
in a place where university and community are inextricably linked. “I don’t know any other colleges that offer the
opportunity for community-building that Sewanee does,”
she says. “Students have the opportunity to be involved
in creating community, whether it’s working with the fire
department or EMT service or looking at the needs of
the local schools. Where else can you have that kind of
laboratory? Whatever I can do to help support those areas
would be my real interest.” n

ing forward, not backward.
“What does it mean, in the year 2010, to be the University of the South? … What South are we the University
of? We are not the University of the Old South. Nor are
we the University of the Confederate South. We are not
the University of the 1920s or 1930s South, the South of
the Depression or the South of I’ll Take My Stand. We are not
the University of the 1950s or 1960s South. We are not
the all-white, all-male University of the South. And yet
we were once each of those things.
“Those pasts have shaped us. They have made us what
we are. And they have imposed upon us a particular burden and responsibility to learn from them, to build upon
them, and to see in the human triumphs and tragedies
of those times intimations of our own mortal, imperfect
human nature, and from those things fashion for those
who will come here in the future, a University of the South
for the 21st century, a University with aspirations that are
purposeful and also recognizable.” n
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TREES
It seems everybody on the Mountain
has a favorite tree, and every tree
has a story to tell.



Photographs by David bean
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Leaves photo: Woodrow Blettel

My Father loved trees. He wrote the book on trees of Sewanee, literally,
as a senior project when he was a college student, and he remained a student of
trees throughout his life. Because he was forever on the lookout for a tree he
could not identify, we never returned from a hike in some distant cove without the
dashboard of the “Puckette truckette” filled with leafy branches for further study.
My memories of Sewanee’s big trees from childhood are not unlike my remembrances of Sewanee’s grand elders of that era. I have a recollection of strong
character and steady presence, a sense that they held history in their daily witness
of life lived in their midst.
Through a child’s eyes, some were unapproachable while others were more
inviting, and a select few were very dear. These trees still connect me to a treasured
past in this place.
The red maple in my Aunt Isabelle’s front yard on Tennessee Avenue still
stands. With the aid of a footstool from her front porch, my brother and I would
climb that big maple on Sundays (in our church clothes, of course) to gain a better view of the Sewanee Academy cadets marching from Quintard to All Saints’.
Now that I live in that same house, I note how low those branches are that we
once required a stool to reach.
Of course I’m not alone in fostering personal relationships with our campus
trees, which are, after all, some of Sewanee’s most gracious and long-standing
residents. On the following pages, you’ll find the stories of eight of my colleagues
and the Sewanee trees they love.
— Emily Puckette, associate professor and chair of mathematics and computer science
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George Ramseur
Professor emeritus of botany
Ginkgo, Guerry Garth

•

One of my favorite Sewanee trees is a ginkgo that was planted in Guerry
Garth about 20 years ago in honor of the late forestry professor, Henry
W. Smith. There are three other larger ginkgos on the central campus
and they all attract attention by their spectacular yellow leaves in the fall,
which typically all fall off in one day. In the fall several years ago, there
was much concern about a very objectionable odor on campus coming
from the vicinity of the larger ginkgos that are all female. The mature
seed of ginkgo is covered by a fleshy aril, which emits a very unpleasant
odor as they fall from the tree. The Smith tree is male and had become
mature enough to pollinate the female trees, which then produced seeds
for the first time. There was an outcry about the odor and even calls to
cut down those “stinking ginkgos.” The simpler solution would have been
to cut down the male tree, but in time the flap over the smell died down
without any dishonor to my friend Henry Smith.
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Virginia Craighill, C’82
Visiting assistant professor of English
Tulip poplar, Tennessee Williams Trail

•

This tree spoke to me 10 years ago on one of
my annual visits to Sewanee when I still lived in
Atlanta. For the previous decade, my husband
and I and our children, once we had them, had
been coming to Sewanee to meet some of my
friends and their families for the Fourth of July.
That bright, cool July day, I went for a run on the
Tennessee Williams Trail to the Cross, saw the sun
filtering down through the high branches of this
thick, ancient tulip poplar, and stopped.
The tree must have suggested the same sense
of continuity that Sewanee has for me and for
anyone who’s ever lived here — that the past is not
a separate unit of time, distinct from the present;
it is instead a continuum, like the rings in the
tree, still present, still part of the tree’s growth.
Sewanee was not only my past; it is part of who
I was, who I am, and who I will become. What I
felt when I left the tree and ran on to the Cross
was how much I would like to live and to raise my
children here, in a place with such trees, in a place
where the land becomes part of your identity.
It was only a passing fancy that day, but the
tree turned out to be a guidepost of sorts. That
fall I received a call from a friend in Sewanee
who told me the English department needed
a semester replacement for a professor on
emergency leave, and I took the job, moving to
Sewanee in January 2001 with my two young
children, Katie and Hunter.
We were only supposed to stay for the semester, but now, 10 years later, we’re still here and
have put down our roots.
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Chris McDonough
Associate professor and chair of classical languages
Linden and white oak, next to All Saints’ Chapel
One of my favorite classical myths tells how an elderly couple, Baucis and Philemon, took in a pair of hungry strangers, who turned
out to be Jupiter and Mercury in human disguise. As a reward for
their kindness, the gods granted them a wish. “Let neither of us
outlive the other,” they asked, and years later, as they were dying,
they were transformed into trees. Philemon turned into an oak,
and his wife, Baucis, became a linden, and they stood beside each
other before the temple to the gods.
It is a story I have long taught, but it occurred to me only this
spring that I had no idea what a linden looked like. Imagine my
surprise when I found out that I had been walking by a linden on
campus almost every single day, and that planted not far from it,
beside All Saints’, was a white oak. Although I am assured that it was
not planned that way, it pleases me to see the oak and linden together
by the chapel, an unexpected testament to love and hospitality.
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Sid Brown
Associate professor of religion, chair of environmental studies
White oak, Prince Lane
At night I bike along the lane and look up to see
this white oak near my house, fireflies blinking in
its branches like Christmas at midsummer. It’s not
simply lovely to look at; the presence of the fireflies
also tells me that the air is clean. Beside the tree, so
close their crowns merge into one, stands another
oak sharing the flashing firefly light. Old friends,
they have stood side by side for over two and a half
centuries. To me, the trees are symbols, reminding
me of the birth of Jesus, of clean air, of friendship,
and of my responsibility to the environment — including the trees. To celebrate and prolong the oak’s
life, I joined with my friend, pledging to nourish
it, giving it the gift of water. Instead of relying on
city water, we installed a rainwater collection system.
Regardless of whether our local water supply allows
us to wash our cars or flush our toilets, we share
our own stored rainwater with the tree to honor
and care for it. It was here before we came. Long
may it survive us.
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John Bordley
Professor of chemistry and carilloneur
Eastern white pine, next to Shapard Tower
The white pine next to Shapard Tower is very different
at the top than it is at the bottom. Not many people
get to see trees from the top, but the walkway around
the playing cabin of the carillon affords such a viewing
of this tree and many others. There are big clusters
of large pine cones at the top that are barely visible
from the ground. If my arms were a little longer, I
could reach out and touch the cones.
According to Professor of Forestry Ken Smith,
the seed for the tree was probably from North Carolina and it was grown in a nursery in Germany and
shipped to Sewanee for planting around 1910, at
about the same time All Saints’ Chapel was being
built. Its siblings are planted in Manigault Park and
at St. Andrew’s-Sewanee School. A photograph by
Edith McCrady (wife of former Vice-Chancellor
Edward McCrady) shows that the tree was about half
of its current height when the chapel was enlarged,
the carillon tower built, and the carillon installed
between 1957 and 1959.
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Karen Kuers
Professor and chair of forestry and geology
Swamp chestnut oak, near the
Japanese Garden
In the spring of 1996, my second year in Sewanee,
students in my Urban Forest Management class
helped me pick a location for and plant a swamp
chestnut oak near the Japanese Garden between
Gailor Hall and Woods Labs. While its leaves resemble
the chestnut oak that dominates our plateau forests,
the swamp chestnut oak has shaggier bark and normally inhabits riparian areas at lower elevations in the
Southeast. Since we planted it, I have watched it grow
(it is now 10 inches in diameter and 40 feet tall), and
I am looking forward to its first acorn crop. I hope
that on one not-too-distant fall morning I will share
with my students an acorn pancake breakfast, made
from the large, sweet acorns of this tree.
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Walter Brownridge
School of Theology associate dean for community life
dogwood tree, Chapel of the Apostles
In front of The School of Theology’s Chapel of the
Apostles is a dogwood tree planted in honor of the Rt.
Rev. Duncan M. Gray Jr., retired bishop of Mississippi
and 20th chancellor of the University of the South. The
tree is a baby — small and insignificant. It will be years if
not decades before the tree reaches its full stature, but the
small size of the tree echos the physical stature of Bishop
Gray. He is diminutive, but he is a great man – a giant in
fact. Bishop Gray is honored for his courageous stand as
a seminarian, priest, and bishop who led the Church’s
struggle for civil rights in the South. Since Bishop Gray
is an example of proclaiming the two “J” words (Jesus and
justice), and since the tree named for him is still developing, it serves as a reminder that equality and freedom
is a work in progress, and we need to realize that our all
our human accomplishments are at best penultimate.
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Deb McGrath
Associate professor of biology and department chair
White oak, Old Farm Road
The old white oak sold us the Potato House. It was what
a forester would call a “wolf tree,” with an enormous
sprawling crown and a diameter of more that five feet,
indicating an absence of competition and an abundance
of resources throughout its 200-plus-year life. The
oak’s place in the history of the old University farm is
chronicled in a drawing in which it also stands guard over
the calf barn, next to a road that once led to Cowan. In
the 1960s, the potato barn was converted into University
housing and the oak gained access to a septic system. The
nutrients and water helped it survive droughts and a lightning strike that made it lose all of its leaves that summer.
The oak now sports a copper cap to protect the hollowing
gash left by the bolt. From my treehouse bedroom, I have
watched animal families come and go and have thanked
the oak for shading our house from the afternoon sun.
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Dr. Linda Mayes, C’73, studies individuals, year after year,
from childhood to adulthood, to discover the effects of
early adversity on psychological development. And in her
Yale labs, year after year, Sewanee students and graduates get unparalleled experience in biomedical research.

Taking the Long View
B y

D a v i d

M c K a y

W i l s o n

A

s a child growing up just a handful of miles from Sewanee,
Dr. Linda Mayes, C’73, dreamed of practicing medicine or
writing history. She chose medicine, and now after almost
20 years of research, she has tracked the stories of inner-city
youths who have faced tremendous adversity in their early years.
They were born to drug-addicted mothers and grew up in impoverished New Haven, Conn. Mayes’s longitudinal studies, carried out at Yale
University’s Child Study Center, have followed hundreds of children —
some now adults — for 18 years.
“When you follow them over time, you see individual trajectories,”
says Mayes. “It’s like detective work. If you are an impulsive, highly
stressed toddler, are you going to be one of those highly stressed adolescents? Probably, but it won’t be 100 percent, which suggests that there
are intervention points, where someone in your life is a strong social
attachment figure — a teacher, coach, neighbor, or parent. They can
make a difference.”
Mayes’s longitudinal studies are among 14 research projects she has
underway with various collaborators at Yale, where she serves as the Arnold Gesell Professor of Child Psychiatry, Pediatrics, and Psychology.
Her work centers on the field of behavioral neuroscience, which delves
into how brain activity relates to human behavior.

Photographs by don hamerman
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COLLABORATION is at the heart of much of Mayes’s work, as she partners with physicians and other
health-care professionals on research studies and intervention initiatives. She worked with experts at the
Yale University School of Nursing and a local health clinic to establish a project called Minding the Baby,
in which nurse practitioners and clinical social workers make home visits to at-risk young mothers who
are starting families.
In one study, she’s
exploring the impact of poverty on children’s emerging
self-control mechanisms as
they enter preschool and
elementary school. In another study, she’s working
on an interdisciplinary team
looking at adolescent stress,
self-control, and addiction.
In yet another, she’s studying the maturation of the
brain for children exposed
to cocaine through their
pregnant mothers, using
cutting-edge technology
that measures brain activity
in real time, down to the
microsecond.
For more than 10 years,
Mayes’s research has involved Sewanee students
and graduates who work on staff and in her summer
internship program at Yale’s Child Study Center. Starting in the 2010-11 school year, a new program will offer
Sewanee students a chance to come to Yale for a semester
and a summer to work in her research lab, attend seminars, and earn college credits.
Mayes’s professional portfolio extends beyond the
laboratory walls, connecting her empirical research to
individuals in need in New Haven. A trained psychoanalyst, she sees children in her private practice, helping
them work out their anxieties through therapeutic play.
Collaboration is at the heart of much of Mayes’s work,
as she partners with physicians and other health-care professionals on research studies and intervention initiatives.
She worked with experts at the Yale University School of
Nursing and a local health clinic to establish a project
called Minding the Baby, in which nurse practitioners and
clinical social workers make home visits to at-risk young
mothers who are starting families.
During the home visits, the health-care professionals
focus on teaching the women to think about their babies,
not just care for them. It involves the process of mentalization, in which the mothers develop the capacity to
understand both behavior and feelings and how they’re
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associated with specific mental states, not just in themselves, but in others as well.
“Science is more fun when it cuts across disciplines,”
says Mayes. “I like to understand how the brain works.
But the brain also lives in an individual, and an individual
lives in a community.”

M

ayes, 58, works at Yale’s Child Study Center, one of
the nation’s most prominent research facilities for
the study of children, which dates back to the early 20th
century, when Dr. Arnold Gesell began documenting developmental milestones for children from infancy through
adolescence. In her first-floor office, a multicolored
quilt made by her mother, Marion, hangs from one wall,
while another has floor-to-ceiling bookshelves filled with
scholarly journals and texts. Copies of her book, The Yale
Child Study Center Guide for Understanding Your Child (2002), are
piled haphazardly under a blue couch, next to a coffee
table that she built.
Mayes is soft-spoken and smiles broadly. She lives in
Branford, a New Haven suburb along the Long Island
shore. She makes, and refinishes furniture, favoring
hardwoods, such as cherry and maple. In June, she’s at
work on a bookshelf, made of pine and maple.
“Most of my pieces are Shaker-style, with simple clean
lines,” she says.
Dr. Marc Potenza, associate professor of psychiatry and
child study at the Yale School of Medicine, has worked with
Mayes on studies of drug-dependent mothers, studying
their brain responses to infant faces and infant cries.
They are also collaborating on a study of adolescent risk.
“Her work on the longitudinal study has demonstrated an
ability to maintain relationships with families over many
years and collect important information regarding child
development and parent-child interactions,” he says.
Longitudinal studies can make important contributions to science because they follow subjects over many
years, providing insight into individual variations over
time, and the long-term impact of adversity, and intervention strategies. In one study, Mayes is following 350
low-income youths who were born to drug-addicted
mothers. They represent 78 percent of those who participated in the original study. Some are as old as 18, and she
expects the study to continue through 2015.
Keeping tabs of this transient population, and getting
them to show up twice a year takes concerted effort. The

subjects are paid, and Mayes has two staff members who
track the subjects regularly.
Part of the study involves analyzing their brain activity with an electroencephalogram, which measures and
records the electrical activity of a subject’s brain by using
sensors on a cap that fits over the scalp.
“It’s a very special privilege to have the families allow us
to be in their lives for so long,” says Mayes.

B

orn and raised in Franklin County, Mayes came to the
Mountain in the mid-1960s after winning a scholarship to play clarinet in the Sewanee Summer Music Center
as a high school student. There, she met Vice-Chancellor
Edward McCrady, a biologist and classics scholar who
found time during the summer months to play violin in
the center’s junior orchestra.
McCrady took a liking to Mayes, the daughter of parents
who owned the Family Drive-In and Oldham Theater in
Winchester. She returned to play at the summer music
center the next summer, and McCrady was so taken by her
that he invited her to play in his chamber music group. She
was the only teen in an ensemble whose members included
poet Allen Tate, who
SCIENCE is more fun
helped develop the
Sewanee Review into one
when it cuts across disciof the nation’s most
plines. I like to understand
prestigious literary
how the brain works. But
journals.
the brain also lives in an
“I didn’t realize
individual, and an individual who Allen Tate was
until later,” she says.
lives in a community.
Mayes hadn’t considered attending
Sewanee because it was still men-only during the 1960s.
Then Sewanee went co-ed, and McCrady urged her to
apply for the first class of female students in 1969.
She majored in chemistry and was the valedictorian
of the first co-ed graduating class in 1973. Medicine, it
turned out, had trumped history, and she went to Nashville to study medicine at Vanderbilt University. After
her residency in pediatrics and a two-year fellowship in
neonatology, she began her research into the development
outcomes of high-risk pre-term infants whose mothers
were abusing narcotics.
Mayes came to Yale in 1982 on a fellowship to further
that work at the Child Study Center. Three years later,

she joined the faculty and established a laboratory to study
infant learning and attention.
As she established herself in the world of biomedical
research, she also continued her own education, beginning her training in 1986 to become a psychoanalyst at
the Western New England Institute for Psychoanalysis. By
2000, she’d completed her training, which provided her
with a solid foundation in the work of Sigmund Freud,
the father of psychoanalysis.
Mayes became particularly enthralled with the research
of Freud’s daughter, Anna, who expanded Freudian theory
to look at the developing child.
Anna Freud’s connection to the Child Study Center
was solidified in the 1970s when she taught seminars on
crime and the family at Yale Law School and collaborated
with law and medical researchers on issues such as child
custody, child rights, and foster care. Mayes, who is on
the directorial team of the Anna Freud Centre in London, heads up a satellite program for the Freud Centre
in New Haven.
The parent-child relationship — which can be stressful
for children born to drug-addicted mothers who grow
up in poverty — lies at the heart of several Mayes research

Leafi Mobley’s
experience at Yale
has led her to
consider pursuing a
career that combines
child development
research and
intervention.
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studies as she explores the effects of cocaine
use on fetal brain development, maternal
behavior during pregnancy, as well parenting behaviors once a child is born.
Other research focuses on the brain
development and the risk-taking behavior
of adolescents, which can include the use
of drugs. Studies show that during adolescence, the brain’s prefrontal cortex has
yet to fully mature. That’s the part of the
brain that controls executive function – the
ability to tell right from wrong and make
judgments on risk. Meanwhile, Mayes says,
the brain’s subcortical region during adolescence is “exquisitely sensitive to reward.”
This can spell trouble for youth with keys
to the car, access to drugs, or knowledgeable about the path to the gorge sided with
20-foot cliffs from which to leap.
Adolescents are also highly sensitive to
stress, and huge emotional swings. Mayes
says they use rewards – such as drugs – to
rid themselves of the negative feelings
generated by stress, and the chaos that can
be associated with growing up in poverty.
“There’s a developmental imbalance,”
says Mayes. “Drugs are rewarding and
stimulate that part of the brain involved in
reward, at a time when it is sensitive to that,
but the youth may be unable to judge the
consequences of trying that drug.”
Mayes acknowledges there’s a flip side to
adolescence – the propensity for risk-taking can also promote initiatives that push
teens in positive directions, with positive
results for themselves, their families, and
their communities.
Mayes took a risk 41 years ago when
she stayed in Franklin County to join Sewanee’s first co-ed class. It’s a risk she’s glad
she took. Working with Sewanee students
brings her back in touch with those days
on the Mountain.
“As you grow older, students can provide a concrete link to the past,” she says.
“But it’s more about the present and the
future. It’s about looking at what the future
holds for them, and how they will carry
forward what’s important about Sewanee,
into the world.” n
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From Sewanee to New Haven
and Beyond
Linda Mayes helps a steady stream of Sewanee students and graduates get
where they want to go.
At the reception desk at Dr. Linda Mayes’s laboratory, a mother reports in with an
infant hoisted on her hip and a seven-year-old in tow. Out bounds Ann Thomasson,
C’09, the postgraduate research associate who will test the second-grader.
“Y’all come back with me, and we’ll get started,” says Thomasson, who majored
in psychology at Sewanee. “It should take about an hour and 15 minutes.”
Back in one of the study rooms, Thomasson puts the seven-year-old through a
battery of tests to discern her level of cognition, IQ, attentiveness, and inhibitory
control. This is the girl’s fourth year in the Young Children Learning Study, and
the first of two visits in 2010.
Thomasson, who was a summer intern with Mayes in 2008 and 2009, is among
three Sewanee graduates now working at Yale’s Child Study Center. They are among
about 30 Sewanee students who have participated in Mayes’s summer internship
program since it began in the late-1990s. This summer, Mayes welcomed eight
Sewanee undergraduates to Yale for six to eight weeks.
“It’s a great and enriching experience,” says Thomasson, who expects to work
there through the summer of 2011 when she’s hoping to enter graduate school in
a yet-to-be determined field. “Dr. Mayes wants to know how you can get to where
you want to go, and how she can help you get there.”
The program began quite informally when Sewanee student Eric Harrell, C’95,

From left to right: Sarah Clark, C’11; Jenny
Robb, C’11; Ann Thomasson, C’09; Eliza Sholtz,
C’10; Jourdan Cooney, C’12; Leafi Mobley,
C’09; Linda Mayes, C’73; Katherine Nix, C’10;
Steffi Renninger, C’10; Kara Holcomb, C’09;
Chetna Chandrasekaran, C’11.

contacted Mayes, wondering if he could
intern in her lab one summer. It went so
well that Mayes added a second position
the next year. Since then, Mayes says the
program has grown organically, as she provides the opportunity for undergraduates
to participate in biomedical research at one
of the world’s top laboratories.
The Sewanee program served one or
two students through 2007, then grew
to three in 2008, six in 2009, and eight
this summer.
“It gives students a chance to experience
the biomedical research world and make
some experience-based career decisions,”
Mayes says.
This summer, one of Mayes’s interns received financial support from the group of
Sewanee endowment funds that financed
internships for 160 of the University’s
1,450 undergraduates, says Lisa Howick,
associate director of career services. Mayes
and her Child Study Center colleagues are

supporting the remaining seven interns.
Mayes says the program is her way of giving back to Sewanee, which she says helped
launch her professional career with a broad
background in the liberal arts. She recalls
how Vice-Chancellor Edward McCrady
took particular interest in her academic
success and mentored her through her
Sewanee years.
“He didn’t have to do that,” says Mayes.
“That’s why I feel so strongly about giving back.”
As the program has grown, so has its
structure, with students this summer
participating in weekly seminars and lab
meetings. There’s also the journal club,
for which students read scholarly articles
and then discuss their findings over lunch.
Dr. David Reiss, clinical professor
of child psychology at Yale School of
Medicine, says Mayes’s program is unusual
because it quickly gets students working
on research projects in the lab. He calls it
“a clinical approach to research training,”
with students involved in the nitty-gritty of
testing subjects soon after their arrival on
South Frontage Road, within Yale University’s sprawling medical complex.
“She really devotes her summer to those
students,” says Reiss. “And those students
become fully engaged in hands-on research.
I’ve been in research and training for 50
years, and I’ve never seen students produce
as much in such a brief amount of time.”
Sarah Clark, C’11, returned to New
Haven this year for a second summer. She’s
assisting a Yale physician who is researching
attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder
in a project that’s testing whether a placebo
drug has an impact on adolescent behavior.
Chetna Chandrasekaran, C’11, and
Jenny Robb, C’11, are working in the
Yale Stress Center on a study of parentadolescent interactions and adolescent
development, looking at whether the
quality of those interactions can influence
future substance abuse.
Their work involves testing the stress
levels of the mother and child during
interviews about conflicts they have in
the home. To determine stress levels,

students conduct individual interviews
with the subjects on areas of conflict, and
periodically take saliva samples with cotton
swabs to determine levels of the hormone
cortisol, which rises during periods of
stress. Then the parent and child engage
in a 10-minute session in which they discuss a conflict situation, with the students
documenting facial expressions, tone of
voice, and whether they shared positive
moments, such as laughing together. The
cortisol levels are again measured at the
end of the session.
“We would document if they were warm
and supportive and looking for a solution,
or if they were negative, with sarcasm and
criticism,” says Chandrasekaran. “There
will be a follow-up in a year to see if negative parenting could relate to increased
use of drugs or alcohol by the adolescent.”
For students interested in careers in
psychology, the internship provides valuable experience in the research lab.
Leafi Mobley, C’09, who grew up in
South Pittsburg, Tenn., about 27 miles
southeast of Sewanee in Marion County,
has thrived under Mayes’s tutelage. Mobley
met Mayes at Sewanee’s Beyond the Gates
program in 2008, when she was contemplating life after leaving the Domain.
Mobley interned in the summer of 2008,
and when she neared graduation, called
Mayes, who invited her back to New Haven
as a postgraduate research associate.
“I was talking to her about not having a
job, and she said I could come back here,”
says Mobley. “She is very giving, and very
nurturing.”
Mobley’s experience at the Child Study
Center tapped into two of her interests:
child development research and intervention to help children at risk. She now
realizes it’s possible to pursue a career
that includes both. She’s considering
graduate study that might lead to a career
in research and intervention for children
with HIV/AIDS.
“I thought you did either research or
intervention,” she says. “That’s how Dr.
Mayes helps — she gives you the prompt,
and helps you figure it out.” n
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THEOLOGIA

Discerning the Emergent Church
BY WILLIAM BROSEND
Associate professor of homiletics and
director of the Advanced Degrees Program,
The School of Theology

“Among emergents,
almost nothing is
more important
than building and
strengthening
relationships
within the body
of Christ.”
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W

hile it probably drives the registrar crazy, I intentionally
hold off scheduling my Easter Term elective course until
interested seniors can tell me what they would like to explore. In
2010, the topic of greatest interest was the emergent church — a
Christian movement that defies easy categorization but that is
often described as a conversation. So this year, the students in
my Easter Term elective joined the ongoing conversation on all
things emergent.
Emergent churches are self-selecting and self-defining. There
is not a certification process, no doctrinal test, no hierarchical
concerns that stand between a gathering of people and the claim
to be an emergent church. My own observation suggests that more
than anything, being emergent is about intent, the clarification

of priorities, and commitment to the journey and to the
relationships at the heart of the search.
Our class looked for answers in Tony Jones’s book,
Dispatches from the Emergent Frontier. Space precludes listing all
20 of Jones’s dispatches, but there are three that speak
volumes:
Dispatch 6: Emergents see God’s activity in all aspects
of culture and reject the sacred-secular divide.
Dispatch 7: Emergents believe that an envelope of
friendship and reconciliation must surround all
debates about doctrine and dogma.
Dispatch 8: Emergents find the biblical call to community more compelling than the democratic call to
individual rights. The challenge lies in being faithful
to both ideals.
Here we begin to see how emergents understand themselves, and how this self-understanding is worked out and
expressed in the life of emergent churches. Dispatch 6
has as its background the rise of post-modernity, and the
ways in which emergents understand themselves as necessarily living in a post-modern culture and learning from
post-modern philosophy, while not inevitably embracing
post-modern conclusions about scripture and theology.
Dispatches 7 and 8 highlight the central place of relationships among emergent Christians. Almost nothing is more
important than building and strengthening relationships
within the body of Christ, and certainly not differences
in theology, biblical interpretation, or worship styles.
Emergents take the “in Christ” part of “one in Christ”
as seriously as the Apostle Paul did, understanding it as a
tangible, generative in-dwelling of the Spirit. Something
happens. And it is something substantive.
Despite the jokes about emergents and their candles,
one of the appealing dimensions of emergent to Millennials, Gen-Xers, and even Boomers is the attention to things
in worship and theology that matter, not to flashy trends.
Tony Jones wrote, “I guess mainliners in general and
Episcopalians specifically can sometimes assume that the
emergent movement is primarily another innovation in
worship and that the movement lacks a robust and sophisticated theology. The fact is that a sophisticated theology
is no longer the exclusive purview of established — even

ancient — traditions, like the Church of England. Whether
or not emergents have traditional theological education,
they tend to be highly theologically curious and are often
theological autodidacts.” In other words, emergents know
what they are talking about; they didn’t just stumble into
the exploration of new ways of being church.
Are there distinctive “marks” of the emergent church
that we could follow? No, the guideposts are not that easy.
But our readings, explorations, and discussions suggest
some things to look for — and perhaps some things to try.
Emergent is not about architecture, though it is concerned
with the use of space. It is not about distinctive liturgies,
though it cares passionately about worship. Emergent is
not a specific hermeneutic, but scripture is focal. There
is no limited or limiting way of being emergent¸ and while
there are some ways of being and doing church that are
perhaps not emergent, anyone who says “This is emergent
and that is not” probably needs to travel more. So what
should we look for, and what should we consider doing
and being?
A relational focus: From what I have seen, emergent
Christians and their churches are a whole lot more
interested in who is in than who is out. In fact, saying
that someone is out seems antithetical to emergent.
This does not mean anything goes. It means emergent
Christians cannot imagine devoting time and energy
to exclusion. Because there is generally no institution
to belong to, why exclude someone?
A commitment to scripture, theology, and history: OK, so this sounds sort of contradictory to the
previous paragraph — I know that, but I don’t think
emergent Christians care. They love to explore, deeply
and richly, and they don’t want dogmas or fixed readings of tradition to get in the way of that.
An interest in exploration in worship: “Liturgy” is
not usually a word we pair in our communion with
“innovation” and “exploration.” Emergents believe
that rubrics are not gospel, and that worship is an exploration in holiness, wherever it leads. Often it leads
to silence. Rarely does it lead to “Thou shalt not.”
Community. Scripture. Worship. Maybe we Episcopalians are more emergent than we know. n
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SPORTS

A Quick Ascent on the Mountain
In three years as a varsity squad, Sewanee’s women’s
lacrosse team has improved from four wins in its first
season to 13 this year. Next step: The NCAA national
tournament.
BY PRATT PATERSON

They knew it was a long shot, but that didn’t keep the
players from huddling around a cell phone, listening to
hear their team name called. In the end, they didn’t hear
what they had hoped to, as the Sewanee women’s lacrosse
team was not selected to play in the 2010 NCAA tournament despite posting — in only its third year as a varsity
team — a 13-4 record.
In the team’s inaugural 2008 season, the Tigers were
4-8. The 2009 Tigers saw a marked improvement with an
8-4 record, and in 2010, they exceeded everyone’s expectations with a .765 winning percentage and a seven-game
win streak in March that was capped by a 10-7 overtime
win over regional foe Denison.
“The night of the NCAA selection call, a group of the
players rode over to my house after realizing they couldn’t get
the broadcast anywhere on campus,” says third-year Head
Coach Michele Dombrowski. “Of course, neither could I,
so we all listened around my cell phone to the coaches’ dialin hotline. We knew which colleges’ names we didn’t want
to hear, and I can still see the sparks in their eyes when one
particular name was called. Clearly it wasn’t us, but I was so
excited to see that fire. They want it; they want to be good,
and they want to be in the NCAA national tournament. As
a coach, I can’t manufacture that desire. And every good
team has that self-motivation and passion.”
The 13-4 Tigers were fourth in the country in scoring
offense at 18.18 goals per game, fifth in total points at
476, and 17th in draw controls at 15.65 per game. They
were ranked fifth in their region all spring. The Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association (IWLCA)
2010 All-Region teams included Sewanee midfielder
Megan Welton (C’12, Germantown, Tenn.), who was
named first team All Region for the West Region, and
Steffi Renninger (C’10, Darnestown, Md.) and Hanna
Moran (C’11, Towson, Md.), who both received second
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One of the exciting
parts about being
the first coach of this
program is watching
the players write
history and grow up at
the same time.
Michele Dombrowski

team honors. Additionally, team co-captain and Most
Valuable Player Renninger was also selected to participate
in the 2010 IWLCA/Under Armor North-South Senior
All-Star Game.
The team is now looking ahead to 2011 and has its eye
on the prize. “The loss of four seniors will hurt,” says
Dombrowski. “They were our first group that played four
years of lacrosse at Sewanee [three years of varsity and
one of club]. They were the players who really sold our
program to recruits, and I owe them a great deal. Without
their passion, vision, and belief in the program, I know
our recruiting would have been hurt. The six juniors who
comprise the 2011 senior class have a lot to live up to.”
Allison Bland and Carly Grimm were selected as 2011

captains after stellar 2010 seasons. Dombrowski says
Bland, Grimm, and their classmates have a vision for the
team and will be great leaders. “Next year will be the first
time we have such a core group of seniors. They took a
tremendous risk coming to a new program, and they deserve full credit for how quickly we’ve been able to grow
the Sewanee lacrosse program.”
In addition to the team’s goal of playing in the 2011
NCAA tournament, the Southern Collegiate Athletic
Conference (SCAC) will be sponsoring women’s lacrosse
as a championship sport beginning in 2011. “We definitely want to be the first women’s lacrosse team to lift
the SCAC trophy, and we have our work cut out for us,”
says Dombrowski. n
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ALUMNI news
Dear Sewanee Alumni I hope all of you have had the years of our School of Theology, we need to stop
opportunity to hear about the Think Sewanee First
awareness campaign that I introduced in the
August issue of Sewanee Enews.
As the new president of the Associated Alumni,
I shared at our recent annual meeting
some compelling thoughts from ViceChancellor John McCardell describing
THINK E some of the expectations and responsiSEWANTE
bilities we all have as alumni. It was the
FIRS
general feeling of the group that these
responsibilities were both an obligation
and a privilege.
As ambassadors of Sewanee, we should always
remind ourselves that we have wonderful opportunities every day to support a place that has
meant so much to us, and might to someone else.
If we receive a call from a student who appears curious about our profession, we should fulfill our
duty and think how we might help that individual
learn more about that profession. If we meet a
talented high school student or a spiritually inspired individual who might benefit from four
years of our undergraduate curriculum or three

and think how we can make that happen. When
we are asked to support the University with our
time and money, we must think about how our
resources can best serve its mission and vision.
On behalf of this year’s Alumni Executive
Board, itself a good example of caring activism
and putting Sewanee first, I ask that you consciously raise your awareness about the University
this year and take advantage of every opportunity
presented to you to lift and celebrate its past,
present, and future. Please remind yourselves
that as alumni, you are much more than Sewanee’s past; you are absolutely vital to its future.
In short, Sewanee alumni matter.
Sewanee has a special place among liberal
arts colleges. The energy exerted by thousands
of our alumni to Think Sewanee First can be powerful and changing. Please join your Alumni
Executive Board this year and tell Sewanee’s
compelling story.
TSF,
R. CRAIG LAINE, C’78
President, The Associated Alumni

The Alumni Executive Board met in
June during the annual Alumni Summit. Craig
Laine, C’78, was elected president of the Associated Alumni and announced the new “Think
Sewanee First” alumni volunteer program. For
more information, visit http://ur.sewanee.edu/
alumni/thinksewaneefirst.
Front: Jack Steinmeyer, C’71; Charlie Brock, C’87; Kathie Clemons Bennett,
C’76; Sage Smith Rhodes, C’86; Georganne Garzon Perrine, C’96; Craig
Laine, C’78; Ann Riopel, C’87; Carol Killebrew Meyers, C’83; Andy Anderson,
T’94, T’06; Susan Steele Askew, C’86; Jetta McKenzie Pyatt, C’83; and
Rayid Ghani, C’99. Back: Jimmy Hungerpiller, C’78; Winston Cameron, C’72;
Michael Payne, C’76; Jim Burchfield, C’78; Chip Manning, C’82; and Bob
Gaines, C’60. Not pictured: Bill Gage, C’85; Zach Goodyear, C’01; Vicky Vieth
Bratton, C’88; Brooks Smith, C’93; Polk van Zandt, C’74, T’94; Lou Tucker
Parsons, C’77, T’02; and Pete Dillon, C’96.

Make Your Plans Now!
Homecoming and Reunion, Nov. 11–14, 2010
For more information, go to ur.sewanee.edu/alumni/homecoming
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R. Craig Laine

CLASS NOTES

1966

1974

Elliott Street and Barry Stoltze have
completed a two-volume audiobook,
James Street, Mississippi Author.
The CD packet is comprised of selected letters and short stories of the
popular mid-20th-century Southern
author read by friends from the
Atlanta Talent Pool.

Cindy Boatwright married Mike Gibbons in May 2009 in Charleston, S.C.
Sewanee friend, Jennifer Klein, C’78,
was there. Cindy has returned to being a full-time therapist and started
a college counseling business called
A Perfect Fit College Counseling. The
couple currently resides in Basking
Ridge, N.J.

1969
Haywood Patton says his first
grandchild, William McGregor
Davidson, born May 13, 2010, could
be a fourth-generation Sewanee
Tiger someday, as he is also the
great-grandson of Nevin Patton Jr.,
C’39, and the son of Stacy Patton
Davidson, C’95.

November 11–14
1970 ReunionYear
Robert P. Green Jr. teaches classes
in the historical and social foundations of education at Clemson
University. He had a particularly
productive year in scholarship as he
published two books, The American
Civil Rights Movement: A Documentary History, with Harold Cheatham,
and Affirmative Action, with John
Johnson. His wife, Martha Green,
C’73, retired from teaching this year
and has been relaxing on the farm.
He still participates in masters track
and field competitions. He placed
third in the pentathlon and fourth in
the intermediate hurdles in his age
group at the 2009 USATF National
Masters Outdoor Track and Field
Championships.

1972
Molly H. Bennett, Irish dance teacher
and dressmaker, produced her fifth
annual Spirit of Ireland extravaganza,
May 15 and 16, featuring 78 of her
dancers and musicians from the
Bennett School of Irish Dance. The
school’s continued growth has necessitated a 50-percent expansion in the
studio they share with the Heritage
Irish Stepdancers, run by her daughter, Ariel E.B. Bennett, C’96.

1978
George Thomas Wolff III, son of
George “Tim” and Kathleen Jacks
Wolff, married Jessica Michele Shafer
on Saturday, May 15, 2010, at Holy
Comforter Episcopal Church in Tallahassee, Fla. Emma Green, five-yearold daughter of Karen Jacks Green,
C’95, was the flower girl; at the same
age, Karen was the flower girl at Tim
and Kathy’s wedding in All Saints’
Chapel in 1978.

Haywood Patton, C’69, and William McGregor Davidson

1981
Tom Haynes was ordained a transitional deacon June 15, 2010. His
wife, the Rev. Susan Bunton Haynes
served as the bishop’s chaplain for
the service. Tom is the deacon-incharge of St. Elizabeth’s Episcopal
Church in Culver, Ind., and he is the
assistant director of spiritual life at
the Culver Academies. He has also
been teaching math at the academies since 2000. Susan is the rector
of St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in
Mishawaka, Ind. Patrick Rakes owns
the nonprofit Conservation Fisheries
Inc. The organization was featured in
an article in the April 2010 edition of
National Geographic magazine.
To find out more, visit
http://conservationfisheries.org/.

James Gipson, C’66, recently placed this monument at the intersection of
Green’s View Road and Louisiana Circle in Sewanee to honor his great-greatgrandfather, one of the original land donors to the University, and his family.

1988
Jay Lawyer and his wife Maureen
“Mo” recently returned from a fantastic trip to Mendoza, Argentina and
Santiago, Chile. They spent five days
in each city, touring the wine country
and visiting vineyards. They also paraglided in the Andes and ate asado
(the Argentinean version of barbecue)
in the open country while horseback riding. Jay says, “The Andes

Tom and Susan Bunton Haynes, C’91

Molly H. Bennett, C’72
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1989

Maureen and Jay Lawyer, C’88

Rogers (1989)
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Mountains are amazing, like a wall of
whitecaps running north to south as
far as the eye can see.” Mo and Jay
planned to make a mission trip to
Honduras this summer. Katie Morgan
and her husband, John Zomchick,
welcomed a son, Simon Zomchick,
on March 3, 2009. Katie works for
Crawford Neurology as a neurology
nurse practitioner and teaches at the
College of Nursing at the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville. Laura Neill
recently completed her first halfmarathon, the Renaissance at Colony
Park Half Marathon in Ridgeland,
Miss. She is training for her first full
marathon in October. In addition, a
number of Laura’s Alpha Delta Theta
sorority sisters including Rachel
Hoover Kirby, C’86, Laura Woodson,
C’87, Carrie Phelps, C’88, and
Carol Snead Crosslin, C’89, plan
to run the St. Jude’s Half Marathon
with Laura in December. Mark See
accepted a position with Applied Geo
Technologies as a proposal manager
in Philadelphia, Miss., in October. AGT
is a defense contractor and is wholly
owned by the Mississippi Band of
the Choctaw Indians. His work takes
him back to Huntsville, Ala., where he
grew up, on a regular basis. Guy Vise
served as a member of the Episcopal
Diocese of Mississippi’s Honduras
Medical Mission. Since 1982, the
mission has provided health care,
veterinary care, and pastoral care for
the people of Honduras. Each year,
the team physicians see 2,900 to
3,500 patients in the five-day clinic.

1990 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Valerie McCord participated in the
Florida 70.3 Ironman triathlon in May.
She completed the race, which consisted of a 1.2-mile swim, a 56-mile
bike ride, and a 13.1-mile run, in just
over six hours, 35 minutes.

1991
Michelle Thompson Hall has taken
a job at Oglethorpe University in Atlanta, Ga., as vice president of campus life. John and Allison Middleton
Truslow announce the birth of their

We know exciting things have happened since you left the Mountain. Let
us know about your new job, promotion, marriage or family addition. Send
news to:
classnotes@sewanee.edu or
Buck Butler, Office of Marketing & Communications
735 University Avenue, Sewanee, TN 37383-1000

KEEP IN TOUCH!

Rip Canon, C’89, and Luke Bennett Canon

Joy Archer was recently an extra on
an episode of “Friday Night Lights,”
making her television acting debut as
a rabid football fan. Jenny BaxterBartlett and her husband, Jim,
recently moved from Atlanta, Texas, to
northwest Montana, where they are
building a cabin with a view of the
Canadian Rockies. Jenny, formerly
a juvenile probation officer, happily
reports that she and her husband,
formerly a dentist, have both retired
and are enjoying life in the mountains. Jim Boteler is living in Dallas
and has practiced law for 16 years,
the past three years with his own firm,
Boteler, Mahoney & Gray. He recently
got engaged to Tanya Boone of Roanoke, Va. Rip Canon and his wife,
Libby, proudly announce the arrival
of Luke Bennett Canon, born April
21, 2010. The Canon family lives in
Ponte Vedra, Fla., where Rip is sales
manager at Safety Products, Inc. Jon
Glassmeyer continues to compete
on the rugby field in his spare time,
throughout the United States and
abroad. In June, he played rugby in
Minneapolis, Minn., during the Mark
Bingham Memorial Tournament. Jon
and his team, the Nashville Grizzlies
Rugby Football Club, defended their
2008 Bingham Plate win from Dublin, Ireland. Aimee Akers Norman
was diagnosed in March with colon
cancer and is currently undergoing

chemotherapy. She continues to enjoy
her work at Christ Episcopal Church
as director of mission and outreach.
To follow Aimee’s progress during her
treatment for cancer, or to send her
well wishes, please go to www.
caringbridge.org/visit/aimeenorman.
John Norman has taken a position
with the Charlotte, N.C., office of
Jefferson Wells as the director of tax
operations. Stan Rogers and his
wife, Lee, and two children, live in Tullahoma, Tenn. Stan is a money manager working for famed supply-side
economist Dr. Arthur Laffer at Laffer
Investments, based in Nashville. John
Swallow was honored by Davidson
College students with the 2010 Omicron Delta Kappa Faculty Teaching
Award. John also serves as vice chair
pro tem of the faculty, the college’s
highest elected faculty office.

Deadlines and policies Class notes deadlines fall about 10 weeks
before the magazine is published. Sewanee magazine’s policy is to publish
news after the fact. Please let us know about weddings, births, and degrees
received after they have happened.
Alumni photograph policies We accept photos of Sewanee groups at
weddings and other special events. With the photo, send the names and class
years of all alumni pictured; birth date, parents’ names, and class years with
photos of children; dates and locations of events pictured.
Digital and print photos must be clear and of good quality; color is
preferred. Prints should be on glossy paper with no surface texture. Prints
will be returned at your request; write your name and address on the back.
Digital photos must be jpegs of at least 250 pixels per inch and 4 x 6 in.
minimum dimension. Low-resolution photos converted to higher resolutions
are not acceptable.

‹ Class of 1996 Sewanee women get together at
Georganne Garzon Perrine’s house in Birmingham,
Ala. Top row: Jack Hinds, Maggy Hinds, Sarah
Mussleman Hinds, C’96, Wilson Crane, Kristen Ialacci
Crane, C’96, Andrew Crane, bottom row: May Gillespie,
Kate Littleton Gillespie, C’97, Julie Ann Gillespie, Belle
Perrine, Georganne Garzon Perrine, C’96, and Tiley
Perrine.

first daughter, Merrie Frances, on April
22, 2008. Their second daughter,
Anna Elizabeth, was born on March
29, 2010.

1992
Sally Harris graduated from GordonConwell Theological Seminary with a
master’s degree in Christian Thought.

1993
Dr. David Dault and his wife, Kira,
celebrated the birth of their daughter,
Marjorie “Maggie” Bennett, in January
and her baptism on Trinity Sunday. In
the spring semester, David traveled to
deliver lectures on biblical interpretation at the University of Virginia
in Charlottesville, where he had a
chance to catch up with his old friend
Luke Wright, C’91. David and Kira
live in Memphis, Tenn., where she is
a freelance writer and he is assistant
professor of Catholic Studies in the
department of religion and philosophy at Christian Brothers University
and coordinator for the mid-South
region of the Society for Scriptural
Reasoning.

1995 November 11–14
ReunionYear

Stacy Patton Davidson and her
husband, Stuart, announce the birth
of William McGregor Davidson, born
on May 13, 2010. Stacy is enjoying
staying home with him full time. Lau-

rie Howell announces the opening
of Newcastle Family Therapy in Charlotte, N.C. The practice offers family
therapy primarily to adolescents and
their families. Amy Hawkins Starnes
and her husband, Todd, are pleased
to announce the arrival of their son,
William Benjamin. Ben was born
March 29, 2010 in Columbus, Ohio.
Kent Underwood has moved back
to Birmingham, Ala. He is coaching
and teaching at Spain Park High
School. He is married and has a son,
Kent “KJ” Landon Jr., who turned
two in July. Elizabeth Ariail Varner
and Joshua Varner, C’97, and their
children, Benjamin (5) and Laura (2),
recently moved to a new house in
Greensboro, N.C. Joshua is assistant
to the rector at Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church in Greensboro. Joshua is also
busy with mission trips to Koinonia
Farm, near Americus, Ga., and to
Madison County, N.C. Elizabeth
teaches Godly Play at Holy Trinity
and volunteers at Erwin Montessori
School, where Benjamin will be in
kindergarten this year.

1996
Skyler Covington and his wife, Erica, reside in Florence, S.C., with their
two children, Gracen and Owen.
Skyler currently works as a supply
chain executive at Sonoco in Hartsville, S.C. Peter and Katie Murdock
Edwards welcomed their first child,
Rosemary “Romy” Elaine Edwards

Dault (1993)

Starnes (1995)
Longwitz (1996)
on Jan. 27, 2010. John Isbell lives
in Atlanta, Ga., with his wife, Stacy,
and their son, Fisher. Rhett Heyward
IV married Julia Eckhardt Heyward
on Feb. 6, 2010, in Columbia, S.C.
Trent Stephens Lloyd just had her
third daughter, Julia Shreve Lloyd. Her
family lives in Newburyport, Mass.,
where she works as a landscape
architect. Leigh Ann Cox Longwitz
and Will Longwitz of Madison, Miss.,
announce the birth of June Elisabeth
Longwitz, born Jan. 7, 2010. Diane
O’Bryan Johnston visited Molly Davis
Holdeman in June for her birthday.
Diane lives in Cohasset, Mass., works
at Fidelity Investments in Boston,
with her husband, Doug, and has four
boys. Molly lives in Greenville, N.C.,
with her husband, Michael, and two
children. She is studying Spanish at
East Carolina University. Caroline
Christy Kearney and David Kearney
announce the birth of their daughter, Laine Meline Kearney, on April
26, 2009. Frances Currie Sewell
and Malcolm Sewell announce the
birth of Frederick Alexander Sewell,

Davidson (1995)

Edwards (1996)

Kearney (1996)
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born on May 11, 2010. Stephanie
L. Shepherd completed her Ph.D.
in environmental dynamics from the
University of Arkansas and will be
teaching geology at Northwest Arkansas Community College in the fall.

1997

Johnston and Holdeman (1996)

Ollinger (1997)

Goins (1999)

Sewell (1996)

Salmon (1997)

Bryant (1997)

Jarrett (2003)

Vaden (2002)

Kimberly Bryant and husband, Todd,
welcomed Andrew Bennett Bryant
on March 15, 2010. Ben Carlisle is
leaving St. David’s Episcopal Church
in Lincoln, Neb., after two years as
music director to move to Grinnell
College, where he will be director of
orchestras for the 2010-11 academic
year. Alexandra Huffman Ollinger
and her husband, Cole, announce
the birth of William Horace Ollinger
on April 30, 2010. The Ollingers live
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and Alexandra is
working for Truepoint Inc., an independent wealth management firm.
Scott Phillips announces the release
of his newly published book, Buying
at the Point of Maximum Pessimism.
Scott is the portfolio manager of the
Global Maximum Pessimism Fund.
Steve and Juanita Warren Salmon
celebrated the birth of their first child,
Vivian Grace “Gracie” Salmon, on
Feb. 6, 2010. Anna Sterne received
the Woodward Award for Excellence
in Teaching for the 2009-10 school
year at Lovett School Middle School
in Atlanta, Ga. The Woodward Award
winner is selected annually by peer
educators at Lovett. Anna teaches
seventh-grade English. Joshua Varner
and Elizabeth Ariail Varner, C’95,
and their children, Benjamin (5) and
Laura (2), recently moved to a new
house in Greensboro, N.C. Joshua is
assistant to the rector at Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church in Greensboro.
Joshua is also busy with mission trips
to Koinonia Farm, near Americus Ga.,
and to Madison County, N.C. Elizabeth teaches Godly Play at Holy Trinity
and volunteers at Erwin Montessori
School, where Benjamin will be in
kindergarten this year.

1998
Moore (2003)
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Kelly Grey Carlisle is working on her
Ph.D. in English from the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. Charles Fiore
and Amelia Taylor Fiore, C’01, have
relocated to Durham, N.C. Charles

ran and finished Cincinnati’s Flying
Pig Marathon in May. Amelia works
as a nurse anesthetist with Duke
University Medical Center. Christie
Allnutt Heywood and her husband,
Chris, announce the birth of their
fourth child, Katherine Lucia, on May
13, 2010. TR Keith recently moved
to Winston-Salem, N.C., with his
family after spending the last four
years in Nashville, Tenn. TR is entering
his fourth year of participating in
triathlons and is currently training for
his first Half Ironman this September.
Most recently he finished third in his
age group in his first race of the year
in Charleston, S.C.

1999
Emily McKee Goins and John Goins
announce the birth of their second
daughter, Charlotte Elizabeth, on May
24, 2010.

2000 ReunionYear
November 11–14
Nathaniel S. Leedy has recently
completed a general practice
residency in the Navy Dental Corps
in Norfolk, Va. He is now stationed in
Okinawa, Japan. Judson Williford Jr.
married Leah Katherine Cox on April
10, 2010, in Leland, Miss. The couple
lives in Memphis.

2001
Amelia Taylor Fiore and Charles
Fiore, C’98, have relocated to Durham, N.C. Amelia works as a nurse
anesthetist with Duke University
Medical Center. Charles ran and finished Cincinnati’s Flying Pig Marathon
in May.

2002
Beth Jacob Files and Matt Files
are moving to Seattle, Wash. Matt
is starting a three-year fellowship in
pediatric cardiology at the University
of Washington. Beth will continue to
work in primary care research as a
medical anthropologist and project
manager with Oregon Health Science University. Hill Vaden and Jen
Simoneau Vaden announce the birth
of their first child, Walker Potts Vaden,
born on March 17, 2010.

Judson O. Williford Jr., C’00, married Leah Katherine Cox on April 10, 2010 in
Leland, Miss. Alumni in attendance included: Murray Bibb, C’04, Clay Nichol,
C’04, Ellen Cameron, C’04, Cate McCusker, C’06, Janie Romaine Jones,
C’05, Crawford Jones, C’03, Stuart Gilchrist Jones, C’04, Henry Oehmig,
C’03, Mary Turner Oehmig, C’05, Beeland Nielsen, C’04, Nick Williams, C’04,
Sally Jackson Williams, C’06, Paul Dent, C’03, Lamar Stanley, C’03, Frank
Thomasson, C’05, Rhett Holland, C’04, Brian Boehm, C’02, Peter Barr, C’03,
Marshall Rabil, C’04, and Michael Brown, C’04.

2003
Nawal Batteh and Troyce McDaniel
were married on April 17, 2010,
in Jacksonville, Fla. Nawal is an
associate with the law firm of Fisher
& Sauls in St. Petersburg, Fla., and
Troyce is a law student. Jonathan
Jarrett and Lane Jennings Jarrett
announce the birth of their son,
Lucius Alexander Jarrett, on Dec. 6,
2009. The family lives in Nashville,
where Jonathan works for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and Lane
works for the Tennessee State
Museum. Tara Tomlin Moore and her
husband, Chad Thomas Moore, announce the birth of their son, Chase
Thomas Moore, on March 9, 2010.

2004
Mac Brown has finished a two-year
term serving as director of youth
and young adult ministry at Grace
Episcopal Church in Charleston, S.C.
He is planning to attend General
Theological Seminary in New York City
in the fall pursuing a master of divinity degree as a postulant from the
Diocese of East Tennessee. Adrienne

Nawal Batteh and Troyce McDaniel, both C’03, were married on April 17,
2010, in Jacksonville, Fla. Sewanee alumni in attendance included, back row,
from left to right: Chris Brown, C’05, David Kirby, C’06, Craig Jacobs, C’05,
Justin Gardner, C’03, Jacob Gardner, C’03, John Bates, C’06. Front row, from
left to right: Elizabeth Heilig Jenkins, C’03, Margaret Hughes, C’04, Kate
Graves, C’03, Susan Gordy Street, C’03, Nawal and Troyce, Amanda Michaels
Brown, C’05, Sarah Ellery, C’03, Sandy Wood, C’03, and Tom Coker, C’03.

Merriweather Winton was married
in July 2008. In December 2009 her
son, Steven Michael Winton II, was
born. In June 2010, she graduated
from Dr. William M. Scholl College
of Podiatric Medicine in Chicago, Ill.
She is starting a podiatric surgical
residency at the VA Medical Center in
Lebanon, Pa.

2005

ReunionYear

November 11–14

Correction: In the last issue of
Sewanee magazine, we incorrectly
reported that Emily Rose de Juan
and Matthew Wayne Shearon were
married in Nashville, Tenn. They were
married in Sewanee’s All Saints’ Chapel on Aug. 8, 2009. Robert Bovard
married Mimi Dial on April 18, 2009
at St. Timothy’s Episcopal Church
in Columbia, S.C. Christopher P.
Brown and Amanda Michaels Brown
were married in All Saints’ Chapel in
Sewanee on June 21, 2008. Christopher graduated Order of St. Ives from
the Sturm College of Law at the University of Denver on May 22, 2010.
Garrett Marquardt Dawson graduated from the University of Tennessee
College of Veterinary Medicine and
is currently an associate veterinarian

Mimi and Robert Bovard, C’05
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Christopher P. Brown and Amanda Michaels Brown, both C’05, were married
at All Saints’ Chapel in Sewanee on June 21, 2008. Sewanee alumni and
faculty in attendance were Dan Backlund, John Bates, C’06, Sam Batkins,
C’04, Meagan Binkley, C’05, Kyle Bruse, C’05, Boone Clayton, C’05, Stacey
Brower Clayton, C’03, Anna Cockrell, C’08, Bethany Davis, C’07, Scott
Davis,C’04, Stuart Davis, C’06, Sarah Ellery, C’03, Stacey Gutman, C’03,
Micah Hargrove, C’01, Bryn Huntpalmer, C’08, Richard Huntpalmer, C’05,
Craig Jacobs, C’05, Elizabeth Heilig Jenkins, C’07, David Kirby, C’06, Karen
Kuers, Richard Lodge, C’07, Tyler Love, C’04, Kate Mange Bishop, C’00,
Hayden Patterson Martin, C’05, Nawal Batteh McDaniel, C’03, Troyce McDaniel, C’03, Christopher Miller, C’05, Matt Moldenhauer, C’05, Wil Oakes,
C’04, William Packard, C’05, Phoebe Pearigen, Robert Pearigen, C’76, Gillian
Puffer, C’06, Mike Rast, C’07, Megan Greene Roberts, C’03, Gary Scheufler,
C’92, Emily Senefeld, C’05, Jim Shaffer, C’06, Daniel Shaver, C’07, Steve
Shaver, Peter Smith, The Rev. Dean Taylor, C’78, Jane Taylor, C’80, Lucy Taylor,
C’10, Andrew Von Gontard, C’05, Drew Webster, C’03, and John Womack, C’05.

Lauren Hale Hall, C’06, and Joshua Hall, C’06, were married at All Saints’
Chapel in Sewanee on April 10, 2010. Alumni pictured are: Front row: Katy
McMahon, C’07, Lauren Robertson, C’06, Dixon Myers, Annwn Myers, James
Mason, C’07, Josh Hall, C’06, Lauren Hale, C’06, Margaret McQuiston, C’06,
Claire Odom, C’06, Amy Goodman, C’06, Lauren Stogdill Curry, C’04, Haley
Merrill,C’06; Second Row: Chelsea Pyle, C’08, Lisa Smith, C’06, Landon Viney,
C’07, Holly Zafian, C’06, Brittany Hillner Harrison, C’07, Margaret Ann Ryburn,
C’06, Becky Baird, C’06, Amy Hill, C’07, Abigail Wehner,C’07; Back row: Edward Zellmer, C’05, Freeman Jones, C’05, Borden Hoskins, C’06, Lucy Kay Wall,
C’04, Stephen Hannaway, C’05, Ryan Holland, C’08, Elliot Dement, C’06, Ben
Cobb, C’04, Eva Rocke, C’06, Lawson Armstrong, C’08, Claire Gould, C’07, Paul
Johnson, C’06, Marjorie Palmer, C’06, and Andy Wood, C’06.
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at Battleground Hospital for Animals
in Franklin, Tenn. Andrew Gregg, now
known as Brother Stephen, entered
a monastery of the Cistercian Order
in 2006 in his hometown of Dallas,
Texas. He is currently living in the
Order’s general house in Rome, with
fellow monks from all around the
world. In June, he earned the degree
of bachelor in sacred theology from
the Pontifical University of St. Anselm
in Rome, writing a thesis on the theological methodology of Saint Irenaeus
of Lyons. After renewing his temporary
vows in Dallas, he plans to return to
Rome to work on an advanced degree
in patristic theology at the Augustinianum. Freeman Randolf Jones III
earned his 250-megaton captain’s
license in 2008. Since then he has
sailed the high seas for Outward
Bound and hosted guests aboard
a 31-foot vessel in Nantucket, R.I.
Most recently he was put in charge
of a mega-yacht that toured the
Virgin and Cayman Islands during the
winter and Martha’s Vineyard in the
summer. Also an avid motorcyclist,
Freeman has recently moved to North
Carolina. Matthew Martelli graduated from the University of Kentucky
College of Medicine on May 15,
2010, and will pursue a residency in
pathology at the University of Florida
in Gainesville, Fla. Richard Palmer
married Bryn M. Hunt, C’08, on May
12, 2010, in Montego Bay, Jamaica.
The couple is moving to Fayetteville,
Ark., where Richard will be attending his first year of law school at the
University of Arkansas. Will Pollard
and Catherine Alley, C’06, were married Jan. 16, 2010 in Auburn, Ala. The
couple lives in New Bern, N.C. Will is
a captain with the U.S. Marine Corps
and is stationed at Marine Corps Air
Station Cherry Point, N.C., where he
serves as an AV-8B Harrier pilot for
VMA-223. Catherine earned her master’s degree in physician’s assistant
studies from University of AlabamaBirmingham in December 2009 and
is working as a physician’s assistant
for Dermatology Associates of Coastal
Carolina. Emily Senefeld received a
master’s degree in history from the
University of Virginia in May 2010 and
is now working toward a Ph.D.

2006
Kilby Allen earned a master’s of fine
arts degree in creative writing from
Brooklyn College, and is now a Ph.D.
candidate in English and creative
writing at Florida State University.
Catherine Alley and Will Pollard,
C’05, were married Jan. 16, 2010
in Auburn, Ala. The couple lives in
New Bern, N.C. Catherine earned
her master’s degree in physician’s
assistant studies from University of
Alabama-Birmingham in December
2009 and is working as a physician’s
assistant for Dermatology Associates
of Coastal Carolina. Will is a captain
with the United States Marine Corps
and is stationed at Marine Corps Air
Station Cherry Point, N.C., where he
serves as an AV-8B Harrier pilot for
VMA-223. Jessica Martin Arnold met
her across-the-street neighbor, Sky
Arnold, after purchasing a house last
fall and married him six months later
in April in a private ceremony on a
remote island in northern Fiji. They currently reside in east Nashville, where
Jessica works for a downtown law
firm and Sky is a TV news reporter. J.
Pierce Buster is attending graduate
school at The Citadel in Charleston,
S.C. He plans to complete his MBA in
Summer 2011. Tyler Echols and his
wife, Amber, both got jobs teaching at
a school in Dammam, Saudi Arabia.
He will be teaching geography and
world history and she will be teaching
reading and language arts. They will
be there for two years. Isabel Foster
now works for J.P. Morgan in Atlanta.
Ted Goodman recently passed the
Tennessee bar exam and opened his
own law practice in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., in May. Eliza Greenman and
Kyle Kaiser, C’07, spent February
rafting 300 miles down the Colorado
River through the Grand Canyon. They
spent 30 days rafting through some
of the biggest rapids in the world,
going on epic hikes, and enjoying
the pleasures of having completely
left society, however temporarily. Kyle
is now guiding in Moab, Utah, and
Eliza has returned to her job on Little
Cranberry Island in Maine. Lauren
Elizabeth Hale and Joshua Slocum
Hall were married at All Saints’ Chapel
in Sewanee on April 10, 2010. Edward
Inge, son of Herndon Inge, C’71,

Jean Anne Babin, C’07, married Michael Kim in Huntsville, Ala. Sarah Holbrooks, C’07, was the maid of honor. Other Sewanee alums in attendance
included (left to right in the picture) Leslie Perry, C’07, Mary Alice Mathison,
C’07, Ashley McGowan Webster, C’07, and Freida Akonhai, C’08.
married Marisa Bradford on April 10,
2010, in Birmingham, Ala. Edward’s
sister, Caroline Inge, C’09, served as
a bridesmaid. A number of Sewanee
alums were in attendance, including,
Edward’s uncle, David Inge, C’69,
both of Edward’s godfathers, Frank
Lankford, C’71 and Warner Ballard,
C’71, and Patrick Warfield, C’06.
The ceremony was conducted by The
Rt. Rev. Henry Parsley, C’70, H’98.
Joseph Alan Jackson II is entering his
third year at the University of Tennessee Law School. He has been elected
2010-11 editor-in-chief of the Tennessee Law Review. Peter MacIlwaine
is in Jackson Hole, Wyo., to work as a
fly-fishing guide for the summer. He
plans return to Charleston, S.C., for the
fall. Haley Merrill spent six weeks in
Perth, Australia, on a radiology rotation
during her final semester of medical school. She graduated from the
Medical University of South Carolina
in May, and she’s now preparing to
start an orthopedic surgery residency
in Kansas City, Mo. Lindsey Miller has
been a senior consultant with Booz
Allen Hamilton in Washington, D.C., for
about two years. After graduating from
Emory Rollins School of Public Health
with a master’s degree in public health
she moved to Washington, first interning with the U.S. Senate Finance Committee and later consulting for Pan
American Health Association. Claire
Odom received her master’s degree in
English from Texas A&M University in
May. She then spent a month traveling

in South Africa for the World Cup and
volunteering with Ignite the Flame
2010, a soccer ministry program, in
Ga-Rankuwa. She has accepted a fulltime position as an English Instructor
at Blinn College in Bryan, Texas. Buddy
Parson is entering law school at St.
Mary’s University School of Law in San
Antonio, Texas. Chris Purdy has taken
a job as a financial trader in London
after completing a master’s degree
in international relations at Durham
University. Eva Rocke is the sustainability coordinator for Feather River
College in Quincy, Calif., and a farmers
market manager during the growing
season. She hiked Spain’s Camino de
Santiago pilgrimage route in May and
June. James David Shaffer will begin
a master’s program in biology at the
University of Kentucky this fall. He will
be researching blue ash regeneration
in the Bluegrass Region of central
Kentucky.

2007
Jean Anne Babin married Michael
Kim on March 27, 2010, in the
bride’s hometown of Huntsville, Ala.
The couple, who are both in the
military, are now stationed in South
Korea. Leslie Frey graduated from
the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law in May. John Whaling, Rives
Sutherland, and Thomas Anderson, were setting out in mid-July to
bicycle across the United States,
from Portland, Ore., to Charleston,

Peter MacIlwaine, C’06

Eliza Greenman, C’06, and Kyle Kaiser, C’07

S.C., to raise money for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association, in honor of
Thomas’s sister, Elizabeth, who has
Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy. The
address for the group’s blog and
donation page is: http://www.causes.
com/causes/494559.

2008
Bryn M. Hunt married Richard
Palmer, C’05, on May 12, 2010, in
Montego Bay, Jamaica. The couple
is moving to Fayetteville, Ark., where
Richard will be attending his first
year of law school at the University of
Arkansas. Chelsea Pyle was chosen
as a Cardiovascular Discovery Institute
Scholar to undertake biomedical
research at the Medical College of
Georgia this summer. She is starting
her first year of medical school at MCG
in August. Claire Simmons has moved

back to the United States after spending two years in France as an English
language assistant in a French high
school. She is now living in Boston
and working for School Year Abroad.

2009
Wiley Casey completed U. S. Navy
Officer Candidate School in Newport,
R.I., and was commissioned last
November. He is now serving as electrical officer aboard the USS The Sullivans whose homeport is Maytown,
Fla., and has been on deployment
since February of this year. Amy E.
Jackson lives in Nashville, where she
is employed by the Pencil Foundation. In the fall of 2010, she plans
to begin graduate studies at Tulane
University in New Orleans, where she
will pursue joint master’s degrees in
public health and social work.
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IN MEMORIAM
Obituaries are published for
graduates of the College of Arts and
Sciences and select friends of the
University. Sewanee magazine’s policy
is to publish the names of surviving
relatives of the deceased who are
alumni of the college, and the names
of surviving spouses. Due to space
limitations, other survivors may not
be listed.
Charles E. Faulk Jr., C’30, of Ruston,
Ala., died on March 5, 2010. He is
survived by his son, Dr. Ward Page
Faulk, C’59, H’08.
The Rev. James M. Stoney, C’38, of
Saluda, N.C., died on Jan. 29, 2009.
He was a native of Nashville, Tenn.,
and served churches in Moss Hill,
Ensley, and Talladega, Ala., before his
retirement in 1981. He served as a
supply priest at the Episcopal Church
of the Transfiguration in the early
1990s, and in a ministerial capacity
at The Snail’s Pace, a Christian retreat
in Saluda. He is survived by five sons
including, Christopher L. Stoney,
C’75, Paul Roberts Stoney, C’76, and
13 grandchildren.
Currin Rather Gass, C’42, of Salisbury, Md., died on Friday, June 19,
2009. He was born in Sewanee and
graduated from the Sewanee Military
Academy in 1938. After graduating
from the University, Currin attended
the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Md. He was commissioned as an
officer in the Navy in 1942. He served
as the chief engineering officer on
an LST that participated in the D-Day
invasion of Normandy at Omaha
Beach. After World War II, he was hired
as an engineer by Reed Roller Bit in
Houston, Texas. In 1966, he accepted
a position as the director of management information systems of Symington Wayne Corporation (later Dresser
Industries, Inc.) in Salisbury. He retired
from Dresser in 1986. After retiring,
he and his wife, Elizabeth, traveled the
world, visiting more than 40 countries.
Currin was a longtime member of St.
Peter’s Episcopal Church in Salisbury,
where he served on the vestry. He is
survived by his wife, Elizabeth, three
sons, including Henry Markley Gass
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III, C’75, and Theodore Bratton Gass,
C’80, and grandchildren, including
Henry Markley Gass IV, C’10.
Frank M. Walker, C’43, of Lake
Charles, La., died on Sunday, May 9,
2010. After graduation from Sewanee,
Frank served the U.S. Army in the
101st Airborne Screaming Eagles.
Frank participated in the invasion
of Normandy, parachuting behind
German lines on D-Day. He was later
wounded in the Battle of the Bulge. He
received a Purple Heart and a Bronze
Star. Frank is survived by his three
children, including Frank Jr., C’73, and
Lila Hicks, C’77, nine grandchildren,
and one great-grandchild. He is also
survived by his two brothers, including
Irl Walker, C’47.
Armour C. Bowen, C’44, of Memphis,
Tenn., died on Oct. 11, 2009. Armour
served in World War II from May 1943
to June 1945, attaining the rank of
first lieutenant in the 8th Air Force. As
Captain of a B-17, he flew 30 missions in 1944. He flew as a captain
for Chicago and Southern Airlines
which later became Delta Airlines.
He then joined his father at Armour
C. Bowen Lumber Company until he
retired at age 65. As a member of the
Lumberman’s Club of Memphis, he
was president in 1964 and Outstanding Lumberman of the Year in 1980.
He also served six years on the National Hardwood Lumber Association
Board. For 35 years, he volunteered at
St. Francis Nursing Home, initiating a
prayer breakfast ministry for men. He
is survived by his wife, Jeanne, three
daughters, nine grandchildren, and six
great-grandchildren.
Jack W. Smith Sr., C’45, of Columbia,
S.C., died on April 2, 2010. He was
studying for a degree in mathematics
at Sewanee when he was inducted
into the U.S. Navy in 1943. Upon
discharge from the Navy in 1945,
he continued his studies at the
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa
and graduated with a law degree in
June 1948. He enlisted in the Naval
Air Corps in September 1942 and was
called to active duty in May 1943. He
served with Fighting Squadron VF42
as a pilot flying F6F Hellcats. From
1947 to 1964, he served in the Naval
Air Reserve. After briefly practicing

law, he worked in L.P. gas retail and
distribution. He later started and
was president of Smith GMC Trucks
in High Point, N.C. Subsequently, he
joined John Hancock in 1967. He was
general agent of the Greensboro, N.C.,
office, and qualified repeatedly for
the President’s Honor Club, the Million
Dollar Roundtable, and the National
Quality Award. In 1975, he joined the
J. Key Powell John Hancock Agency in
Columbia. At the time of his death, he
was employed as a registered representative with Anderson & Strudwick.
For many years, he was a speaker and
instructor on financial planning. He
is survived by his wife, Marjorie, three
children, and six grandchildren.
Charles Robert Stevens, C’45, of Ft.
Myers, Fla., died on May 12, 2009.
He is survived by his wife, Louise, five
children, including, Peter J. Stevens,
C’81, and grandson, Gareth Grant
Leonard, C’03.
Dr. Robert J. Eustice, C’48, of Ocean
Springs, Miss., died on Jan. 20, 2010.
He founded his Family Practice Dental
Clinic in Biloxi in 1955 and treated patients there for 55 years. He graduated
from Phillips High School in Birmingham, Ala., in 1943 and entered the
Navy’s V-12 Program. After completing
the V-12 Program, he entered Midshipman’s school at Ft. Schuyler, N.Y., from
which he graduated as an ensign in
the U.S. Navy. He then attended the
Naval Supply Corps Officer School
at Harvard University. Ensign Eustice
served at the Naval Air Base in Samar,
Philippine Islands, during World War II.
After the war ended, he was awarded
the Philippines Liberation Medal. Following World War II, Robert enrolled at
Sewanee, where he received his B.S.
degree. He then was accepted to the
first class of the University Medical/
Dental Center, University of Alabama,
Birmingham. Following graduation in
1952, he went back into the U.S. Navy
and served a year of internship at the
U.S. Naval Hospital in Philadelphia,
Pa. Later, he spent about three years
at the National Naval Medical Center
in Bethesda, Md. He moved to Biloxi,
Miss., and began his private dental
practice in 1955. He was active in
the Mississippi Gulf Coast community
for many years, serving in a variety of
organizations and on many boards

of trustees. He is survived by his
wife, Marie, four children, and seven
grandchildren.
James C. Guffey, C’48, of Athens, Ga.,
died on March 10, 2010. He is survived
by his wife, Marjorie, and three children,
including James Edwin Guffey, C’75.
George K. Knox, C’48, of San Marco,
Fla., died on Feb. 13, 2010. He served
in the U.S. Army, and worked for the
Alaska Railroad. George worked as a
commercial real estate salesman for
Stockton, Whatley, and Davin, and later
as an independent real estate broker.
William Rogers, C’49, of Atlanta, Ga.,
died on March 14, 2010. At the age of
18, he was one of the three youngest
officers in the U.S. Army Air Corps to
earn his wings as a B-24 bomber pilot.
He served in the American, European,
CBI (China-Burma-India) and Pacific
theaters. On June 30, 1944, on his
13th bomb mission, he was shot down
over Hungary and parachuted into
Nazi-occupied Yugoslavia. He served
with the 1st and 7th Air Sea Rescue
Squadron in Italy and CBI and the
Pacific at the end of the war. After the
war, he attended Sewanee, where he
was a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity and served as president for
two years. Upon graduation, Bill joined
the Equitable Life Assurance Society
of the United States in its regional
real estate mortgage office located
in Birmingham, Ala. He relocated to
Memphis, Tenn., where he opened The
Equitable’s Division Office. In 1963,
Bill became head of the Equitable Regional Office which had been relocated from Birmingham to Atlanta. In this
position he was later promoted to vice
president. In his role as regional vice
president of The Equitable in the early
1970s, Bill was an important leader in
expanding the company’s traditional
mortgage business into joint ventures
with America’s leading developers. Bill
was instrumental in the development
of The Equitable Building which has
long been a landmark in downtown Atlanta. He completed his distinguished
career in the early 1990s when he
retired as vice president of Equitable
Real Estate in Atlanta, the home office
of that company. Bill was part of the
founding group of the Galloway School
and served on its initial Board of

Trustees. He also served as a member
of Sewanee’s Board of Trustees. He
was buried in the University Cemetery
at Sewanee. He is survived by his
wife, Martha, two children, and four
stepchildren.
C. Garnett Ashby, C’50, of Ponte
Vedra, Fla., died on May 14, 2010.
After graduation, Garnett went to work
for his grandfather, Tharp Roberts,
at his company the Monticello Drug
Company where he thrived, eventually
becoming the president, a position he
maintained until 1996 at which time
he sold his interest. He opened a car
dealership with his childhood friend
called The Car Store in 1970, built
Kona Skateboard Park in 1976, which
is still in operation today as the oldest,
continuously operating skateboard
park in the country, and founded
Florida Clearview Cable Company in
1978 with another good friend. He
was involved in charities including the
Boys Club and the Rotary Club, as well
as serving as a trustee of the Ida M.
Stevens Foundation and the Roberts
Charitable Trust, both organizations
that fund numerous causes in the
Jacksonville community. He was a
founding board member of The Beaches Hospital and one of the youngest
commodores of the Florida Yacht Club.
Garnett served on the vestry of Christ
Episcopal Church and was a founding
board member of Vicars Landing. He is
survived by his wife, Eleanor, his three
children, and nine grandchildren.
Samuel L. Brannon, C’50, of Nashville, Tenn., died on Oct. 11, 2009. He
is survived by two children.
The Rev. Perry C. Burton, C’50, of Flat
Rock, N.C., died on May 9, 2010. After
Sewanee, he attended the Virginia
Theological Seminary in Alexandria,
Va., and served as an Episcopal priest
for 30 years, before retiring to Flat
Rock in 1981. He served Immanuel
Church in Bristol, Va.; Church of the
Epiphany in Kirkwood, Mo.; and Grace
Church in Paducah, Ky. He is survived
by his wife, Mary, four children, and
eight grandchildren.
The Rev. Walter W. Cawthorne, C’50,
T’51, of St. Petersburg, Fla., died
on June 1, 2010. Walter served his
country stateside in the U.S. Navy.

He was ordained into the Episcopal
priesthood at the Church of the Holy
Comforter in Columbia, S.C., in June
1952. While he served many church
communities, he found his greatest
calling when he moved to St. Peter’s
Episcopal Cathedral as the hospital
chaplain in October 1966, where he
ministered to the sick and infirm for
many years. He remained an active retired priest at several other churches in
the St. Petersburg area, most recently
St. Vincent’s Episcopal Church, until
the time of his death. Over the years,
Walter was active in many community
organizations including the Civil Air
Patrol, Sertoma Club of St. Petersburg,
the Masonic Lodge and Shriners. He is
survived by his wife, Joyce, his children
and stepchildren, and many grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
William T. Stumb, C’50, of Nashville,
Tenn., died on March 20, 2010. He
served in the U.S. Navy during World
War II. He was president of R.L. Polk
and Company Bank Services for 41
years until his retirement. He was a
member of Sigma Chi Fraternity and
Downtown Rotary Club. A tennis enthusiast, he played on his high school and
Sewanee tennis teams. He is survived
by his wife, Betty Ann, two children,
and five grandchildren.
John Charles Eyster, C’51, of
Decatur, Ala., died on April 18, 2010.
He earned his law degree from the
University of Alabama. He was an Army
veteran, having served in the counterintelligence corps in the Korean
War. He practiced law for almost 30
years, working alongside his father and
brother. He was president and lieutenant governor of the Kiwanis Club,
president of the Decatur Chamber of
Commerce, president of the Boys Club
and was one of the founders of the Industrial Development Board of the City
of Decatur. He designed, developed,
and built Quail Creek Golf Resort, with
the help of his son-in-law, Matt Nail,
starting with nine holes in 1990 and
later adding another nine, along with a
conference center, hotel, and chapel.
The chapel was built as a home to the
congregation of The Church at Quail
Creek, a church he helped start. He
is survived by his wife, Mary, his son,
John Charles Eyster Jr., C’87, two
daughters, and seven grandchildren.

The Rt. Rev. Harry B. Bainbridge III, C’61, T’67, T’82, H’99, of Easton,
Md., died on May 27, 2010. After graduation from Sewanee, he served
in the U.S. Navy. After Officer Candidate School, Bainbridge was the
communications officer aboard the USS Norfolk. During the Cuban
Missile Crisis, he relayed official communications directly from Robert
Kennedy at the White House to an interpreter to verify the nuclear
missiles aboard the Soviet warship in Guantanamo Bay. Bainbridge
became a priest in 1967 after graduating from Sewanee’s School of
Theology. Throughout his 40 years of ministry, he served as rector of
churches in Memphis, Fayetteville, and Knoxville, Tenn.,
Monroe, La., and Easton, Md.,
before being elected the 12th
bishop of Idaho in 1998, serving until 2008. While bishop,
he served as president of
Province VIII, which includes
17 dioceses and more than
900 parishes, stretching west
from Arizona to Hawaii and
Taiwan. In this role, he served
on the Presiding Bishop’s
Council of Advice and on
the Standing Commission of
Stewardship and Development. In 2002, Bainbridge was chosen as the chairman of Episcopal
Relief and Development. During this time, he led the board’s transition from primarily relief efforts to expand and include both relief and
development. Some of the notable efforts during his tenure include
relief work in Thailand after the tsunami, the Nets for Life program to
eradicate malaria in Africa, as well as community development projects
in Honduras and El Salvador. Bishop Bainbridge was a member of
various community boards, including The Talbot Hospice Foundation in
Easton, Md., the St. Lukes’ Regional Medical System in Boise, Idaho,
and chair of The School of Theology Visiting Committee in Sewanee.
He is survived by his wife, Katherine; two children, including Harry
Bainbridge IV, C’89; and three grandchildren.

William D. Austin, C’52, of Jacksonville, Fla., died on March 16, 2010.
He is survived by his wife, Diane,
and three children, including J. Luke
Austin, C’89.
John D. Stewart, C’52, of Birmingham,
Ala., died on Oct. 12, 2009. He is
survived by his wife, Helen.
Thomas O. Smith Jr., C’53, of Kitty
Hawk, N.C., died on Oct. 23, 2009. He
attended Sewanee where he pledged
Phi Delta Theta fraternity, and went on
to graduate from Vanderbilt University
and its School of Law. He served as a
lieutenant in the judge advocate division at Great Lakes Naval Training Center before establishing his law practice
in Nashville. In his retirement, he

enjoyed working at the Home Depot.
He is survived by his wife, Barbara, two
sons, and two grandchildren.
Richard T. Dozier Jr., C’53, of Montgomery, Ala., died on April 21, 2010.
He was active in trying to preserve
the natural and historical assets of
Montgomery. He founded the Old Cloverdale Association and served as its
first “mayor.” He founded the Cottage
Hill Historic District. His real passion
became the riverfront in Montgomery,
and he founded the Montgomery
Marina 37 years ago, bringing access
to the treasures and great views of the
river to the citizens of Montgomery. He
was an early proponent of waterfront
development and supported the arts,
sponsoring several art shows. He also
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supported boating groups and was
involved in hundreds of river rescues
over the years. He is survived by three
daughters and seven grandchildren.
Morton Langstaff, C’53, of Alexandria, Va., died on Dec. 7, 2009. He
was an executive manager for the
National Rural Telecommunications
Cooperative from 1958 to 1962,
after which he worked for Rep. Frank
Stubblefield (D-Ky.) as an assistant
for several years. He went into real
estate and worked for companies in
Alexandria before starting his own
business, which specialized in residential properties. He played piano
for about 10 years at the JW Marriott
Hotel in Washington, D.C. He had
also played over the years at the Little
Theatre of Alexandria, local restaurants, and Northern Virginia retirement
communities. In 1984, he helped
found the West End Dinner Theatre in
Alexandria. He is survived by his wife,
Cathryn, and two daughters.
Robert T. Cherry Sr., C’55, of Nashville, Tenn., died on April 16, 2010. He
graduated from Sewanee summa cum
laude and was a proud member of
Phi Beta Kappa Honorary Scholastic
Society and Omicron Delta Kappa. He
was the Cadet Corps Commander of
the Air Force ROTC at Sewanee and
entered the service upon graduation as a lieutenant. He earned his
pilot wings in 1957 and served as a
pilot and navigator in the Strategic
Air Command. Upon his return to
Nashville, he joined his father’s business, the McEwen Cherry Company,
a regional manufacturer’s representative firm serving the automotive
industry. Upon his father’s death in
1966, he became president. In 1972,
he started a new company, Auto Air
& Sound, a manufacturer, regional
distributor, and installer of air-conditioning parts and auto accessories.
He served on the Board of Directors of the Green Hills YMCA and as
chairman of the Manufacturers Rep
Division of the Automotive Service
Industries Association. He received the
coveted “Pioneer Award” from NARSA,
the national radiator trade association
in 1993 after many years of success
in the automotive cooling industry.
He is survived by his wife, Joan, two
children, and six grandchildren.
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William E. Vancleve Sr., C’55, of
Jackson, Miss., died on Sept. 25,
2009. He attended Sewanee and
received his bachelor’s degree from
the University of Mississippi. After
graduation, he attended Officers
Candidate School in Newport, R.I.,
and served three years in the Navy
as a lieutenant. He spent 50 years
as an insurance executive with R.S.
Greer, Connecticut General, and
Bryson and Company. He was a
member of the Pioneer Club, Civil
War Roundtable, First Families of
Mississippi, and a longtime member
of St. James Episcopal Church. He
is survived by his wife, Peggy, and
two sons.
Edmund B. Duggan Jr., C’56, of Redding, Calif., died on May 13, 2010. He
served as an officer in the U.S. Navy
from 1957 to 1961. He earned a
master’s degree in school administration from San Jose State University
in 1965. He taught high school in
Fremont, Calif., before becoming principal of Shasta High School in Redding, Calif. He later served as deputy
superintendent at the Shasta County
Board of Education. He became a
Reader’s Digest American Hero in
Education in 1989 after working to
turn around a troubled Sonora High
School. After retiring, he began supervising student teachers with National
University. He is survived by his wife,
Nancy, and three children.
Allan J. Clark II, C’58, of Billings,
Mont., died on March 8, 2010. After
two years at Sewanee, he enlisted in
the U.S. Marine Corps, where he attained the rank of corporal. He earned
his bachelor’s and master’s degrees
from the University of South Dakota.
He taught high school in Sheridan,
Wyo. He served as a park ranger at
the Little Bighorn Battlefield and at
Cape Hatteras, N.C. He taught history
at Montana State University, Billings,
until his retirement in 1995. He is
survived by his wife, Tonia, and three
children.
Ralph Hugh Flynn, C’60, of Holliston,
Mass., died on Jan. 27, 2010. After
a long and admired career, Ralph
retired as a labor organizer and field
manager from the Massachusetts
Teachers Association. He is survived

by his wife, Priscilla, and three
children.
Dr. Frederick G. Jones Jr., C’60,
of Hampden, Maine, died on
May 15, 2010. He graduated
cum laude from Sewanee, and
received his Ph.D. in Old English
from the University of Florida. He
taught in the English department
of the State University of New York,
Binghamton, and was a teacher
and mentor at John Bapst Memorial High School for 29 years. His
other great passion was music. He
served as an organist-choirmaster
for 50 years, most recently at St.
John’s Episcopal Church from
1981 to 2005. He is survived by
his wife, Judy, and four children.
Harrison Johnson Jr., C’61, of
Nashville, Tenn., died on May
1, 2010. He graduated from
Vanderbilt University Law School
in 1964. He was a well respected
attorney and expert in real estate
law. He was a committed, lifelong
servant, and teacher in his church,
where he was a lay Eucharistic
minister. He is survived by his
wife, Mary, two children, and two
grandchildren.
Stephen E. Schenck, C’68, of
Flatgap, Ky., died on Nov. 23,
2009. He is survived by his wife,
Donna.
Bill E. McWilliams Sr., C’73, of
Meridian, Miss., died on Dec. 12,
2009. He is survived by his wife,
Diane, and two sons.
Lou Raines Beighley, C’76, of
Dexter, Mo., died on Feb. 11,
2010. She was an active member
of the Orthodox Anglican Church
in Sikeston, a homemaker, an avid
reader of books, a gardener, a
lover of dogs, cats, and horses, her
husband and her children. She is
survived by her husband, Dr. Donn
Herbert Beighley, C’75, and two
children.
Margaret W. Lundin, C’80, of
Wheaton, Ill., died on March 14,
2010. She is survived by her
son, Robert, a Sewanee Military
Academy alumnus.

A. Leonard Stephens III, C’87, of
Woodstock, Vt., died on May 18,
2010. He was an entrepreneur,
adventurer, and devoted family man.
He is survived by his wife, Treva, and
four children.
Joanne Thorson Yoder, C’88, of
Tullahoma, Tenn., died on May 14,
2010, after a three-and-a-half-year
battle with kidney cancer. She began
her career working as a legislative
assistant in Washington, D.C., for U.S.
Sen. Jim Sasser of Tennessee. She
then moved to the development office
of Vanderbilt University in Nashville.
She graduated from the University of
Tennessee School of Law in 1997.
After law school, she was in private
practice in Tullahoma. Joanne also
worked with the MTSU Foundation in
Murfreesboro before leaving to raise
her family. Her primary passion was
her family. She spent the last 10 years
raising her children and giving of
herself to help others. She is survived
by her husband, Bill Yoder, C’88, and
two sons.
William Gregory Flowers, C’93, of
Columbia, S.C., died on March 15,
2010. He earned his law degree from
the University of South Carolina.

FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY
The Rev. Deacon Robert F. Bartusch,
of Memphis, Tenn., died on March
4, 2010. He was a former trustee of
the University. He is survived by his
daughters, Ellen Massey, C’77, and
Robin Goertz, C’79, and three granddaughters.
Wayne Gipson of Sewanee died on
June 23, 2010. He was the son of E.
Berry Gipson and Hattie Marie Gudger
Gipson, both longtime University
employees. He was the great-greatgrandson of two of Sewanee’s original
land donors, Henry Garner and Allen
Gipson. He is survived by three children, five grandchildren and a brother,
James E. Gipson, C’66.

AFTERWORD

Adventure in the
Laoshan Mountains
Marcus Murphy, C’07, leads
intrepid visitors on a variety of
itineraries in and around his
adopted home city in China.

Marcus Murphy
(far left) guides
visitors around
Qingdao.

Since moving to the port city of Qingdao, China, in 2008, Marcus Murphy,
C’07, has worked to erase the line between urban immersion and outdoor play.
The city’s layered history and the craggy backdrop of the Laoshan mountain
range inspired him to start his own adventure travel company, bringing visiting
Koreans, Americans, Germans, Dutch, French, Romanians, and Chinese to
Qingdao’s high hills and hidden alleys.
Guided by Murphy, visitors come to climb among Laoshan’s hoodoos and towers of pink granite just outside town. Murphy’s company, Qingdao Adventures,
offers everything from bicycling and temple visits to barbecue and sailing on
the Yellow Sea. One forest hike ascending past Confucian ruins and waterholes
embellished with German inscriptions ends at a trailside cottage known as Old
Yellow’s. “Emperors have been climbing this mountain for 2,000 years,” says
Murphy. His briefing reads “We’ll make sure a chicken is plucked and the tea is
brewing once you get to Lao Huang’s.”
Murphy considered taking Chinese his first year at Sewanee, “I heard classes had
something like four students,” so he went for it. The next year, Political Science
Professor Scott Wilson invited those few students to assist his research in Shanghai.
“After that, I took as many Asian Studies classes as possible,” Murphy says.
Around the time of the Beijing Olympics, people were flooding into Qingdao
looking for something to do. “I couldn’t believe no one was already doing these
trips, so I put up a website.” Vacationers and even school groups soon caught on.
In Qingdao, Murphy goes by a close approximation of his last name, written
phonetically in Chinese logograms and roughly pronounced mo-fay. “My Chinese professor at Sewanee gave me this name. People think it’s weird, but kind
of poetic.” It means “is it possible?”
— Luke Padgett, C’07
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How do you support
the cancer researchers
of today and tomorrow?
ARTNERING WITH RESEARCHERS at Harvard and MIT,
Assistant Professor of Biology Julie Lively studies
the roles that certain cellular proteins play in the
progression of cancerous tumors. This summer, student interns
Jennifer Caldwell, C’11, and Luca Koritsanszky, C’12, joined Dr.
Lively in her research — designing and conducting experiments
to analyze tumors and tumor cell lines.
By helping to pay for everything from lab equipment to
faculty salaries, the Sewanee Annual Fund supports the work
of Sewanee faculty and the students like Jennifer and Luca who
join them in their research. When you give, you not only help
students earn invaluable laboratory experience but you also
help advance the world’s knowledge of how cancer works and
how we might improve treatments that combat it.

TO MAKE A GIFT, CHOOSE ONE OF THESE OPTIONS:
ONLINE Go to give.sewanee.edu to make a gift using
Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express.
CHECK
Send a check, payable to the Sewanee Annual Fund to:
Sewanee Annual Fund, Thompson Union,
735 University Avenue, Sewanee TN 37383-1000.
STOCK
To make a gift of stock please contact Cindy Burt,
cburt@sewanee.edu or 931.598.1641.
PHONE 800.367.1179
Questions? Email sewaneeannualfund@sewanee.edu

GIVE TO THE SEWANEE ANNUAL FUND

